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ABSTRACT
A Comparison

of Fear-of-Success Imagery

Between Black Male and Female Undergraduates

September 1977
Evangeline Royall Darity
B.A., Barber-Scotia College
M.Ed,, Smith College
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by;

Ronald H. Fredrickson, Ph.D.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the

regional and sex differences of fear-of-success Imagery

between black male and female undergraduates attending

predominantly black state universities.

There v;ere 258

subjects in the study, all selected from general psychology and Introductory sociology classes at Central State

University, Wilberforce, Ohio, and North Carolina A. and T.
State University, Greensboro, N. C.

Basic null hypothesis

of the study was that no matter what the level of fear-of-

success there would be no differences with regard to sex
and region.

The data for the study were collected from the two

student population samples by a written 83-item yes-no

vil

Fear-of-Succ6ss /S6lf-Awaren6ss questionnaire (Pappo,
1972 ) and Horner's four FOS cues modified with identity

figures plus a brief questionnaire asking for biographical
data

Computations for the student-t distribution, chi
square, and the Pearson Product moment coefficient for
the analysis of the data were done by Statistical Package

for the Social Sciences, (Klecka, Nle and Hull, 1975),

using CDC CYBER at the Computer Center at the University
of Massachusetts/Amherst,
The findings of the study indicated that the major

part of the null hypothesis was supported

— that

is,

there

were few sex or regional differences between the two groups
of subjects on the Pappo Fear-of-Success questionnaire and

Horner's cues.

One of these statistical differences was

found in comparison of the North Carolina females with

North Carolina males on Pappo Fear-of-Success/SelfAwareness questionnaire.
Among the females in this study 43 percent showed

high fear-of-success on Pappo 's questionnaire.

Among the

males on the Pappo questionnaire, it was observed that
33 percent showed high fear-of-success.
A regional sex difference was found in comparisons

between the males and females in the Ohio and North
Carolina region on Horner's FOS Imagery,
vili

There was slg-

nlflcant difference between the Ohio males and females
on

Homer's FOS Imagery with Ohio females showing less

FOS than the males, the reverse being true for what

Horner (1968) (65.5^) had found for females.
The relationship among Pappo's Fear-of-Success/Self-

Awareness and Horner's FOS Imagery, career goal expectation,
parental occupation, and grade point average showed few

significant correlations.
The results show that negative Imagery need not

necessarily be an adequate measure for FOS and for the

black subjects in this study reliance upon such an instrument could be misleading.

For both black males and females the findings from
this study suggest that FOS may not be at this time a

viable construct.
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Chapter

I

Introduction
This study was an attempt to investigate the

differences in level of fear~of-success Imagery between
black males and black females attending predominantly

black state universities.
Fear-of-success as defined by Horner (1968) is the

anticipation of negative consequences because of success,
including fear of rejection, isolation, loss of friends,

ineligibility as a dating or marriage partner and denial
of effort or responsibility for attaining success.

Most women are just beginning to come to terms with

their competitive nature, to recognize it and admit that
they can be just as competitive as men.

They are learning

that if they are going to achieve things, if they are going
to work their way up in business, politics, academics, any

area they enter

— they

must compete successfully not only

with men but with other women.

Surprisingly, many women

today feel more ambivalent about competing with their own
sex than with men (Collier, 1975).
It is clear that some women,

competition down.

likely most, tend to play

Both men and women will often attempt

to disguise their competitive behavior.

However, in this

culture, traditionally, it has been less acceptable for

2

women to express competitive feelings.

However, we do

see in women a lot of Indirect competitiveness.

The

indirection is understandable, since women have not been
expected to be as competitive as men, if at all.

This

expectation tends to influence women's thinking about
themselves (Collier, 1975)
The one area in which it has been assumed that women

would compete is for the attention of men.
special problems in all cultures.

Women have

Until recently they

were out of the competitive world, except insofar as they

were expected to compete for a mate.

Indeed, in many

earlier cultures, they did not even have that option

—

woman's father picked her husband for her (Collier, 1975).
But today, in part because of the women's movement,
in part due to other factors, more women are not only

recognizing their competitive drives but the need to
develop them successfully.

Consider the case of a young woman
who said, "I won a lot of awards when
sometimes when
was going with.

I

It never bothered me.

In fact,

I

was a

In my family, winning something was

the only way to get attention.
I

was in high school,

was competing, against some of the boys

compulsive achiever.

that

I

writer and editor,

So I guess you could say

to
was brought up feeling that it was okay for me

compete right from the start" (Collier, 1975).

I
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This young woman's statement throws doubt on the old

assumption that women have trouble competing openly with
men and their intellect to keep their femininity.

Bardwick (1970) has proposed that males and females
are primarily motivated toward academic success by different needs:

males to satisfy internal standards of excellence

and females to satisfy need affiliation and external support.
In our western culture males and females may enter

college with entirely different sets of experiences.

Males

might anticipate the results of academic success to be positive and rewarding.

Females may learn from puberty to fear

academic success because of anticipated negative social-

psychological consequences.

Whether or not this sex discrepancy exists in attitudes
toward academic achievement has been investigated by Horner
(1968).

She interpreted her results as an indication of

f ear-of-success on the part of college females and its

relative absence in college males.

Men too suffer from the

fear of change, but apparently for different reasons than

women fear success.

Black men, however, who have been

and instiexposed to serious physical threats on one hand,

the other,
tutional blocks to significant achievement on

about success,
could have conceivably developed anxieties

especially success in the white world (Fleming, 1975).
distinct aspects to the
It appears that there are two

4

fear-of-success.

One is what the outsider sees;
that Is,

people who are not In the individual's
inner circle. A
college professor, for example, may seem
very successful
in the eyes of the public and his students,
but not to

his peers.
The second aspect of the fear-of-success is not
how
the world views the person but how the person sees
him/

herself.

An individual knows that a promotion results

not merely in a new and larger office, a different rela-

tionship with employees, and other business associates,
but a different persepctive, and a change in him or herself

which may gradually create a different lifestyle, whether
he/she likes it or not (Tec 1976).
Pappo (1972) describes these two characteristics of
the fear of success as a competitive orientation and a

preoccupation with evaluation.
The orientation toward competition and the preoccupa-

tion with evaluation are often interpreted by others as a

wish to do well.

However, when the Individual's preoccu-

pation and concern with how well he/she is doing functions
as a defense against enjoyment and mastery, it can make

him/her self-conscious and awkward, decrease his/ier actual
level of performance, and limit hlsAer enjoyment of the
task.

An individual cannot invest hlm/herself completely

in a task if a large portion of his/her energy is Involved

5

In preoccupation with evaluation
and competition.

Thinking about how well he /she

is

doing or how he /she

looks to others provides the Individual
with a means of
keeping him/herself from becoming fully Involved
In the

activity.

This constantly works against spontaneous

participation and creativity.

Thus, preoccupation with

evaluation and competition functions to sabotage success
rather than to facilitate Its attainment (Pappo,
1972),

Because fear-of-success Is presumed to develop in

conjunction with social institutional taboos restricting
the full development of competitive potential, black women
and especially black men constitute a likely population

with which to study this issue.
Ladner's (1972) insightful study of growing up black
and female, and Lerner's (1972) documentary accounts of

black women since the early

l 800 's

argue convincingly that

many of the experiences and perspectives of black women are
unique.

Black women may express less conflict over working

outside the home and perhaps experience less fear of being

successful in roles other than mothering.

Reactions of

black women to the women's liberation movement highlight
these differences.

Committed foremost to black liberation

many black women further contend that the goals of women's
liberation have either been achieved by or forced upon the

black woman, who hardly feels deprived of being a bread-

6

winner in the family (Gurln, 1975),
Fear-of-Success and a Brief Historical Background
A review of published work on the
fear-of-success

reveals that Freud (1916) wrote about success neurosis
as early as I916.

neurosis

Freud's early formulation of "success

was made with reference to observations of this

psychological difficulty In both men and women.

He Iden-

tified success neurosis as occurring when people:
,,,fall 111 precisely because a deeply
rooted and long cherished wish has come
to fulfillment.
It seems as though they
could not endure their bliss. For the
causative connection between this fulfillment and the falling 111 there can be no
question (p, I63) ,
In talking about success neurosis, Freud

observed:

(1916)

"The distinction between success fear and

regular neurosis Is that:

the signal for the outbreak of

conflict Is given by an actual external alteration In

circumstances (p, 164 ),"

Thus, the fear-of-success Indi-

vidual does not always attempt to minimize or avoid success,

Schuster ("On the fear-of-success" 1955 ) elaborated
Freud's Initial comments by describing the ways In which
people subvert their own talents, and offered an explanation for their own behavior:

"A fear of asserting one's

self because of the possible consequences (punishment.
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retaliation, or retribution," p. 4l6)
Success is associated with defeating others:

the

successful person risks the collective wrath of his
outdone
rivals.

Freud cited a similar statement by Shakespeare's

Lady Macbeth in his lengthy case study of his disillusions
and death upon retalnment of the aim of her ambition:

.Naught had, all's spent, where our
desire is got without content:
'Tls safer to be that which we destroy
Than by destruction dwell in double joy.
(Act III, Scene 2; also
cited in Freud, I 915 , p. 327)

Fenichel (19^5) thought that for these people,
"success may mean the achievement of something unmerited
or 'wrong', bringing Inferiority or guilt into the open
(p. ^ 57 ),

and attributed these feelings to the lingering

of Infantile guilt and conflicts over dependence at the

primary stage."

(Also Tresemer, 197^a).

Ovesey's ("Fear of vocational success," 1962) helpful

restatement of the concept challenged the unquestioned

assumption in earlier writings that only males showed a
"fear-of-success" (henceforth referred to simply as FOS)
He did, however, admit that males in this culture were far

more frequently in situations of competition and rivalry

which might bring back the early intimidating parental
situation

8

Further writings in the psychiatric literature
have
linked the phenomena of FOS and success
avoidance
(M-S)

to masochism and self-injury (Tresemer,

1974a).

Statement of Problem
In most of the research reviewed, fear-of-success

has been carried out with white females and very little

research has attempted to test its significance in other
segments of the population.
No investigations that I found tested the relevance

of fear-of-success for black men.

The apparent contradic-

tions in the literature also leave some doubt as to the
real significance of fear-of-success among black women.

While fear-of-success is said to be more characteristic of white women in general, it is not assumed to be

peculiar to females.

It indeed may have manifestations

for anyone conditioned by socio-cultural circumstances to
expect negative consequences as

a

result of competitive

striving (Horner, 1968)
The purpose of this study, therefore, was to investi-

gate the differences in level of FOS imagery in black males
and females attending predominantly black state universi-

ties.

Therefore, this study will attempt to answer such

questions as:

Are there differences between the black male

and the black female in FOS imagery and self-awareness?

9

Is the gender significant in the FOS imagery?

Does the

geographic location contribute to a difference in the FOS
imagery and self-awareness?

Is there any relationship of

the FOS Imagery, career goals and grade point average?
In order to answer these questions,

each major

hypothesis will be considered separatelyo
Answers to four null hypotheses will be sought:
Hypo th esla.JL

There will be no statistically significant difference between black college males and black college

females in "fear-of-success" as measured by

responses on Pappo's Self-Awareness Questionnaire.

Hypothesis II
There will be no statistically significant difference in responses between black college males and

black college females to the verbal cues (Homer,
1972) in the fear-of-success imagery.

Hypothesis III
There will be no statistically significant difference in responses between Southern respondents and
the Northern respondents on the Self-Awareness

Questionnaire and the verbal cues.
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Hypothesis IV
There will be no relationship among FOS measures
and biographical responses of career goals, family

career level and grade point average.
This study was concerned with the incidence of FOS

imagery in black male and female students who attend

predominantly black state universities.

Students who

have to deal with both their individual goals and their

collective commitments as black men and women.

Academic

achievements of these students have long been neglected
by social scientists.

Chapter II
Review of Related Literature
Studies using Horner's construct of f ear-of-success
(FOS) are presented in this Chapter,

Fear-of-success as

defined by Horner (1968) is the anticipation of negative

consequences because of success, including fear of rejection,

isolation, loss of friends. Ineligibility as a dating

or marriage partner and denial of effort or responsibility

for attaining success.
This chapter is divided into five sections,
1,

The Concept of FOS

2,

Horner's Original Research

3,

Age, Sex and Race Differences

4,

Cultural Explanation of FOS

5,

Reliability of the Fear-of-Success Measure

The Concept of Fear-of-Success

The concept of a fear-of-success was proposed by

Matina Horner (I968) in order to account for why differences in achievement-related motives
and the motive to avoid failure

— do

— the

motive to succeed

not predict performance

(Atkinson, 1958,
as well for females as they do for males
p

77)

,

Horner suggested that females are hampered by the

variable— the
presence of an additional inhibitory anxiety
fear-of-success— which

is aroused in achievement-oriented
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situations where success may imply a loss of
femininity

and/or negative social consequences.
The concept of fear of success (FOS) was developed

(Homer, 1968) within the framework of an expectancy value
theory of motivation according to McClelland, Atkinson
In the Expectancy-value

(1953).

(E-v) theories of motiva-

tion the most important factors determining the arousal of

one's motives, and thereby the ultimate strength of motivation and direction of one's behavior are:
1)

the expectations or beliefs he/she has regarding

the nature and likelihood of the consequences of his/her

actions and
2)

the value of these consequences to him/her in

light of his/her particular motive.
The suggested presence of FOS is based on the premise
that an expectancy is aroused in competitive achievement

situations and that success will lead to negative consequences for women.

It is therefore,

important to Indicate Just

what negative consequences of success in achievement situations are for women.
Mead

(

1949 ) suggested the basis of the problem with her

idea that intense intellectual striving can be viewed as

"competitively aggressive behavior,"

The aggressive over-

tones of competition and success are evident in the vocabu-

lary used to describe such situations and by the fact that
each time one succeeds, someone else falls or is beaten.
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Freud (1933) pointed out that the whole essence of femini-

nity lies in repressing aggressiveness.

As a result, a

woman is threatened by success because excellence in
academic intellectual areas is unconsciously equated with
loss of femininity, the consequences of which may be social

rejection.

In other words, there are two potential sources

for the negative consequences, i.e., loss of one's sense of

femininity and self esteem regardless of whether anyone
finds out about the success or not and/or social rejection

because of the success (Horner, 1968).

Kagan and Moss

(1962) pointed out that the typical female has greater

anxiety over aggressive and competitive behavior than the
male and that the female, therefore, experiences greater

conflict over intellectual competition which in turn leads
to inhibition of intense strivings for academic excellence.
It is suggested here that being successful in such competi-

tive activities is the major source of threat or fear.

With this in mind Horner (1968) has suggested that
women have a latent personality disposition or fear of
success; that is, that women become anxious about "achieving"

because they anticipate or expect negative consequences

because of success.

Fear of success then. Implies that

women inhibit their achievement directed tendencies because
of the arousal of anxiety about negative consequences they

expect to follow.

V

Ik

It should be emphasized, however,

Imply a wish to fall.

that FOS does not

While FOS refers to the negative

value of success and the Inhibition of achievement-related
behavior, the wish to fall Indicates a positive value of

failure and an active seeking out of failure (Zuckerman
and Wheeler, 1975),

Actually, Horner suggested that a high level of FOS

characterizes hlgh-achlevement motivated women who are more
likely to achieve and therefore to experience the negative

consequences of success.
In essence, FOS consists of a pre-dlspositlon to feel

uncomfortable when successful In achievement-oriented tasks
that are, by nature, competitive and Involve ‘'aggressive"

behavior which Is unfemlnlne.

The female Is assumed to fear

social rejection as a result of success and to perform below

her capacity due to the conflict between being successful
and displaying unfemlnlne behavior.

It has been further

assumed that this conflict should be heightened when the

competition Is male rather than female (Bardwlck, 1972;
Horner,

I 968 ),

Horner’s Original Research
In an attempt to demonstrate the existence of FOS,

Horner

(

1968 ) hypothesized that FOS would be significantly

more characteristic of women than of men, and also more

characteristic of high achievement oriented high ability

women who aspire to and/or are capable of achieving
success than of low ability women who neither aspire to

nor can achieve success.
In order to test the hypotheses about the presence

and impact of FOS, Horner (I968) found it necessary to

develop an Instrument which measured individual differences in her achievement motivation construct.
Horner* s (I968) data collection was done with I78

undergraduate students enrolled in nine introductory

psychology sections at the University of Michigan during
the winter of I965.

The subjects* part in this experiment

served to fulfill a course requirement for three hours of

experimental conditions.

The subjects were predominently

freshmen of whom 40.9 percent of the males and 40 percent
of the females were honors students.

Horner (1968) scheduled two early evening sessions
four days apart.

Each of these sessions involved 100

subjects with about an equal number of men and women
present.

As the subjects entered the auditorium, men

were directed to one side of the room and women to the
other.

The seating Instructions were given verbally and

were also written on the board at the front of the room.
The subjects were asked not to open the folders lying
on their desks until told to do so.

These were:

Cue In-

terpretations; the Alpert-Haber (i960) Aohleveinent-Anxiety
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Test entitled "Attitude Questionnaire," and three timed
tests entitled "Ability Indices."

The latter Included one

half of the Lowell (1952) scrambled words test,

series

a

of soluble and non-soluble line puzzles, and an arithmetical

puzzle
The experimenter for the two Initial sessions was a

male graduate student In psychology who had experience In
the assessment of achievement-related motivation.
In the first assessment, of the two separate sessions,

subjects responded to several verbal cues.
In large, mixed-sex groups.

Subjects worked

FOS was Inferred from stories

written In response to the following verbal cue;

"After

the first-term finals Anne (John) finds herself (himself)
at the top of her (his) medical school class.
(N

=

Females

90 ) responded to the Anne cue, and males (N

sponded to the John cue.

=

88 ) re-

The stories were coded on the

basis of a present/absent system adopted from Scott (1958),
Briefly, fear of success was scored as present If the re-

sponses contained any of the following themes:

negative

consequences because of success, activities away from
future success, direct expression of conflict about success,
denial of effort or responsibility for attaining success,
and bizarre or Inappropriate responses.

The results showed

FOS stories,
that 65.5 percent of the female subjects wrote

wrote FOS
but only 9,10 percent of the male subjects,
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stories.

It appeared that females' FOS stories were

characterized by three major themes:

social rejection,

concern with one's normality and femininity, and denial
or bizarre responses.
In response to the successful male cue, more than

90 percent of the men in the study showed strong positive

feelings about fulfilling their future goals such as pro-

viding a secure and happy home for some female.
Example:

(John) is thinking about his girl Cherl

whom he will marry at the end of med school.

He

realizes he can give her all the things she desires

after he becomes established.
himself.

He is pleased with

He is thinking that he must work even

harder than he did before.

He may even consider

going into research now (Horner, 1968).

Fewer than 10 percent of the men responded negatively and
these, according to Horner, focused primarily on the young

man's rather dull personality.

On the other hand, in re-

sponse to the successful female cue, 65 percent of the

females were troubled or confused by the cue.

According to Horner's Interpretation, unusual excellence in women was clearly associated for them with the
societal
loss of femininity, social rejection, personal or

destruction or some combination of the above.

Their FOS

and an
responses were filled with negative consequences
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inability to accept, the information presented
in the cue.
Example:

Anne will deliberately lower her academic

standing the next term while she does all she can
to
help Carl.

His grades come up and Anne soon drops

out of med school.

They marry and he goes on in

school while she raises their family.
Anne is unhappy and either terribly rich or so

ambitious that family, husband, and friends are tools
to be used in the advancement of her career.

Aggres-

sive, unmarried, wearing oxford shoes and hair pulled

back in a bun, wears glasses and is terribly bright

(Homer, 1968),
In the second part of Horner's

(1968) study,

subjects

were randomly assigned to one of three experimental conditions:

(a)

a

non-competitive condition in which each

Individual worked in a small experimental room under

achievement-oriented instructions.

The subjects were given

the booklet with their name on it and asked to read the

instructions for the Level of Aspiration task to themselves.
The female experimenter (Horner) was in the room only long

enough to be sure that the subject understood the instructions.

choices;

The subject was then left alone to make his/her
(b)

in the mixed sex competitive condition,

subjects worked in small groups of either six or eight with
present.
at least two subjects of the opposite sex

The
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female experimenter (Horner) waited for all subjects to
come and then gave each the Risk Preference Task.
The Risk Preference Task, in the non-competitive

condition, was one of several tasks, selected by the subject on which they worked for the duration of an experiment.
In the two interpersonal competitive conditions, subjects

chose one of seven possible competitors they would compete

against for the remainder of the experiment.

Each of the

possible choices were placed along a scale of difficulty.
The subjects were led to believe that the exact level of

difficulty of each choice was defined individually for
each of them on the basis of their previous performance
in the non-competitive condition and from information

available in their academic records (Horner, 1968, p. 44).
Men classified according to Honors status preferred

difficult rather than either easy or intermediate tasks or
competitors,

(X^

=

15.02, p

.001).

^

There is, however,

a difference between Honors and Non-Honors men

p

<

.005)

(x^ =

9*53,

in choosing intermediate vs. extreme risks.

The

differences between the Honors and Non-Honors subjects in
all but the same sex competitive condition, follows the

same direction.

The differences are as follows:

competitive condition, X^

“

mixed sex (MF) condition, X^
the MM condition,

3*373^ P
"

.901^ P

^

4,367^ P
^

.05j

non-

and for the

.025; and for
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The differences between the women In the mixed sex

competitive condition and men in each of the conditions are

worth noting at this time, (FM vs non-competitive (NC) males
=

MM

3.28, p
=

<

2.52, p

.05,
<

FM vs MF x2= 2.40, p

<

.10 and FM vs

JO).

According to Horner (1968), women in the mixed sex
competitive condition have a pattern of risk preference
that is significantly different from that of women in the

other two competitive and non-competitive conditions;
(c)

in the same-sex competitive condition, subjects worked

in homogenous-sex groups.

Subjects were administered a

number of tasks similar to those performed in the first
session so that each subject could serve as his or her own
control.

All three conditions used the same tasks with the

same instructions.

To examine the effects of FOS on perform-

ance, a wlthln-sub jects comparison was carried out for the
30 females who worked in the non-competitive condition in

the second session.

Because performance in the assessment

session was performed in large mixed-sex groups, Horner
labeled it a mixed-sex competitive condition.

The results

of the second part showed that females whose stories showed

high FOS performed better in a non-competitive experimental
condition than in the competitive assessment condition,
while females whose stories did not show FOS performed

better in the competitive condition.
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Further, a comparison among the three conditions
of
the second experimental condition showed that high
FOS

females who had worked In the alone situation Indicated
that doing well was more Important for them than It was

for their high FOS counterparts in the two other competitive situations (Horner, 1968)

On the basis of the above results, Horner concluded
that females have a higher level of FOS than males and
that FOS interferes with performance under competitive

conditions

Zuckerman and Wheeler (1975) criticized Homer's
(1968) conclusions on the following grounds:
(1)

Because the Anne cue refers to success in a

male dominated field (medical school) it is possible that
females' responses reflect anxiety about success in compe-

tition with males rather than anxiety about success in
general.

Unlike the female subjects, the males responded

to a cue of success in their own field,
(2)

The comparison between the two competitive condi-

tions and the non-competitive condition of the second

session on subjects' report of how important it was for

them to succeed in the task was based on inappropriate

statistics.

Horner computed t-tests for differences

between the competitive conditions and the non-competitive

condition which was significant for one group (high FOS
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subjects), and not significant for the other group
(low

FOS subjects).

The correct procedure would have been

(Zuckerman and Wheeler, 1975) to compute for each group
of

subjects the differences between the competitive and the

non-competitive conditions and to compute a t-test between
the two groups on the difference scores,

Wheeler (1975) performed such

a test

Zuckerman and

(based on the data

reported in Horner, I968, p. II7),

Zuckerman and Wheeler (1975) results were not significant.

They found both low and high FOS subjects in the

non-competitive condition actually reported that doing well
was more important for them than it was for their counter-

parts in the competitive situations.
(3)

The terms assigned to the competitive condition

and to the non-competitive condition are misleading.

Although the first session was conducted in large, mixed
sex groups, the instructions were not competitive in the

sense that subjects were not told that their performance

would be compared to the performance of other subjects
(Horner, I968, p. 42).

More important, the instructions

for the non-competitive situation (p, 52) were almost identical to the instructions in the first session with two

exceptions:

(a)

subjects were told that they had a 50-50

chance of doing well on the task, and

(b)

subjects were

told that they would be informed about their results (Zucker-

man and Wheeler, 1975).
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Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, subjects In the
ncn-corapetltive condition reported that it was more im-

portant for them to do well on the task than subjects in
the two types (same-sex and mixed-sex) of competitive

conditions
Thus, Horner's results may be Interpreted to show

that women with high FOS imagery performed better in an

achievement-oriented situation (non-competitive) than in
a competitive situation, whereas women with low FOS Imagery

performed better

in.

the competitive situation than in the

non-competitive situation.
The above conclusions are supported by a com-

parison between low and high FOS subjects on their

performance in the non-competitive session.
(Horner,

I 968 ,

The results

p, 205) were presented separately for the

three conditions of the second session and for the two
tasks performed by the subjects.

In five out of six

comparisons (three experimental conditions x two tasks),
high FOS subjects performed better than low FOS subjects.
The one case in which

lovx

FOS subjects performed better

than high FOS subjects occurred in the non-competitive

condition.

Since the Instructions for all three condi-

results
tions were uniformly achievement-oriented, these

better not worse,
indicate that high FOS subjects perform
situations.
than low FOS subjects in competitive
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It seems, then,

that working alone versus competing

against males or females did not interact with fear-ofsuccess to affect performance.

These results according

to Zuckerman and Wheeler (1975) are almost in direct

contradiction to what Homer (1968) would have predicted.
These findings seem to suggest that Horner's (1968)
results do not give clear support to the hypothesis that

high fear-of-success subjects performed poorly under competitive conditions.

Sorrentino and Short (1974) found

that females in general, but high FOS females in particular,

performed better when the task was defined as masculine

rather than feminine (p
In other words

<

.05 for the FOS x task interaction).

(Sorrentino and Short, 197^ )> women

high in FOS performed better in the male-oriented (M=44.08
N

=

25)

than in the female-oriented

(iyi=33.25>

N = I6) con-

dition, and this difference was greater than for women low
in FOS.

Low male-oriented

M=39.56, N

=

57

Low female-oriented

M=37.32, N

=

66

This pattern of interaction obtained within FOS groups
based on
and conditions is exactly opposite to predictions

Horner's theory.
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Apie,

Sex, and Race Differences In FQS Imagery

Horner's (1968) results showed a great difference

between the male and female subjects in the kind of responses made to the cue.

The women showed significantly

more evidence of FOS imagery than did the men.

Only 8 out

of 88 or less than 10 percent of the men compared to 56 of

the 90 or better than 62 percent of the women in the study

expressed FOS imagery (x^

=

52.26, df

=

1,

p

<

.0005).

According to Horner (1968), perhaps the best way to
understand the sex differences found is by comparison of
two of the typical male stories with two of the typical

female stories.
Male stories:
"John is a conscientious young man who has worked

hard.

He is pleased with himself,

John has always

wanted to go into medicine and is very dedicated.
hard work has paid off.

His

He is thinking that he must not

let up now, but must work even harder than he did before.

His good marks have encouraged him,

going into research now.)

(He may even consider

While others with good first

term marks sluff off, John continues working hard and

eventually graduates at the top of his class

(special-

izing in neurology).
"John is very pleased with himself and he realizes
he has finally
that all his efforts have been rewarded,
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made the top of his, class,

John has worked very hard and

his long hours of study have paid off.

hour In preparation for finals.

He spent hour after

He Is thinking about his

girl Cherl whom he will marry at the end of med school.
He realizes can give her all the things she desires after
he becomes established.

He will go on In med school making

good grades and be successful In the long run."

Female stories:
"Anne has a boyfriend Carl In the same class and they

are quite serious.

Anne met Carl at college and they started

dating around their sophomore years In undergraduate school.
Anne Is rather upset and so Is Carl,

higher scholastically than she Is.

She wants him to be

Anne will deliberately

lower her academic standing the next term, while she does
His grades come up and

all she subtly can to help Carl.

Anne soon drops out of med school.

They marry and he goes

on In school while she raises their family."
An example of a female story not scored for FOS:

Anne Is quite a lady

"Congrats to herl

—

not only Is

she tops academically

—

her fellow students.

Quite a trick In a man-dominated

field.

She Is brilliant

of hard work.

but she Is liked and admired by

—

but she Is also a lady.

She Is pleased

—

A lot

yet humble and her fellow

students (with the exception of a couple of sour pusses)
are equally pleased.

That's the kind of girl she Is

you
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are always pleased when she Is -- never envious.

will continue to be at or near the top.

She

She will be as

fine practicing her field as she is studying it.

And --

always a lady."
Monahan, Kuhn, and Shaver (1974), using the John
and Anne cues, found that among 10-16 year old girls,

frequency of fear-of-success imagery declined with age
and among 10-16 year old boys, FOS was not age related.

Twenty-one percent of the boys gave negative responses to the John cue, and 51 percent of the girls gave

negative responses to the Anne cue (Monahan, Kuhn, and
Shaver, 1974).

This difference was slightly less extreme

than Horner's (1968); her percentages were 65 percent for

college women and 10 percent for college men.
Among the older girls in this study (l4-l6) (Monahan,
Kuhn, and Shaver, 1974), the proportion of negative re-

sponses to the Anne cue decreased significantly, indicating

perhaps that they have become aware of the social issues

surrounding female achievement and are changing their
attitudes accordingly.

Another study (Winchel, Fenner, and Shaver, 1974)
tested 240 male and female high school seniors for FOS,
some while attending coed, and some whllo attending non-

coed high schools.

The kind of elementary school the

recorded.
subjects had attended, coed or non-coed, was also
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Results indicated that (a) both male and female subjects
expressed more negative themes when writing stories about
a successful female than when writing about a similarly

successful male;

(b)

the coed versus non-coed distinction

was a potent predictor of fear of success response in

female subjects, especially at the elementary school level;
and (c) when negative consequences of success were mentioned,

they were usually social or afflliative if the successful
figure in the story was female and non-aff illative if the
figure was male.

Considering the prevailing sex roles and the emphasis
on education as a means to "get ahead" in a competitive

society, Horner specualated that the developmental trend

toward greater FOS in older college females was due to the

increasingly significant competition for valued positions
in academic and professional life.
is her finding (Horner,

Consistent with this

1972) that academically superior

female students, those most capable of competing with males
for professional positions, are more likely than their less

able classmates to show FOS.

Although there is no evidence of a comparison group,

Horner has suggested that such findings may argue against
the prevailing emphasis on coeducation, since coeducation

Increases the salience of cross-sex competition for academic
and professional success.

This possibility is especially
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important considering a report from the Carnegie Com-

mission on Higher Education (1973), opportunities for

women in Higher Education.

The report indicated that a

high proportion of successful women come from non-coed
colleges.

Although this could be due partly to selective

enrollment, there are reasons for believing that the

experience of attending a women’s college is partially
responsible.

In women's colleges, female students are

not reluctant to participate actively in class discussion

for fear of losing their feminine appeal in the eyes of
male students.

They have far greater opportunity to gain

experience in leadership roles in campus organizations and

activities than women in coeducational institutions, where
the top leadership positions nearly always go to men
(p. 73).

The report also indicated that students in

women's colleges are more likely to enter traditionally
male fields, such as science, and are more likely to

participate in athletics.
Moore (1972) found that among 18-50 year old subjects
(males and females) FOS declined with age.

The study pro-

posed to explore the relationship of academic group norms,
achieve
concomitant group pressures, and emotionally loaded

ment-oriented cues to the demonstration of FOS.

A total

schools of law,
of sixty-four (64) women enrolled in the

divided into
nursing, and graduate arts and were randomly
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fchre© experini6nta.l

(achi6vem6nt-orient6d or arousal) and

three control (neutral) groups.

with Cue Interpretations.

All subjects were tested

The findings of the study

(Moore, 1972) indicated that out of the total sample of

women tested, a significant
(43) or 6^2 percent,

= .005)

(

number, forty-three

demonstrated FOS.

In view of the findings that women demonstrated FOS

independent of both the assumed academic group norms and
the testing conditions, Moore’s (1972) study suggests the

possible effects of sex-role identification.

This is to

say that the presence or absence of FOS appears to be a

function of the degree to which a woman identifies with
the traditional larger socio-cultural norms for the

behavior and attitudes of the female sex group.
However, Tangri (1969) found that senior level college

women wrote more fear-of-success stories than did Junior
college women.

Two other studies (Kreso Jevich, 1972;

Zuckerman and Allison, 1975)

>

failed to relate fear-of-

SUCC6SS to year of college among both males and females.

FOS was found in at least one story of virtually every
subject (Kreso Jevich, 1972)

•

High grade point average

women were found to have a higher level of FOS than low
optimistic
GPA women, sophomores were significantly more

about success than seniors.

FOS scores of sophomores and

1972).
seniors did not differ appreciably (Kresojevich,
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Horner's suggestion (1972) that success avoidance
Is

more frequent among females than among males has not

been fully supported.
The following two explanations have been offered to

account for the discrepancies between Horner's results and
the results of more recent studies (Hoffman, 1974; Robbins

and Robbins, 1973)
1.

The high frequency of f ear-of-success stories

among Homer's female subjects may have reflected the

highly competitive nature of the Institution (University
of Michigan) that these subjects were attending.

However,

other studies presented were also selected from achievementoriented universities.

For example, while Hoffma n (1974)

did an exact replication of Horner's original study (same

university, same time of the year, same location), she did
not find a significant difference In FOS Imagery between

males and females.
The first set of questions answered by the data
(Hoffman, 1974) deal with the comparisons among the four

alternate story cues used to measure FOS.
The frequency with which FOS occurs was not signifi-

cantly different for any of the four experimental conditions;
It.
that Is, the variation In each cue did not diminish

Whether the success described In the cue was

In medical school

the Information
or child psychology graduate school, whether
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was privately communicated by mall, or
whether the success
was shared with others seemed to make
little difference.
It can also be noted that this motive
was found In

about 65 percent of the women. Just as was found In
Horner
(1968).

However, there are dramatic differences from the

earlier results with respect to the males.

Whereas Horner

reported the F^S^ln only 8 percent of the males. In Hoffman_|_s_s_tudy It

was found In 77 percent.

The

1971

data

yielded no significance of difference between the sexes

with respect to FOS,
(

More recent data reported by Horner

1972 a), Horner and Walsh (1972), and Mausner (1972) are

consistent with Hoffman (197^) results.
(

As In Hoffman's

197 ^), FOS had not diminished In women despite the move-

ment for women's liberation and the Increased career

liberation and the Increased career orientation of college

women (Cross, 1971), but It had Increased for men.
Robbins and Robbins (1973) results differed In several

respects from Horner's (1968) original study.

The female

students at Rutgers seemed more confident of Anne's future

prospects than the Michigan or Radcllffe women whom Horner
studied.

The Rutgers men, on the other hand, were much less

confident about John's future prospects than their Michigan

counterparts
avoid success
At Michigan (1968) females were found to

significantly more often than males,

Rutgers data showed
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no difference between the sexes
insofar as FOS was

concerned
2,

A second explanation concerns the effect
of the

women's liberation movement among females and
the recent
traditional values of success among males (Zuckerman
and
Wheeler, 1975).

It has been suggested that these pro-

cesses decrease females' anxiety and increase males'

anxiety about success.

However, it has been noted that

explanation is not supported by any direct evidence
(Levine and Crumrine, 1975).

The findings in the Levine and Crumrine (1975) study
do not support Horner's (1968) conclusion that women dis-

play FOS imagery when asked to write stories about successful women.

In most instances in Levine and Crumrine

(1975)

study, there were no significant differences between male
and female subjects with regard to negative imagery.

Denial themes were most likely to be present in stories

written by men about Anne and least likely to be present in
stories written by women about Anne,

In relation to the

fear of success hypothesis, the responses of women contained
negative sentences and denial more frequently than that of
men. If almost half of a group of men are likely to deny that

Anne can be successful, it seems that we may infer that

women have some reason to be apprehensive about success.
It has been suggested that Horner's (1968) Anne cue
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inay

reflect cultural stereotypes about women’s achievement

rather than subjects' anxiety about success (Zuckerman and
Wheeler, 1975).

In comparison with their white counter-

parts, several investigators found POS imagery among black

college women to be substantially lower than that found

among similar groups of white women (Weston and Mednick,
1970, Bright, I97O; Mednick and Puryear, 1976),

Weston

and Mednick (1970) examined race and social class differ-

ences in the expression of FOS in women.

In their study

(Weston and Mednick, 1970) FOS imagery expressed in response
to the four verbal cues was compared for black and white

college women and two social class levels.

Horner (1968)

has suggested that the high FOS found in white subjects is

probably due to the aggressive overtones of intellectual
competition needed for success in these areas, since aggression has been socially linked to a lack of femininity and
its display is seen as leading to negative consequences (i.e,,

social rejection). The findings of Weston and Mednick (1970)

suggest that success in intellectual competitive situations
does not elicit similar fear in the black college woman.
An example of a response of a black subject:
of
Anne is very pleased because upon completion

her medical
finals she finds herself at the top of

school class,
and hard hours.

Anne has studied diligently for long
part
She has always wanted to be a
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of the medical profession.

Although she studied

constantly, she never dreamed of being number one
In the class.

She wants to pursue a medical career

and she is convinced that she can master the work.

Her parents and boyfriend will be proud of her.

She

will continue in medical school graduate and go on
to become a leader In her profession.
In contrast,

the display of FOS Imagery is quite clear

in the stories of white subjects.

Typical response of white

subjects
Anne and her fellow classmates are sitting around

•shooting the bull*.

Final exams, naturally, is the

topic of discussion.

Two or three people seem to

dominate the conversation, and Anne is sitting quietly
off to one side, her facial expression is one of mixed

emotions.

Anne has always been a good student and

medicine is her "thing".

She has worked many long and

hard hours to achieve the goal she has reached, with

very little time for fun.

Anne wonders whether it is

really wohth it, as she seems to be left out of the
•fun crowd’ and ignored by the guys because she is a

•brain’.

The only time she is noticed is when someone

needs help with homework,
and become a party girl.

Anne will let her studies go
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Still there are other studies Indicating that FOS

imagery may have relevance to black women similar to that
of white women (Fleming, 1974).

Puryear and Mednlck (1974)

found FOS Imagery to be more characteristic of black women

expressing militant attitudes particularly so among those
reporting a poor relationship with a male.

What Puryear

and Mednlck (197^) found Indicated that achievement in

intellectually competitive situations is more likely to
be associated with the anticipation of negative consequen-

ces for black college women who are militant than for those

who are not.

At least the most militant of these black

women seem to have accepted a view, consonant with that of
the larger society, that a woman who achieves in the male

world will not also be able to fulfill herself in the

conventional feminine role.

Indeed, such women told the

typically conflict-laden stories about the woman who became
a

highly successful physician but had to pay the price

—

she had to forget about marriage, was deserted by all her

friends, and lived a lonely miserable 1116,
have it both ways

—

the achieving role necessarily implied

exclusion from the other desirable role.
(1976),

She could not

Lavach and Lanier

high-achieving girls
in a study of white ana black

race differences in
in grades seven through ten, found no

Imagery in both groups.
the high levels of fear-of-success
The cues were:
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1.

Anne has gotten the highest grade in her
wnoie class, ana Sam is in second place,

2.

Susan

‘s

painting has Just won first prize

in the art show.
3.

Mary is sitting in a chair with a smile
on her face.

The girls showed a significantly higher degree of

FOS in response to cue

1

than to cue 3.

Thus, this seems

to indicate that there is a tendency for junior and senior

high school girls to exhibit a fear-of-success if competition is perceived to be with boys.

Over grades 7-12, an

average of 47 percent of the girls exhibited FOS when the
cue Involved such competition, while only 17 percent demon-

strated it when the cue dealt with competition in an area

traditionally viewed as feminine, such as art.
Moreover, the FOS appears to correlate positively

with grade level.

Fourteen percent of the seventh-grade

girls exhibited FOS when the situation was perceived as

being in direct conflict with boys.
the figure

v/as

77 percent.

At the twelfth grade,

On the other hand, if girls

vl6W the situation in terms of competition within a traditional sexual function, with other females, they demonstrate

only a 70 percent arousal level in grade 7

11 percent

in grade 12.

adolescent girls
These findings support the idea that

male-dominated areas could
find it threatening to succeed in
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result in negative social consequences.

These perceptions

of negativism increase as girls become more aware of and

Interested in heterosexual relationships.

Girls are more

likely to compete freely with boys through the elementary
grades, but begin to feel Increasingly inhibited during

early adolescence as they seek social acceptance by boys
(Lavach and Lanier, 1976).
In summary, it appears that there are no reliable age

or sex differences in FOS.

In the absence of more inclu-

sive data, the general pattern of sex differences in FOS
in the black population is still a matter of speculation.

These earlier studies do not show how society’s different

demands on the races function psychologically to become
reflected in different FOS scores.

Cultural Explanation of FOS
Alper, 1974; Feather and Raphelson, 1974; Levine and

Crumrine, 1975; Moore, 1972; Robbins and Robbins, 1973

pointed out that, in the majority of cases, both males
and females wrote more FOS stories to the Anne cue than
to the John cue.

1975)

These findings (Zuckennan and Wheeler,

partially
imply that subjects' responses are at least

determined by cultural beliefs shared by both sexes.

Katz

to the Anne cue reflect
(1971) suggested that if responses

success less
cultural stereotypes, then making Anne's
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deviant should reduce the Incidence of negative
responses.
To test her hypothesis, Katz added to Horner's Anne
cue

one of the following two sentences;

"All Anne's class-

mates in medical school are men," and "Half of Anne's

classmates in medical school are women."

Males responded

with more FOS imagery to deviant than non-deviant success
by the variation in cues.

Alper's (1974) data based on

Wellesley College undergraduates, showed that these women
seemingly do not want (expect) to be achievers themselves,
but they may also expect (want) men to be less achievement

motivated than

m.en

really are.

Data obtained (Alper, 1974)

on a comparable sample of 40 Dartmouth College males showed

62.5 percent of the men told avoidance stories as compared

with 89 percent in the Wellesley College data.
Finally, the cultural interpretation of FOS is

supported by findings on the differences in the content
of FOS stories between males and females,

Hoffman (1974)

suggests that the traditional concept of the achieving man

may also be becoming less acceptable to men.

In contrast,

females' responses to the Anne cue dealt mainly with a loss
of femininity or social rejection, an issue identified by

Horner (1968) in her early study.
a
It is still not clear whether the FOS measure taps

motive or taps cultural stereotypes.
In view of the above data,

the experimenter is more
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convinced of the need for the present study, the level
of
FOS between black males and black females.
Even though black males and black females grow up and
live in similar milieux, the black male is subject to

different societal pressures than the black female.

The

above findings reveal nothing concerning the relationship
of the FOS imagery and the actual behavior of black men
and women.

Revised FOS Scoring System

There is now an updated (Horner and Fleming, 1977)

experimentally-derived scoring system for FOS.

This new

system, which the experimenter will use, differs from the

original (Horner, 1968) present-absent scoring system for

fear-of-success imatery in the following ways:
(1)

It is an empirically-derived scoring system based

upon a series of studies designed to arouse and isolate the

motive to avoid success in fantasy.

(2)

It does not de-

pend on a gross assessment of the tone of the content in
a

TAT type story, but involves the scoring of more subtle

story sequences.

(3)

This scoring system does not revolve

around the avoidance of success but is more generally

concerned with the avoidance of Instrumental competence.
Instrumental competence refers to overt acts, interchanges or thoughts of a problem-solving nature by one or
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more of the characters that are directed toward an
aff illative goal.

According to Fleming (1974) the updated scoring
system is Just beginning to be applied to populations

other than white women.
In addition to Horner and Fleming (1977) updated

scoring system, two objectively scored questionnaires
(Pappo, 1972; Zuckerman and Allison, 1973) have been

developed to measure FOS.

Pappo 's measure taps the

following five aspects of fear-of-success

;

self-doubt,

preoccupation with competition, preoccupation with evaluation, repudiation of competence, and self-sabotage

behavior.

Pappo reported (1972) that subjects (both males

and females) with high scores on her questionnaire signifi-

cantly low^ered their performance on

a

digit-symbol task

after being told they had been successful on a previous
task.

In contrast,

subjects with low scores significantly

Improved their performance after being told about their
"success" in the previous task.
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Reliability of FOS Measure

Horner (1968) had 96 percent rescore reliability
on
FOS Imagery for 40 samples, and 9I percent reliability

with an Independent scorer for 90 samples.

Weston and

Mednlck (1970) did not report the reliability In FOS cues.
Two raters scored the stories for FOS according to the

guidelines described by Horner (1972).

The raters agreed

on the scoring of at least 91 percent of the stories In

each sample.

Cases of disagreement were discussed until a

mutual opinion had been reached (Zuckerman and Allison,
1973).

Wlnchell and Shaver's (1974) two raters, one male

and one female, scored the samples Independently agreeing
In 96 percent of the cases.

All samples were read Independently by two raters

(Spence, 1974),

Initial Inter-rater agreement was 92 per-

cent, with disagreement being resolved by discussion.

Levine and Crumrlne (1975) three raters scored all stories.
All three worked on the first 25 samples until they reached

mutual agreement on categories.

concordance (W =

.8)

A Kendall's coefficient of

was then reached In 10 new cases rated

Independently by all three.

Hoffman (197^) percentage of

FOS Imagery agreement was 97 percent.

Rescore reliability

for Hoffman's (1974) data after at least three weeks was
.89.

Lockheed (1975) had two raters to score her stories,

with each story being scored by both raters.

Eighty-

five percent of the stories received like ratings
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by the two raters scoring independently.
In most FOS research including Horner's

(I 968 )

own

study, FOS was scored from responses to a single
cue and,

therefore, could not easily measure the reliability of
the cue,

Tresemer (197^) suggested that

a

common scoring

mistake has been the labeling of all negative themes in
the story (e.g., references to murder, drugs). Including

negative antecedents of success, as fear-of-success imagery
and that the correct procedure is to score only negative

consequences as FOS.
Summa ry
This chapter has concerned itself with those studies

using Horner's construct of fear-of-success.
The major results, found in the various studies, do
not uniformly corroborate that high fear-of-success females

perform poorly under competitive conditions.

Evidence of

reliable age or sex differences of fear-of-success (FOS)

appeared Inconsistent and Insubstantiated .

It is not

clear, moreover, whether the FOS measure taps a motive

or taps cultural stereotypes.
On the basis of the evidence in the literature review,

Horner's projective measure of FOS has been criticized as
being ambiguous, with low reliability and lacking predictive validity.
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In response to, this criticism Horner
and Fleming

(1977) updated an empirically-derived scoring system

which should resolve some of the Inconsistencies
reported
by past studies of FOS, The author used the
updated
scoring system, making sure that coders rated stories
alike, using standard procedure in testing all FOS

constructs

Homer's (1968) findings have been recounted widely.
Many have confused fear-of-success, supposedly more

characteristic of women than men, with what psychiatrists
call a "success neurosis (or phobia)," traditionally a

male complaint.

Since Horner's (1968) original study,

there have been a wide variety of studies, many unpublished, covering both sexes, diverse ages and geographical
range.

By and large the studies have not confirmed

Horner's findings.

Another line of research Horner and her colleagues
are purusing is to vary the nature of success in the cue,
and see how males and females react.

For example, they

want to know how women respond to success in a traditional
setting (e.g., at the end of first-term finals, Jane finds
she is doing well in her nursing school class), and how men

respond to success in a non-tradltional setting (e.g,, at

graduation from his School of Social Work, Jack is being
commended for his ability to listen to and support his
clients
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Many researchers (Tresemer, 1974) are finding that
"the fear-of-success" is only one explanation of how and

why some people inhibit their potential for growth and
action.
A review of the literature did not reveal any inves-

tigations into the area of academic fear-of-success for

black men.

Little has been done in comparing black male

and female college age students on various measures of FOS.

Very few investigations have considered other demographic
factors such as social economic status of student

region of country.

and

Before the construct can be applied

to counseling and career planning and course advising,

further study is necessary.

The study presented in this

document will attempt to investigate these Important
questions
The next chapter will be concerned with the design
and methodology of the study in which procedures will be

explained in detail.

Chapter III

Methodology

Introduction
This chapter will describe the procedures used In
the

design of the study.

The problem is restated and reasons

for the selection of the population are given.

The train-

ing procedure of raters and problems revealed in the design

are also Included in this chapter.

The Problem Restated

This study was basically comparative In Its structure
and therefore was designed to Investigate the differences
In the level of FOS imagery between undergraduate black

males and black females as it relates to academic success.
The literature review on FOS reveals a paucity of

research on FOS In black males and black females.

We know

little of the FOS imagery among this subgroup in our total

population.

More information is needed about the Impact and

existence of FOS in a black population.
This study was designed to provide information for
the following questions:
1,

What are the statistically significant differ-

ences between black undergraduate males and black females
in FOS Imagery?
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2.

What are the statistically significant differ-

ences in the responses of the black males and black
females
to Horner's cues, modified with identity figures, in
the

FOS imagery?
3.

What are the statistically significant differ-

ences in the responses of the North Carolina respondents
and the Ohio respondents on the FOS (Pappo) questionnaire
and the modified FOS cues (Horner)
4.

What is the relationship among FOS measures and

the biographical responses of career goals, family career

level and grade point average?

Instrument for Collecting Data
A two part test booklet was developed and p:'’int8d.

The fear-of-success measure used in the first part of the

test booklet (Appendix A) contained an 83-item, yes-no

questionnaire

(

Pappo, 1972).

This questionnaire asked about the subjects personal

feelings, attitudes, and experiences with regard to a large

range of situations.
a

single score.

This instrument was designed to yield

High scores were presumed to Identify indi-

viduals high in FOS/low in self-awareness.

Individuals with

low scores were identified low in FOS/Vilgh in self-awareness.

scores
Pappo (personal telephone conversation) indicated that

self-awareness.
that were greater than 44 denote high FOS/low
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Scores that were less than 44 denote low FOS/High Self-

Awareness

,

Normative data regarding (Pappo, 1972) the FOS questionnaire v/ere obtained from four college samples having a
combined total of 286 students.
of 170 females and II5 males.

The total sample consisted

The sample was drawn from

undergraduate summer session students at Adelphi University,

Hunter College, Hofstra University, and Southampton College,
It is Important to note that the sample consisted of white,

middle-class college students.

Reliability and Validity of Self-Awareness Measure
Thus, the FOS questionnaire (Pappo, 1972), which was

developed to identify individuals high in academic success,
was an 83-item yes-no scale of ,90 reliability.

Validity

for this scale (Pappo, 1972) was established by the correlations coefficients among the FOS scale and four other scales

for men and women.

The Debilitating Anxiety Scale (Alpert

and Haber, i960) was developed as a specific rather than a

general test of anxiety.

It was designed to identify indi-

viduals who were debilitated by anxiety in academic testing
situations,

Pappo hypothesized that this test would corre-

late strongly with the FOS questionnaire.

This expectation

was supported by a correlation coefficient of ,57 (p

*01)

(Rotter,
Due to the tendency of the Internal-External Scale

1966)

rather
to measure general attitudes and perceptions

•
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than attitudes specific to academic situations, it
was

expected that a moderate correlation would emerge between
the I-E and the FOS scales.
ed.

This expectation was support-

The correlation coefficient was .24 (p

<

Pappo

.05).

included Rosenberg’s self-esteem scale (I965) as a core

characteristic of the FOS syndrome, which showed significant correlation between the two scales (v

=

.47,

p

<

.01).

It was assumed that the need to fall scale (Sarnoff,

1967) assessed dynamics contained within the FOS question-

naire.

The correlation coefficient between these two

scales was .77 (p

<

.01)

(Pappo, 1977).

Contrary to Horner (1969), the findings demonstrated
by Pappo (1972) provide evidence that the fear-of-success

phenomenon was not only relevant to women, but also for
men, as there were no major differences between men and

women in this study (Pappo, 1972).
The second part of the FOS measure (Appendix B)

consisted of four modified verbal cues represented with a
male and a female photographic figure, (cut from magazines
and reproduced), with whom the subjects could Identify.

The four verbal cues were included to explore sex
and regional differences in FOS Imagery in responses to

stories written to success cues.

For the 258 males and

females in this study the following verbal cues were used
to elicit FOS Imagery.
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1.

After first term finals, Gwen finds herself
at the top of her law class (Horner, 196B)

2.

After first term finals. Bob finds himself
at the top of his law class (Horner, 1968)

3.

Kim is sitting in a chair with a smile on her
face (Fleming, 1974).

4.

Tim is sitting in a chair with a smile on his
face (Fleming, 1974).

There were no right or wrong answers or kinds of
stories, so the subjects were free to write whatever story

was suggested when he or she looked at a cue.
In other words,

the subjects were required to write a

brief imaginative story in response to each of the four cues.

Horner (1968) adopted a very simple present-absent
scoring system for FOS imagery.

The stories were scored for

FOS if there was negative imagery expressed which reflected

concern about the success.

For instance,

a.

negative consequences because of the success

b.

anticipation of negative consequences because of
the success

c.

negative affect because of the success

d.

instrumental activity away from present or future
success, including leaving the field for more traditional female work such as nursing, school teaching or social work

e.

any direct expression of conflict about success.

for 40
Horner (1968) had 96 percent rescore reliability

Independent
stories and 91 percent reliability with an

scorer for 90 stories, scored for FOS imagery.
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R6 1 lab 11 Ity and Va.lld3.ty of FOS Measurss

Horner (1972) has suggested that FOS Imagery to be
reliably measured, the Inter-rater reliability should be
at least .85.

Using Horner's (I968, 1972) criteria for scoring FOS,
several studies reported that raters agreed on the scoring
of 70^-90^ of subjects' responses.

Robbins and Robbins

(1973) data were scored by two raters with 94 percent

agreement for II9 stories written In response to the Anne
and John cue by 85 subjects at Rutgers University,

Monahan,

Kuhn and Shaver (1974) had two raters to score 36 stories

written by sixth through eleventh grade students In a
middle class urban school, to the Anne and John cue.
Percentage agreement to the positive or negative category
was 90 percent.

Karabenlck and Marshall's (1974) Inter-

rater agreement for a randomly selected set of 20 subjects,
80 stories,

(Eastern Michigan University) scored for FOS

Imagery, was 72 to 90 percent.

Most tests of reliability of FOS measures concerned

three points;

(a)

variation of scores over different cues,

(b)

variation of scores over Inter-rater reliability, and

(c)

variation of scores over time to retest reliability.
Regarding the question of test-retest reliability,

Moore (1972) reported that 73 percent of her female subjects
(N

= 4l)

obtained the same fear-of-success scores In two
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tests separated by an Interval of one year.

bility, although significant,

=

The relia-

6.02, df = 1, p

<

.02,

does not seem particularly high in view of the fact that
50 percent of the subjects would get the same score by

chance alone (Zuckerman and Wheeler, 1975).
Overall, the above data suggest that the fear of

success measure has a high inter-rater reliability, while

predictive validity has been uncertain.
It should be pointed out, however,

that the updated

scoring system (Horner and Fleming, 1977) should correct
the uncertain validity and other inconsistencies in results

of future studies.

Although the updated scoring system is just beginning
to be applied to populations other than white women, there
is evidence that the measure has construct validity for

both black men and women (Fleming, 197^).

Among black

males of college and high school age, FOS is associated

with sensitivity to the issue of race, the avoidance of
certain "taboo" behaviors such as interracial dating.
These results (Fleming, 197^)

black subjects at

Harvard-Radcliffe attest to the cross-cultural generality
of the FOS measure in suppressing role inappropriate

behaviors, and also highlight the approach-avoidance aspects
of the conflict.

Thus, Fleming (197^) suggests the updated

used as
scoring system has construct validity and can be

check on the level of black FOS Imagery.

a
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Following the^ four cues a personal data form
(Appendix C) provided Information about age, marital
status, academic major, parents* occupation, and the

subjects' career goal expectations

»

A difference with

respect to the male and female selection of traditional

nontradltlonal fields was observed.
These data are classified according to Roe's (1956)

occupational classification by level, based upon "degrees
of responsibility, capacity and skill" (Appendix D)

Selection of Study Site
A letter and the study proposal was sent to the staff

of the Educational Testing Service asking for assistance in

selecting a northern and southern university for this study.
In addition,

the World Almanac and Book of Facts (1976),

and the Reader's Digest Almanac, and Yearbook (1976) were

consulted on colleges and universities for location, type,
control, enrollment, number of faculty and tuition.
One week after the request to Educational Testing

Service for assistance in selecting two universities, a
telephone call from an Educational Testing Service staff
suggested Central State for the northern university.

The

staff person offered to make the direct contact with the

President at Central State and the experimenter accepted.
At this time, three southern universities were also sug-

gested, all in North Carolina.

These were: North Carolina
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Central University, Fayetteville State University
and

North Carolina

A.

and T. State University.

Letters of requests for permission to administer the
test instruments and copies of the study proposal were

mailed by the experimenter to the Chancellors at each of
the North Carolina institutions.
In the meantime, a letter was received from the

Office of the President at Central State University,

informing the experimenter of his interest in the proposal, and that he would read it carefully and write a

letter later of his honest evaluation.
One week later, the experimenter telephoned the

President at Central State.

He informed the experimenter

at this time that Central State was pleased to be a part

of this study, and that he had asked a faculty member to

work with the experimenter in all the planning and implementation of testing Instruments for the visit to Central
State

From this point on, all arrangements for travel to
the site of Central State were made by telephone with the

experimenter and the appointed faculty member at Central
State.

At the request of the experimenter, the faculty

member at Central State recruited 135 males and females
enrolled in sociology and psychology courses.

The pro-

fessors of sociology and psychology consented to have the
test administered during the regular 60 minutes class time.
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Three weeks after sending the proposal and
cover

letter to the three North Carolina universities, a
letter
was received from North Carolina Central University In-

forming the experimenter of the forthcoming state evaluation of the university, and because of this, the time
v/ould be unsuitable for student participation In this

study,

Fayetteville State University never responded.

North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University
responded with a telephone call from the Chancellor's
office.

The Chancellor agreed to have this University

participate in the study,
A faculty member was appointed by the Chancellor to

work with the experimenter.
All arrangements for date of arrival, recruitment of

130 students, appointments with faculty of sociology and

psychology, were made by telephone through the experimenter
and faculty assistant at the North Carolina institution.

Five days were spent at Central State and at North

Carolina A, and T,

The first day was planned to meet the

Chancellor, President, faculty and students.

Four days

were employed at each university in administering the test
instruments
In view of the fact that this study was concerned with
a student population at Ohio and North Carolina,

it seems

essential to give some background information on the two
institutions
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In 1951,

the legislature of the State of Ohio provided

the name for Central State University.

In November,

1965,

Central State was granted status by the state legislature
of Ohio, offering master*

s

degree programs.

The primary purpose of Central State University was to

provide opportunities in higher education for the citizens
of the state of Ohio and other qualified applicants.

To

accomplish this goal the University is dedicated to programs
of teaching, research and service (Bulletin 1975-1976).
As a publicly supported institution. Central State Uni-

versity is responsive to the needs of the immediate and wider
areas within and beyond the state of Ohio within the area of
its competence in education.

The university extends its

faculty, facilities, equipment and services to the community
it serves.

Central State University seeks distinction as a

center of public multi-cultural understanding and relationships

,

The 2,500 students at Central State were composed of
new students, transfer students, transient students, special

students, and international students.

About half of the

comtotal student enrollment were residential and half were

muting students.

The faculty consisted of 120,

take at
Each student at Central State was required to

selected from the
least 57 quarter hours of core courses

areas indicated Pn the following page:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

English and Speech
Mathematics
Humanities and Fine Arts
Natural Sciences
Social Sciences
Health and Physical Education

Central State University is located in Wllberforce,
Ohio,

Other communities within easy driving distance are

Dayton, Cincinnati, Columbus, Springfield and Wilmington,
The once beautiful sixty acre campus suffered great devas-

tation and destruction as the result of a massive tornado

which struck it on April

3^

1974.

A restoration and

reconstruction program, however, was currently underway
to bring the campus back to its original beauty.

On October 30, 1971, the General Assembly (North

Carolina) in special session merged, without changing

their names, ten state-supported senior Institutions
into the University of North Carolina.

North Carolina A. and T. State University was among
the ten.

This merger, which resulted in a statewide multi-

campus university of sixteen constituent institutions,
became effective on July 1, 1972.
State
The primary purpose of North Carolina A. and T,

branches
University was to teach arts and sciences and such
teachers, supervisors,
of learning as related to training of
schools of North Carolina.
and administrators for the public

Other programs of

a

professional and career nature are
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i

offered as approved by the North Carolina Board of
Higher

Education (Bulletin 1976-77).
The student enrollment of North Carolina A. and T.

State University consisted of 5,000 students with a faculty
of 300.

The student population was composed of transfer

students, new students, special students, visiting students
and International students.

All students, except those who

are Greensboro residents or those who commute dally from

nearby communities were required to live In one of the
residence halls.

The normal course load was fifteen or

sixteen semester credit hours,

A full time undergraduate

student was required to carry a minimum of twelve (12)

credit hours.

The maximum course load for an undergraduate

student was twenty-one

(

2 l)

hours.

This Includes physical

education and non-credit courses.
The University Senate had approved the principle of

greater flexibility In the course offerings that could be
taken to satisfy the core requirements of North Carolina,
The areas In the core and the minimum semester hour re-

quirements are as follows:
Area

English
Social Science
Natural Science
Humanities
Mathematics
Health or Physical
Education

Minimum number of
semester hours required
6
6
6
6
6
2
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This coeducational institution occupies a unique
campus
nine blocks from the heart of metropolitan
Greensboro,

North Carolina.
Each university draws heavily from urban, rural and
the state as a whole for the student enrollment.

The

comparative type of students, library facilities, and
courses offered were important in the selection of these

universities
Subjects

From the population of 268 black males and females
from Central State and North Carolina A. and T. State

Universities who completed the three part instrument,
there were 258 adequate for scoring.

The selected sample

was composed of 67 males and 6l females from Central State,

North Carolina A. and T, consisted of 6l males and 67
females (Table l).

All subjects were recruited on the

basis of their instructors' willingness to have the in-

struments completed during the 60 minutes class time.

Instruments were administered on November 16-I9, 1976
at Ohio to three introductory sociology classes and two

general psychology classes.

Test instruments were admin-

istered at North Carolina on January 18-21, 1977 to two

general psychology classes and three introductory sociology classes.
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Table

1

Distribution of Subjects by Sex and Region
Sex

Central State

North Carolina

Totals

A, and T.

Males

68 (52^)

61

(48^)

129 (50^)

Females

62 (48^)

6y (52^)

129 (50^)

130 (100^)

128 (100^)

Totals

258 (1005^)

Pilot Study
A small pilot study was conducted to explore the

feasibility of measuring FOS from an 83-ltem yes-no selfawareness questionnaire (Pappo, 1972), and from four verbal
cues outlined by Horner (1968) and Fleming (197^).
(19) female undergraduates served as subjects.

women were from Smith College,

a

Nineteen

Nine senior

predominantly white pri-

vate single sex college in New England.

Ten freshmen women

were from Bennett College, a predominantly black private
single sex college in North Carolina.

In this sample of

women, the mean age for Smith College was 20.6, and the

mean age for Bennett College was I8 years.
The pilot study revealed difficulty in scoring verbal
cue #5, a man and woman are discussing their role in the

black community, for the "Absence of Others."

The diffi-

culty was caused by the mention of more than one person in
of other persons
the cue which would be treated as a mention

6l

and "Absence of Others" could not be scored.
cue #5 was eliminated from Horner's FOS cues.

Therefore,
The pilot

study also clarified Instructions, called to the attention
of the experimenter the typographical errors, provided an

opportunity to refine procedures, reduced ambiguities in
the Instrument, and improved skills for the experimenter
In administering the tests.

Stories were written from the

verbal cues of the pilot study and were used for the practice
sets In training the raters to score FOS which proved to be

invaluable

Procedure for Collecting Data
The subjects were undergraduates, tested in a large

classroom or auditorium with about an equal number of men
and women present.

All testing was done during the 60

minutes class time.

This testing spread over a four-day

period, with one to two tests administered each day.

An

83-ltem yes-no self-awareness questionnaire (Pappo, 1972),
four f ear-of-success (FOS) cues with modified Identity

figure (visual) plus a brief questionnaire asking for bio-

graphical data were bound in a test booklet.
The word fear-of-success was never referred to in the

booklet with written Instructions, nor by the experimenter
The subjects were not told why
in reading the Instructions.
they were participating in this study.

In the initial re-

purpose
cruitment, the professors were asked not to reveal the
An opportunity was provided
of the study to the subjects.
was completed.
for a discussion of the study after all testing
to the
The experimenter read the printed instructions

subjects as follows:

Self-Awareness Questionnaire Instructions:
1.

Make sure to place each answer on the answer sheet
(not on the questionnaire)
Do not put your name on
the questionnaire or on the answer sheet.
,

2.

Please answer each Item carefully; however, do not
spend too much time on any one item.
If necessary,
guess the answer to an item rather than leave it
blank.

3.

On your answer sheet, circle the Y (yes) for those
items that are more often than not true of your behavior or your opinions.

4.

On your answer sheet, circle the N (no) for those
items which Infrequently or never describe your
behavior or your opinions.

5.

A few items contain "double" statements, for example:

"Although, I often get excited by challenging work
assignments, they also make me feel uneasy." For
such cases, if both parts of the question are more
If only
often true than not true for you, circle Y.
true
not
true
than
more
is
often
item
one part of the
circle
N,
for you, then
The self awareness 83-ltem yes-no questionnaire was

followed by the four verbal cues (Horner,

I 968 ;

Fleming,

1974).

The experimenter continued to read the instructions
to the subjects as follows:

Cu e Interpretations-Instructions

You are going to see four verbal cues with
graphic figure on the page above the verbal cue.

a photo-

Do not

the verbal
concentrate on the photographic figures above

only to get
These photographic figures are there
you are going to
you started in the Imaginative stories
Please turn to page 8,
write to the four verbal cues.
cues.
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and follow me as

I

read the four verbal cues.

Cue #1

After first term finals, Gwen finds herself at the
top of her law school class.
Cue #2

After first term finals, Bob finds himself at the
top of his law school class.
Cue #3

Kim is sitting in a chair with a smile on her face.
Cue #4

Tim is sitting in a chair with

a smile on his face.

Your task for cue #1, #2, #3, and #4

is to

story that is suggested to you by each cue.

what is going on in each cue.

write a

Try to imagine

Then write a "story" answer-

ing the following questions:

Who are the person(s)?

1.

What is happening?

2.

What has led up to this situation?
what has happened in the past?

3.

What is being thought?

4.

What will happen?

That is,

What is wanted?

By whom?

What will be done?

as you can-In other words, write as complete a story
a

story with plot and character ( s )
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Write your first impressions and work rapidly.
imaginative as you are able to be.
any kind of story at all.

Be as

Feel free to make up

Work as fast as you can.

Does

everyone understand the directions?
There are no right or wrong stories or kinds of stories,
so you may feel free to write whatever story is suggested to

you when you look at a cue.

mar are not important.

Spelling, punctuation, and gram-

What is important is to write out as

fully and as quickly as possible the story that comes into

your mind as you imagine what is going on in each cue.
Notice that there will be one page for writing each
story, following the page on which the verbal cue is given.
If you need more space for writing any story,

side of the previous page
sented.

— the

use the reverse

one on which the cue is pre-

Are there any questions?

Begin and work rapidly.

All men and women wrote imaginative stories about Gwen,
Bob, Kim, and Tim.
'Phe

largest class, which was an introductory sociology

class, at Central State University consisted of 44 students.
of
The smallest was a general psychology class consisting
l6 students.

Carolina was 64 stuThe largest class tested at North
dents in a general psychology class.

The smallest was 45

class.
students in an introductory sociology
yes-no self-awareness
After completing the 83-item
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questionnaire and the four verbal (FOS) cues the
subjects
completed a brief questionnaire asking for biographical
data and their reactions to the experiment.

When all the subjects were finished, the experimenter
collected the booklets.
All of the subjects appeared to accept the instructions

readily and were cooperative,

A few wrote stories with as

many as l40 words, and all of the stories were adequate for
scoring.

Questionnaires of African and white subjects were not
Included in the analysis.
At the end of the four days of testing, a room was re-

served on Central State University campus and North Carolina

campus for the experimenter to meet with any students who

were interested in knowing the purpose of the study.

At

Central State, 35 students showed up for the discussion.

Sixteen students at North Carolina came for the group dis-

cussion

,

The subjects Indicated that they enjoyed the first part
of the instrument (Pappo, 1972), they were able to relate to

the questionnaire.

Less than half of the subjects thought

the test Instruments were too time consuming.

In general,

their
the subjects thought this was a unique experience in

participation in a study of this type.
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Procedure, Selection and Training; of Raters

Selection of raters was made on the basis of inquiries through the School of Education and the Department
of Psychology, University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

Other potential raters were identified in the town of
Amherst, Amherst College and Smith College.

possible candidates emerged.
eight candidates interviewed.

Eight

Four were selected from the
The four selected were two

female graduate students, one male advanced undergraduate,
and one male High School English teacher.

selected for the following reasons:

adequate time to be trained,

(2)

a

(l)

These four were
a commitment of

commitment of adequate

time for reading and rating the FOS stories,

(

3)

the

apparent ability to be objective in socring subjective
data, and (4) their familiarity with projective tests

and need to be consistent in rating.

Training- Introduction
Each of the six scoring categories and the appropriate

weights for learning to score the FOS were taught to the
four selected raters by the experimenter.

The four raters

worked individually with assistance from the experimenter.
Periodic reliability checks were done throughout the training sessions.

Before the first training session, the raters were

given a scoring manual to read (Horner and Fleming, 1977)
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Appendix E)

.

They were asked to answer the following

questions about its content.
1.

What Is meant by "movement"?

2,

For which scoring categories is movement
a relevant consideration?

3.

What is the difference between the way
Instrumental is treated in Interpersonal
Engagement and Absence of Instrumental
Activity?

4,

What is the difference between a relief
statement and a relief sequence?

At the first training session basic scoring defini-

tions were discussed by the experimenter with the raters

which included answers to the above questions.

Practice

scoring did not begin until the experimenter was confident
the raters had mastered the scoring definitions.

This was

determined when there was evidence from discussion that
the six FOS categories would be scored according to the

criteria.

The first session lasted three hours.

At the second training session,

raters were given

sample stories to test themselves by trying to recall the

scoring definitions of each category without consulting
the manual.

This session lasted two hours.

At the third training session,

the raters practiced

on eight sets of stories that were xeroxed from the pilot

study.

All sets of stories were the same for each rater.
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A reliability check was made followed by discussion on

Instrumental Activity.

The third session lasted three

hours
At the fourth training session, the raters scored a
set of fifteen practice stories from the pilot study.

Following the completion of these scored stories, another

reliability check was done.

Errors on "Absence of Others,"

were discussed and recorded.

The fourth session lasted

for four hours
At the fifth training session the raters concentrated
on two scoring categories:

contingent-negative consequen-

ces, and non-contingent negative consequences.

An addi-

tional set of eight sample stories were scored especially
The fifth session lasted two

for these two categories.

hours
At the sixth training session the reliability check

for inter-rater reliability showed that the raters had

attained a reliability of

.

85

Discussion followed on

.

observations of practice sets previously scored.
sixth session lasted two hours.

The

(Table 2)

Scoring Process
Every story written was scored for FOS Imagery by four
raters according to the procedures described by

Fleming (1977).
raters.

Appendix E.

Homer

and

Stories were randomly assigned

The raters were able to score blindly vis-a-vis
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Table 2

Training Sessions of Raters
Session

Purpose

Date

Hours

1

Feb. 7, 1977

3

Scoring Definitions

2

Feb. 24, 1977

2

Recall Scoring Definitions

3

Feb. 26, 1977

3

Scored (8) practice sets
Reliability check.
Discussed "Instrumental
Activity"

4

March

4

Scored (15) practice sets
Reliability check
Discussed "Absence of Others"

5

March 29, 1977

2

Discussed "Contingentnegative consequences and
non-contingent negative
consequences"

6

April 4, 1977

2

Overall discussion of six
scoring categories
Inter-rater reliability check

no

Total

6

sex, age,

8,

1977

16

region and grade level of subjects.

Scoring Criteria for Each C ategory,
categories
Each story was scored on the following six
with posi(numbers in parentheses refer to scoring weights,
tive numbers indicating high fear-of-success )

TO

a.

contingent negative consequences" (+2) is
scored when negative consequences are caused
by the person;

Example
"in an effort to become popular, Joan took to
smoking and drinking extensively. There seemed
to be no problem at first; however, as time wore
on Joan became dependent upon smoking.,.."
b.

"noncontingent negative consequences" (+2) is
scored when negative consequences are caused by
external factors;
Example
"She feels she has plenty of time.
She will
sketch the drawings carefully at first, and as
time runs out, she will be tense and make more
hurried drawings and copy details from her text
book.

c.

"interpersonal engagement" (+2) is scored when
two or more persons are involved with each other;

Example
"Carol is looking through the telescope. She is
They're frantic
She is late.
because she forgot... She wants to speak to the
professor. He casts her a bad stay-where-you-are
She wonders,
Is he as mean as he looks?
look.
Never
him.
about
things
awful
I've heard some
my
him
tell
I
Shall
him.
with
tried speaking
..."
problem?
in zoology lab.

d.

"relief" (+l) is scored when tension or deprivation is suddenly alleviated, often in a manner
Incurring surprise. There must be movement in
the story.

Example
she
"It had been so long that Judy was sick that
became discouraged, pale, and thin. She bore the
pain daily, but she occasionally broke down to
tears when the pain intensified. Suddenly she
walked into our room and sat down in a chair,
The pain is
smiling, 'It's gone,' she said.
gone, and I'm healthy again.'
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e.

"absence of Instrumental activity" (+l) is
scored when there is no activity toward attaining a goal.

Example
, , , .Four years
of your life doing hard work,
trying to get to this end with good grades to
get into law school...."
f.

"absence of mention of other people" (-2) is
scored when there are no characters in the cue
except for the person specified.

Example
Sue is in a biology lab and she is looking
through her microscope to observe what an ant
would look like close up. Her class has been
studying insects and she decided that she wanted
to know what an ant really looked like..."

Analysis of Data
The responses to the Pappo Questionnaire were analyzed, applying student-t distribution (Freund, 1973,
p. 28)

to determine significant differences in mean

scores for total sample of females, and males on the 83-

item scale FOS questionnaire (Pappo, 1972).

were made between sexes and regions.

Comparisons

Also, comparisons

were made with females against females and males against
males across regions.

High scores were presumed to sig-

nify individuals high in FOS/low in self-awareness;
correspondingly, low scores identify individuals low in

FOS/hlgh in self-awareness.
were keyed to high FOS,

Therefore, all yes answers

The following items, however,

were reversed in scoring (a no answer equals
1,

5,

17,

20,

35, 45, 48, 77, 78

a yes):
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Stories written to responses to the four success
cues (Horner,

I 968 ;

trained raters.

Fleming, 197^) were scored by four

Every story was scored by two raters,

A score was determined separately for each story and then

scores were summed across stories.

Thus, scores may range

from -8 to +32 for four stories.
Minus (- 1 ) scores were added in the minus method when

calculating the mean score and were squared positively when

calculating the standard deviation.
Comparisons were made between males and females to
determine differences in same sex, mixed sex and region,
in FOS imagery.

T-tests were used to test differences.

Biographical Infoimiatlon
To determine if there was a relationship between the

FOS cue responses, Pappo's self-awareness, grade point
average, family career level and subjects’ career expectations, the Pearson coefficient of correlation was used
(Freund, 1973^ P. 35^).

Based on Roe's (1956) occupational classification
occupation and
system, the father's occupation, mother's
by level
subject's career goal expectation were grouped
and skill.
based upon degrees of responsibility, capacity,
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Summary
In this chapter,

a detailed

description of methods

and procedures has been described.

The population of

this study consisted of 258 black male and black female

undergraduates at Central State University and North
Carolina A, and T, State University,

The first of three

instruments used were the 83-item yes-no FOS/Self-Awareness questionnaire (Pappo, I972)
The second instrument was the four verbal cues

(Horner, 1968; Fleming, 1974), modified with identity

figures
The third instrument was a brief personal question-

naire to elicit information of career goals, family career
level, grade point average, age and marital status.

Data were collected at Central State University in

November 1976, and collected at North Carolina
State University in January 1977.

A, and T,

Computations for the

analysis were done by Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences, Klecka et al, 1975# using CDC CYBER at the

Computer Center, the University of Massachusetts /Amherst
For this study, the experimenter chose to evaluate
the student-t distribution results and Pearson Product

moment correlation at the ,05 level.
The following chapter presents a comparative analysis
and results of the study within each of the four hypothesis

presented

Chapter IV
Results

Introduction
The purpose of this study was to investigate the

differences in level of FOS Imagery in black males and
females attending black State Universities.
was guided by the four major hypotheses.

following questions were examined.

(l)

This study

Hence, the

Will there be a

difference between the black male and the black female in

Fear-of-success on Pappo's Self-Awareness?

(2)

Will there

be a difference in FOS Imagery on the Verbal Cues?
(3)

Will there be a difference between students from Ohio

and North Carolina on FOS Imagery?

(4)

Will there be a

difference in the relationship of FOS Imagery, Career
Goals, and grade point average?

The data presented in this chapter were collected

from a research population sample which consisted of 258

black male and female undergraduates in Ohio and North
Carolina.

The mean age of the Study groups was 21.26
The

years for Ohio, and 20.37 years for North Carolina.
mean age for the entire Study population sample (N
was 20.81 years.

sample by region.

=

258),

See Table 3 for mean age of population
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TABLE

3

Mean Age of Study Population Sample
by Region

Region

Mean

Ohio

21,26

4.322

North Carolina

20.37

2.875

Standard Deviation

Of these 258 subjects, 29 percent were upper level

undergraduates (juniors and seniors) and 71 percent were
lower level undergraduates (freshmen and sophomores).

In

the Ohio region, 34 percent were upper level and 66 percent

were lower level.

In the North Carolina region the upper

level was 25 percent and the lower level 75 percent.

There

was no significant difference between upper level and
lower level students.

See Table 4 for these results.

TABLE 4
Academic Level of Subjects
North Carolina
at Ohio and

Ohio

Level

North
Carolina

Total

Upper Level

4l

(34^)

32 (25^)

73 (29^)

Lower Level

8l

(66^)

96 (75^)

^77 (71^)

122 (100^)

Totals
Chi Square

128 (lOO^)

250 (lOO^)

1.84

DF. = 1
8 non-responses (3 upper level, 5 lower level;
,
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Reliability of Scorlnp; Cue Content for FOS Imapiery
The general procedure for scoring the responses

written by the subjects for FOS Imagery was

a

randomiza-

tion of all stories drawn from Ohio and North Carolina

population sample.

In obtaining Individual FOS scores,

four verbal cues modified with reproduced photographic

black figures were used to elicit Imaginative stories for
the measure of FOS Imagery,

All stories were scored sepa-

rately by two raters according to the Content Analysis

Scoring System described In detail In Horner and Fleming
(1977).
(1)

The following scores were assigned by the raters:

contingent-negative consequences

gent negative consequences (+ 2 );

ment (+2);

(^)

Relief (+1);

Activity (^1); and

(

6)

(5)

(3)

(+ 2 );

(

2)

non-contln-

Interpersonal Engage-

Absence of Instrumental

Absence of Others (- 2 ).

The sum of

six categories could range from -8 to +32 for four stories.

Stories were scored blindly vls-s-vls region, sex, age and
parents' occupational level or any personal data on Intent
of the study.
To determine the reliability between the raters, a

correlation coefficient with repeated measures was calculated
for the teams that did the rating for testing the hypotheses
of this study.

According to Horner's Scoring Procedure, It

coefficient of
Is desirable that raters attain a reliability
.85.

Individual coefficients for four raters ranged from .87
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to

.97.

See Table 5.

For raters

1

and 4,

in scoring

Ohio stories, reliability coefficients ranged from .72
to

.

86

.

For raters 2 and

from .93 to

.

for Ohio coefficients ranged

3

See Table 6 .

96 ,

Comparing raters

and 4

1

for North Carolina the reliability coefficients ranged

from .84 to

.

Raters 2 and

92 .

3

for North Carolina

reliability coefficients ranged from .87 to
Table 7.

In all cases,

for raters 2 and

3

.

92 .

See

the reliability

coefficients were above

.

85

.

Raters

out of eight were below

,

85

.

The mean reliability co-

1

and 4 in three cases

efficient for Ohio was ,93^ and for North Carolina the
mean reliability coefficient was .90.

The inter-rater

mean reliability for Ohio was ,87 and for North Carolina
the inter-rater mean reliability coefficient was

.

89 .

This was above Horner's recommended level of agreement
and considered adequate for testing the hypotheses.

—

TABLE

5

Reliability Coefficients Using Four Raters
on Four FOS Verbal Cues (Horner I 968 , Fleming 1972)

Ohio

North
Carolina

Story

Raters

Rater

1,

3,
(N = 51

4

Rater

1,

2,

1

Story 2

Story

3

Story 4

.92

.93

.97

.91

.88

.92

.93

.87

)

2 , 3 , if
(N = 58 )
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TABLE 6

Inter-rater Reliability Coefficients Using Two Raters
on Four FOS cues (Horner I 968 , Fleming, I 972
)

Comparing

Rater
Ohio

1

Story

Story 2

Story 3

.72

.77

.86

•

.96

.94

.94

.93

1

and

Story 4
CO

m

Rater 4
(N= 65 )

Rater 2
and

Rater 3
(N = 62 )

TABLE 7
Inter- rater Reliability Coefficients Using Two Raters
on Four FOS Cues (Horner I 968 , Fleming 1972)

Comparing
Rater

North
Carolina

1

Story 2

Story 3

Story 4

.84

.92

.91

.84

90

.91

.92

.87

Story

1

and

Rater 4
(N = 70 )

Rater 2
and

Rater 3
(N = 58 )
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Research Findings
The three statistical procedures employed to analyze
the data were;

The Student-t distribution to test

(l)

whether an observed difference between two sample means
could be attributed to chance on the Pappo Self-Awareness
and the Horner FOS Imagery in the verbal cues,

(2)

Chi Square

to test differences of distribution and association of Self-

Awareness, and (3) the Pearson Product-Moment Coefficient to
test correlation.

Results of these data analysis are presented in four
parts.

Part one analyzes mean score responses by sex for

all 83 Self-Awareness statements on the Pappo questionnaire

for fear-of-success

,

Part two focuses on the mean score

responses by sex on the four verbal cues for FOS Imagery,
Part three analyzes mean score responses by region on

Pappo

's

Self-Awareness questionnaire and the four verbal

cues for FOS Imagery,

Part four focuses on Pearson Product

moment correlation results pertinent to the relationship of
Pappo

's

Self-Awareness, Horner's FOS Imagery and career

goals, parents' career level and grade point average between
sexes.

This chapter concludes with a summary of the findings.

Hypotheses Reconsidered
The major part of this study is concerned with testing

four hypotheses which considered both sex differences and
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regional differences, (Ohio and North Carolina) on FOS as

measured in response to Pappo»s Self-Awareness and Horner's
four modified cues.
These four major hypotheses, all stated in the null,

will now be considered separately.

Differences will be

considered significant if at the ,05 level or higher.

Part I

Hypothesis

I

There will be no statistically significant
differences between black college males and
black college females in Fear-Of-Success as
measured by responses on Pappo's (1972) SelfAwareness questionnaire.
To test Fear-of-Success on the 83 item yes-no Self-

Awareness responses, the experimenter used Pappo's (1972)
Standard Scoring procedure.
was 83,

The established perfect score

In comparing the overall group of 129 males and

129 females on Self-Awareness, the mean score for males was

41,6589 and for females was 41,6977.

There were no signifi-

cant differences by sex in the comparison of mean socres in

fear-of-success as measured by responses on the Pappo's SelfAwareness questionnaire,

(See Table 8 for these results,)

In order to determine if there were regional differences

by sex, comparisons were made between males and females in
the Ohio region, and the North Carolina region.

In the Ohio

region, the mean score on Self-Awareness was 40,6912 for males.
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TABLE 8

Comparison on Mean Score of All Subjects
by Sex on Self-Awareness
Groups

N

Standard
Deviation

Mean

Males

129

41.6589

9.648

Females

129

41.6977

10.673

For females the mean score was 39.838.

t-value

Probabillty

There were no signi-

ficant differences between males and females from the Ohio
region in fear-of-success as measured by responses on SelfAwareness.

See Table 9 for these results.

See Table 19

for differences by region.

TABLE 9

Comparison of Mean Scores Between Ohio Region
males and Females on Self-Awareness Responses
N

Sex

Males

68

Females

62

Mean

Standard
Deviation

40.6912

10.^39

39.8387

t-value

Probability

.49

.63

9.900

In the North Carolina region the mean scores for fear-

of-success on Self-Awareness measures were 42.7377
and 43.4179 for females.

males

There were no significant differ-

ences between males and females from the North Carolina
region on Self-Awareness.

See Table 10 for these results.
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See Table

I9

for regional differences.

TABLE 10

Comparison of Mean Scores Between North Carolina
Males and Females on Self-Awareness Responses
Sex

N

Males

68

Mean

42,7377

Standard
Deviation

t-value

9.154
1

Females

67

43.4179

Probability

00
• CO

.71

11.140

Pappo* indicated that scores that were greater than
44 denote high FOS/low Self-Awareness,

Scores that were

less than 44 denote low FOSAiigh Self-Awareness,

Comparisons

on distribution of subjects scoring high FOS/low Self-

Awareness and low FOS/hlgh Self-Awareness were made on the
basis of female vs. male on an intra-regional basis and
male vs, male, female vs. female and all subjects on a

regional basis.
In comparing the Ohio females with Ohio males, 37 per-

cent females had high FOS/low Self-Awareness, Thirty-eight
(

62
38 ) percent males had high FOS/low Self-Awareness and

percent had low FOS/high Self-Av/areness
were not significant.

,

These differences

See Table 11 for these results.

^Personal conversation, Marice Pappo, Feb, 15> I977»
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TABLE 11

Comparison of Ohio Subjects by Sex of High FOS/low
Self-Awar eness a nd Low FOS/hlgh Self-Awaren ess
OHIO
Scores

Females

High FOS/Low
Self-Awareness
(above 44)

23
(37^)

Low FOS/High
Self-Awareness
(44 and below)

39
(63^)

Total

62
(100^)

Chi Square

0,000
DF. =

Males

Total

26

49
(38^)

42
{

81

62 %)

(62^^)

68

130
(100^)

(100^)

1

In comparing North Carolina females with North Carolina

males, 49 percent of the females showed high FOS/low SelfAvjareness and 51 percent showed low FOS/high Self-Awareness,
It was observed that 26 percent of the males showed high

FOS/low Self-Awareness, and 74 percent showed low FOS/high
Self-Awareness,
,025 level.

These differences were significant at the

See Table 12 for these results.

In comparing female

subjects on

a

regional basis it

was observed that 37 percent of the Ohio females shov/ed high

FOS/low Self-Awareness and 63 percent showed low FOS/high

Self-Awareness,

Forty-nine (49) percent of the North Carolina

females showed high FOS/low Self-Awareness and 51 percent
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showed low FOS/high Self-Awareness.

were not significant.

These differences

See Table 13 for these results.

TABLE 12

Comparison of North Carolina Subjects by Sex of High FOS/low
Self-Awarenes s and L ow FOS/high Self-Awareness
NORTH CAROLINA
Scores

High FOS/low
Self-Awareness

Females

Males

33
(49^)

16
(26%)

Low FOS/high
Self-Awareness
(44 and below)

34
(51%)

(74%).

Total

67
(100%)

Total
49
(38%)

(above 44)

Chi Square

6.20, Sig,
DF. = 1

45

6l
(100%)

(62%)

128
(100%)

.025

TABLE 13

Comparison Between Ohio and North Carolina Female Subjects
of High FOS/low Self-Awareness and Low FOS/hlgh Self-Awareness^
Females
Scores

High FOS/low
Self-Awareness
(above 44)

North Carolina

Total

23
(37%)

33
(49%)

(43%)

39

(57%)

129
(100%)

Ohio

Low FOSAiigh
Self-Awareness
(44 and below)

(63%)

34
(51%)

Total

62
(100%)

67
(100%)

Chi Square

1.47
DF. =

1

73
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In comparing Ohio males with North
Carolina males It

was observed that 38 percent of the Ohio males
showed high

FOS/low Self-Awareness and 62 percent showed low
FOS/hlgh
Self-Awareness.

Twenty-six (26) percent of the North

Carolina males showed high FOS/low Self-Awareness and 74
percent showed low FOS/high Self-Awareness.
ences were not significant.

These differ-

See Table l4 for these results.

TABLE 14

Comparison Between Ohio and North Carolina Male Subjects
of High FOS/low Self-Awareness and Low FOS/high Self-Awareness
Males

Scores

High FOS/low
Self-Awareness
(above 44)

Ohio

North Carolina

26
(38^

16
(26^)

Low FOS/lilgh
42
Self-Awareness
(62^)
(44 and below)

Total

Chi Square

^5

68
(100^)

61
(100^)

Total
42
(32?)

87
(68^)

129
(100;

I.60
DF. =

1

Finally, comparisons were made between the total samples

from Ohio and North Carolina.

were observed.

No significant differences

See Table 15 lor these results.
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TABLE 15

Comparison Between Ohio and North Carolina Subjects of
High FOS/Low Self-Awareness and Low FOS/Hlgh Self-Awareness
Scores

Ohio

High FOS/low
Self-Awareness
(above 44)

North Carolina

49
37 %)

(

49
38%)

Low FOS/hlgh
Self-Awareness
(44 and below)

81
( 63 ^)

{

79
62 %)

Total

130
(100^)

Chi Square

(

Total
98
(38^)

(

128
(100^)

(

160
62 ^)

258
100 ^)

0.000
DF. =

1

In comparing all females with all males In the study,

43 percent of the females showed high FOS/low Self-Av;are-

ness, and 57 percent showed low FOS/hlgh Self-Awareness.

For the males, 33 percent shov;ed high FOS/low Self-Awareness and 67 percent showed low FOS/hlgh Self-Awareness.

These differences were not significant.

See Table

I6

for these results.
In comparing scores by sex on both an Intra-reglonal

and Inter- regional basis no significant differences were

observed.

In using Pappo's dependent measure of FOS/Self-

Awareness, the only significant difference

on the distri-

bution of those whowlng high FOS/low Self-Awareness and low

87

FOS/high Self-Awareness was between North Carolina females
and males with the females showing a significant higher

level of high FOS/low Self-Awareness than the North Cai’olina

males.

This group showed the highest FOS/low Self-Awareness

of any group and of the entire sample.

Therefore, Hypo-

thesis I is supported since the overall analysis did not

show differences.

TABLE 16

Comparison Between All Female and Male Subjects of High
FOS/Low Self-Awareness and Low FOS/high Self-Awareness
Scores

Females
(Ohio and N.C.)

High FOS/low
Self-Awareness
(above ^4)

Low FOS/high
Self-Awareness
(44 and below)

Chi Square

2.78.
DF. =

Total

42

56
(43^)

(33^)

98
(38^)

73
(57^)

87
(67^)

IbO
{ 62 %)

129
( 100 ^)

Total

Males
(Ohio and N.C.)

1

(

129
100 ^)

(

258
100 ^)
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Part II

Hypothesis II
There will be no statistically significant
difference in resoonses between black college
males and black college females to Homer's
success cues in the FOS Imagery.
The first set of questions to be answered by the data
in this hypothesis deal with the comparison of mean scores

of all subjects by sex on the four verbal cues elicited to

measure FOS Imagery,

High scores indicate low FOS and low

scores Indicate high FOS.
The dependent variable of FOS Imagery was created by

summing the results from the set of stories scored by the
first rater, summing the results from the set of stories

scored by the second rater, and then taking the average
of the two sums.
In comparing all subjects by sex on FOS Imagery,

the

mean score for males was ,6977 snd the mean score for
females was ,2442,

The standard deviations were 4,307 for

males and 4.040 for females.

There were no significant

differences between males and females of the total sample
on FOS imagery.

See Table 17 for these results.

In order to determine if there were regional sex

differences on Horner's FOS Imagery, comparisons were made
the
between the males and females in the Ohio region and

North Carolina region.

In the Ohio region the mean score
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TABLE 17
-

-

-

Sex

Comparison of Mean Score of All Subjects
By Sex on Fear of Success Imaeerv
Standard
N
M
Mean
t-value Probability
Deviation

Males

129

.6977

4.307

Females

129

.2442

4.040

-1.81

.07

for the males was -.8309 and for the females the mean score
was .9597.

There were significant differences at the .02

level between the Ohio males and females on Horner’s F03

Imagery with females having

a

lower FOS.

See Table I8 for

these results.

TABLE 18

Comparison of Mean Score Between Ohio Region Males
Fem.ales on Horner's Fear of Success Imagery
Sex

N

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Males

68

-.8309

4.150

Females

62

.9597

4.281

t-value

-2.42

Probability

.02

In comparing the North Carolina males and females on

FOS Imagery, the mean score for the males was -.5^92 and the

mean score for the females was -.4179.

There were no signi-

ficant differences between the North Carolina region males
and females on Horner's FOS Imagery.

results

See Table 19 for these
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TABLE 19

Comparison of Mean Score Between North Carolina Region
Males and Females on Horner's Fear of Success Imagery
Standard
Deviation

Sex

N

Males

61

-.5492

4.506

Females

67

-.4179

3.714

Mean

t-value

0.18

Probability

.86

There were no statistically significant differences by
sex on the total sample in measuring the dependent variable
on Horner's FOS Imagery.

In comparing by region there were

no significant differences between the North Carolina region

males and females.

Therefore, Hypothesis II is supported

for the total sample and supported for the North Carolina
region but rejected for the Ohio region.

PART III

Hypothesis III
There will be no statistically significant differences in responses between Ohio subjects and the
North Carolina subjects on the Self-Awareness
Questionnaire and the modified verbal cues.
To test the differences for FOS in responses between

the Ohio subjects and the North Carolina subjects on the

Pappo Self-Awareness Questionnaire and the Horner and

Fleming four verbal cues the Student t-test was calculated.
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The mean score was 40.2846 for the Ohio region
on
^ 3.093 Tor the North Carolina region.

This difference was significant at the .03 level.

The

Horner FOS Imagery mean score was .0231 for the Ohio
region and 0,4805 for the North Carolina region.

difference was not significant.

This

See Table 20 for these

results

TABLE 20

Comparison of Mean Score By Region
on Pappo’s Self-Awareness and Horner's Fear of Success Imagery
Self.-Awareness

Region

Ohio

N

130

North
Carolina

128

Mean

40.2846

43.0938

Standard
Deviation

t-value

Probability

-2.24

.03

9.943

10.208

FOS Imagery

Region
Ohio

N

130

Mean
.0231

standard
Deviation

Probability

4.292
.96

North
Carolina

128

-.4805

.34

4.095

In comparing the Ohio region males with the North

Carolina region Males on Self-Awareness and FOS Imagery,
the mean score for the Ohio males was 40.6912 and the mean

score for the North Carolina region males was 42,7377.

These differences were not significant.
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The comparative mean score for the Ohio region

males on FOS Imagery was -,8309 and for the North Carolina

region males was -.5^92.

At the

.05 level this difference

was not statistically significant.

See Table 21 for these

results

TABLE 21

Comparison of Mean Score of Ohio Region Males with
North Carolina Region Males on Pappo's Self-Awareness
and Horner's Fear of Success Imagery
Self-Awareness

Groups

N

Ohio Males

68

Mean

40.6912

Standard
Deviation

t-value

Probability

10.039
-1.20

North Carolina
Males

61

42.7377

.23

9.154

FOS Imagery
Groups

N

Ohio Males

68

Mean

Standard
Deviation

-.8309

4.150

t-value

Probability

1

-.37

North Carolina
Males

61

-.5492

•

—

4.506

In comparing the Ohio region females with the North

Carolina region females the mean score for the Ohio region
females on Pappo's Self-Awareness was 39.8387.

"^^le

mean

was 43.4179.
score for the North Carolina region females
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There were no significant differences.

On FOS Imagery

the mean score for the Ohio region females was
,9597,
and for the North Carolina region females the mean score

was -,4l79.

This difference was significant.

See

Table 22 for these results.

TABLE 22

Comparison of Ohio Females with North Carolina Females
Pappo's Self-Awareness

Groups

N

Ohio Females

62

Mean

39.8387

Standard
Deviation

t-value Probability

9.900
-1.92

North Carolina
Females
67

43.4179

.056

11.140

Horner 's Fear of Success Imagery
Groups

N

Mean

Ohio Females

62

.9597

Standard
Deviation

t-value

4.281
1.96

North Carolina
67
Females

-.4179

Probability

.05

3.71't

The data showed a significant difference by region
in responses on Pappo’s Self-Awareness but not on Horner's

FOS Imagery,

In comparing males by region the data showed

no significant difference on either Self-Awareness or FOS

Imagery scores.

For females the data showed a significant

difference on FOS Imagery but not for Self-Awareness.
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Therefore, Hypothesis III is rejected where Self-Awareness
Is compared on a regional basis between females.

All other

comparisons made in testing this hypothesis are supported,

PART IV

Hypothesis IV
There will be no relationship among fear of
success measures and biographical responses
of career goals, parents' career level and
grade point average.
The Pearson product-moment coefficient of correlation
v/as

calculated to determine whether there was

a

correlation

between Pappo's Self-Awareness, and Horner's FOS Imagery,

career goals, mother's occupation, father's occupation
and grade point average.
shov;ed no

These variables, as a whole,

statistically significant correlations.

There-

fore, Hypothesis IV is supported.

There were, however, some other observations that

could not be ignored.

For the Ohio study group (males and

females) there was a positive correlation between the father
and mother's occupation,

A negative correlation was shown

between self-awareness and career goal expectation.

There

was also a negative correlation between FOS Imagery and

mother's occupation.

See Table 23.

In this connection, 73.8 percent of the Ohio group
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had high career goals.

Of this group, 38 percent had

high FOS/Low Self-Awareness which yields a negative
correlation although 62 percent had low FOS/High SelfAwareness,

See Table 12,

With regard to the negative correlation between FOS
Imagery and mothers occupation it was observed that for
the Ohio region the FOS Imagery was .0231 while for the

North Carolina region the FOS Imagery was 0.4805.

This

Indicated that there may be less FOS Imagery in the Ohio

group than in the North Carolina group.

The low percentage

of mothers (30.5) in the three top levels of occupational

categories could account for this negative correlation.
See Tables 20 and 27.

For the North Carolina study group (males and females)
a positive correlation was shown between the father and

mothers occupation,

A positive correlation was shown

between Self-Awareness and Grade Point Average (GPA)
This correlation was significant at the .001 level.
See Table 24.

Thirty-two percent of mothers occupation fell between

semi-professional (lower) and professional managerial
(higher).

Thirty-four percent of fathers occupation fell

in this level.

See Tables 27 and 28,

group was
The mean Grade Point Average (GPA) for the

2.49 and the median 2.50.

In calculation the grade point
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average was as follows:

A = 4,

A- = 3.5,

B = 3,

B- = 2.5, C = 2, and C- = 1,5.

The break points are the median, for the Fear-of-

Success/Self-Awareness was indicated to be above 44 high

FOS/Low Self-Awareness in which 38 percent of the subjects
were found.

Forty- four percent and below indicated low

FOS/High Self-Awareness of which 62 percent of the subjects
were found.

The grade point average for 35 percent of North

Carolina subjects was found to be below the mean and 65 percent were above the mean which correlated with Fear-of-

Success/Seif-Awareness

.

See Tables 12 and 36.

The Ohio and North Carolina region males showed a

negative correlation between Fear-of-Success/Self-Awareness
and career goal expectation.

A negative correlation was

shown between mothers occupation and career goal expectation.

A positive correlation was also shown between

fathers occupation and grade point average (GPA).

See

Table 25.

Eighty percent of the Ohio and North Carolina males
selected career goals fell in the top three levels of occu-

pational categories; professional managerial (higher,

regular and lower).

See Tables 37^ 38^ 39.

Sixty-seven

percent of this group fell into low Fear-of-Success/High
Self-Av/areness

.

Seventy percent of the mothers occupation

fell into the lower occupation classification.

See Table 27.
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In relation to the positive correlation between

father's occupation and grade point average (GPA), 59

percent of the males grade point average was above the

mean and median.

Sixty-seven percent of the father's

occupation ranged from skilled to professional managerial
(higher).

See Tables 28 and 36.

For the Ohio and North Carolina females there was
shown a positive correlation between mother's occupation
and career goal expectation.

A positive correlation was

also shown between mother's occupation and father's occu-

pation,

See Table 26,

Regarding a positive correlation between mother's

occupation and career goal expectation it is difficult to
explain.

Seventy-eight of the females, however, fell into

the top three occupational levels.

Professional managerial (higher,

These three were:
regular, and lower)

while only 30 percent of the mother's occupational fell
into this classification.

This correlation is statistically

significant but extremely low.

Regarding a positive correlation between mother and
father's occupation 38 percent of the fathers were in the
managerial
top three occupational levels, professional
(higher, regular and lower).

Thirty percent of the mothers

occupation fell into this classification.
28,

Significant level at ,006.

See Tables 27,

See Table 26.
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Additional Findings

Subjects were asked to list both parents primary

occupation which the experimenter rated according to
Roe's
were:
(

2)

(

1956 ) Occupational Classification level.
(l)

These

Professional and Managerial (higher)

Professional and Managerial (regular)

Professional Managerial (lower)
skilled and

(

6)

Unskilled,

(4)

(

Skilled

3

Semi-

)

(

5

Semi-

)

In addition to Roe's six

levels of occupational classification, the experimenter

included "others" which included
husband,

(9)

(7)

housewife,

student and (lO) unknown.

missing responses at Ohio,

(

8 ) house-

There were eight

The frequencies of father and

mother's occupation are shown in Tables 27 and 28.
The subjects were asked to classify themselves by

marital status.

These were:

unattached, going steady,

engaged, married, widowed or divorced.

All 128 subjects

responded to this question at North Carolina and all but
8 of the subjects at Ohio responded.

In response to the

question on marital status, 50 percent at Ohio were unattached, while 59 percent classified themselves as un-

attached at North Carolina.

There were 49 percent who

fell into the categories of going steady, engaged, or

married at Ohio, while 40 percent were in this category
at North Carolina.

One subject was widowed at Ohio and
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one was divorced at North Carolina.

See Table 29 for

these results.
The field of greatest concentration of undergraduate

majors fell in the social science category.

Despite

several years of concern about our national dependence
upon science and technology, the numbers of students in
this study electing majors in science and mathematics is

actually small.

See Table 30.

Looking toward the future,

the desired careers most often proposed were:

social

worker, clinical psychologist, high school teacher, physician, lawyer, and banker.

These careers are classified

in the professional and managerial higher and regular

levels.

See Table 31

foi*

(Appendix E)

these results.

How certain were these undergraduates in attaining

their career goal?

Fifty-three percent at Ohio said that

attaining their career goal was "Almost

a.

certainty."

Forty-five percent at North Carolina said that attaining
their career goal was "Almost a certainty,"

Five percent

at Ohio and 6 percent at North Carolina said they had

"less than a 50-50 chance" to attain their present career

goal.

See Table 32.
A distribution of the importance of the attainment

shows that
of career goal and satisfaction in later life
in North Carolina said
36 percent in Ohio and 29 percent

it was the "most important thing."

Thirty-seven percent
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in Ohio and 40 percent in North Carolina said that it
was

next important only to my family."

Twenty percent in Ohio

and 23 percent in North Carolina said it was "pretty im-

portant, but they could still be reasonably content if

they did not reach this goal."

Seven percent at Ohio and

8 percent at North Carolina said that their career goal is

"pretty much secondary to their other interestes in life"

or it was "not very important at all."

See Table 33.

"What would you like your best friend of the opposite

sex or spouse to do for a career?"

provided in Table 3^.

Some indication is

These frequencies show that

5I

per-

cent of males wanted their best friend or spouse to be

housewives.

In Ohio this represented 57 percent of male

subjects and in North Carolina males represented 44.6

percent of the subjects.

Forty-six percent of the females

were undecided but they made such statements as "Whatever
he would like to do," "I want him to be happy."

Table 35 shows the comparison of responses of Ohio
and North Carolina subjects on the importance of the

successful career of friend or spouse.

In Ohio 69 percent

said it was "Extremely or very important" for their best

friend of the opposite sex or spouse to have a successful

career.

Sixty-six percent at North Carolina said it was

"Extremely important."

In Ohio 25 percent and in North

Carolina 27 percent said It was "moderately Important"
In Ohio 6 percent and In North Carolina 7 percent said
It was "not very Important" for their best friend of

the opposite sex or spouse to have a successful career
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TABLE 27

Frequencies of Mothers Occupation Level
for Subjects in Ohio and North Carolina

Occupation
Classification

Level

Ohio*

North
Carolina**

Total

1(0.5%)

2(2%)

3(1%)

53(21%)

1

Prof. Mang.
(higher)

2

Prof. Mang.
(regular)

23(19%)

30 ( 24 ^)

Semi. Prof.
(lower)

13(11%)

8 ( 6 %)

Skilled

18(15%)

14 ( 11 ^)

32(13%)

3
'

4

‘

21(8^)

5

Semi-Skilled

8(7%)

17(13%)

25(10%)

6

Unskilled

6(5%)

11(9%)

17(7%)

7

Housewife

^5(37%)

37(29%)

82 ( 33 %)

Student

1(0.5%)

1(0.5%)

2(1%)

Unknown

7(5%)

7(5.5%)

14 ( 6 ^)

Total
*8 Non-responses
**1 Non-responses

122 ( 100 ^)

127(100^)

249(100^)
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TABLE 28

Frequencies of Father's Occupation Level
for Subjects in Ohio and North Carolina
Level

Occupation
Classification

Ohio*

North
Carolina**

Total

1

Prof. Mang.
(higher)

3(3%)

7(6%)

2

Prof, Mang.
(regular)

I4(ii^)

13(10%)

27(11%)

3

Semi-Prof,

33(27%)

23(18%)

56(23%)

(lower)

10(4^)

4

Skilled

32(26%)

25(20%)

57(23%)

5

Semi-Skilled

13(11%)

35(28%)

48(19%)

6

Unskilled

11(9%)

13(10%)

24(10%)

Unknown

16(13%)

10(8^)***

26(10%)

Total
* 8

122(100^)

126(100^)

248(100%)

missing, non-responses

** 2 missing, non-responses
*** 2 listed as house husbands

TABLE 29

Marital and Social Status by Region

Marital or
Social Status

Ohio

Unattached

61(50^)

76(59^)

137(55%)

Going Steady,
Engaged, Married

60(49%)

52(40%)

112(44%)

Widowed & Divorced
Totals

1

(

1 %)

122(100%)

North
Carolina

1

(

1 %)

128(100%)

Total

2(1%)

250(100%)
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TABLE 30

Undergraduate Majors
at Ohio Region and North Carolina Region

Major

Ohio**

Literature
History
Arts
Social Science

North
Carolina***

7
(5.8%)

4o
(33^)

(2;4%)

10
(4.1%)

53
(42.7%)

(38%)

Natural Science
and Mathematics

13*
(10.7%)

(3c2^)

Business Education

lb
(14.9%)

18
(14.5%)

Physical Ed

10
(8.3%)

7
(5.6%)

Education

17
(14%)

Undecided

16

4

39

—

U3o2%)
Total

121
(100^)

Includes 3 Medical Technology
** 8 non-responses
*** 5 non-responses
*

Total

124

UOO^)

93

17
(6.95^)

36
(14.7%)

17
(6.9%)
56
(22.9%)
16
(6.5%)

245

UOO^)
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TABLE 31

Frequencies of Ohio and North Carolina Subjects' Responses
on Career Goal Expectation to the Question
"What is your present Career Goal once your
Education is completed?"

Occupation
Classification

Level

1

dW

Prof. Mang.

56
(43^)

56
(46^)

112

22
(17^)

17
(14^)

39
(15^)

Semi-Prof. Mang.

4

Skilled

18

6
(5^)

(19^)

(44^)

8

(its^)

(1^)

1 %)

Unskilled
(1^)

7

48

(

3 %)

Semi-Skilled
{

6

Total

30
(24^)

3

5

North
Carolina

Prof. Mang.
(higher)
1

2

Ohio

16

Housewife
(

125S)

Unknown

9
(

Total

7 %)

130
(100^)

(

1

%^)

(3^)

4
(2^)

6
(5^)

22

9
{ 7%)

18

123
(100^)

253

(

9 %)

(7^)

100^

TABLE 32

Certainty of Attaining Career Goal for
Ohio Region and North Carolina Region Subjects
to the Question
"How certain are you now that you will be able
to attain your present career goal?"
Catego^ry

Ohio*

North
Carolina**

Almost a certainty

63
(53^)

56
(45^)

119

Better than 50-50
chance

21
(18^)

18
(15^)

39
(16^)

A 5O-5O chance

29
(24^)

42
(34^)

71
(29%)

6
(5^)

(6f»)

14
(6^)

119
(100^)

124
(100^)

243
(100^)

Less than 50-50
chance

Total

* 11

**

Non-responses

4 Non-responses

8

Total

(49%)
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TABLE 33

Importance of Satisfaction of Career Goal in Later Life
for Ohio Region and North Carolina Region Subjects to the
Question How Important do you think the attainment
of your career goal will be to your satisfaction
in later life?"

V

Category

Ohio*

Most Important thing

North
Carolina**

43

36
( 29 %)

(

(37%)

49
(40%)

93
(38^)

24
(20%)

(

(36%)

Next important only
to my family

Pretty Important,
but I could still
be reasonably content
if I did not reach
this goal
My career goal is
pretty much secondary
to my other interests
in life
or
not very important
at all

Total

hk

* 11

Non-responses

4 Non-responses

29
23 %)

119
(

124
100 ^)

79
33 %)

(

53
22 %)

18

10
( 8%)

8
(7%)

(lOX)^)

**

Total

(

(

7 %)

243
100 %)

Ill

TABLE 33

Importance of Satisfaction of Career Goal In Later Life
for Ohio Revlon and North Carolina Region Subjects to the
Question How Important do you think the attainment
of your career goal will be to your satisfaction
in later life?"

Category

North
Carolina**

Total

36
(29%)

(33%)

(37%)

49
(40%)

93
(38^)

24
(20%)

29
(23%)

53
(22%)

8
(7%)

10
(8%)

Ohio*

Most important thing

43
(36%)

Next Important only
to my family

Pretty Important,
but I could still
be reasonably content
if I did not reach
this goal
My career goal is
pretty much secondary
to my other interests
in life
or
not very important
at all

Total

44

119
(lOX)^)

* 11

**

Non-responses

4 Non-responses

124
(100^)

79

18
(7%)

243
(100^)

semi-skilled

2

Non-responses

Non-responses

Includes
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TABLE 36
Grade Point Average
of Ohio and North Carolina Subjects

Ohio

GPA

Male

Female

Total

Below 2.50

27
(42^)

33
(42^)

50
(42^)

2,50 and above

37
(58^)

(

32
58 ^)

69
(58^)

55
100 ^)

119
(100^)

Total

64
(100^)

(

North Carolina
GPA

Male

Female

Total

Below 2.50

24
(40^)

21
( 31 ^)

45
( 35 ^)

2.50 and above

36
60
(
%)

46
( 69 ^)

82
( 65 ^)

Total
(

60
100 ^)

(

67
100 ^)

(

127
100 ^)

Grade Point Average Total of All Subjects In
Ohio Region and North Carolina Region
GPA

Below 2.50

Male

Female

57
(41^)

44
( 36 ^)

73
59 %)

(64^)

2.50 and above
{

Total
(

124
100 ^)

Total

(

151
( 61 ^)

78

(

122
100 ^)

95
39 ^)

(

246
100 ^)
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TABLE 37
Comparison of Career Goals of Ohio Males and
Females
Grouped According to Roe's Occupation
Classification
OHIO
Level

1

2

3

4

5

Occupation
Classification

M

F

Total

4

18
(14^)

Prof. Mang.
(higher)

14
(2\%)

m)

Prof. Mang.
( regular)

23
(35^)

33
(52%)

Semi-Prof
( lower)

14
(21%)

8

Skilled

Semi-skilled

4
(6%)

(12%)
2

(3%)

1

Unskilled

1

(1^)

7

Housewife
Unknown

6
(5%)

(1%)

2
(1%)

16
(25%)

16
(12%)

1

9

66

22
(17^)

1

9

(15%)

Total

(>*3%)

M)

(1^)
6

56

(7%)

64

130
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TABLE 38

Comparison of Career Goals of North Carolina Males
and Females Grouped According to Roe's Occupation Classification
NORTH CAROLINA
Level

Occupation
Classification
1

2

3

(

Prof, Mang,
( regular)

24
(41^)

(

Semi-Prof, Mang,

15
(23%)

30
(24%)

32
50 %)

56
(46%)

10
( 17 ^)

7
( 11 %)

17
(14%)

1

1

15
25 ^)

Skilled
(

5

Total

F

Prof, Mang.
(higher)

(lower)
4

M

2 %)

( 2 %)

Semi-skilled

7

1

(1%)
2

2

Unskilled
(

3 %)

(

6
9 %)

Housewife
Unknown

(

1

(2%)

6

2
1 . 5 %)

9

(

1 . 5 %)

(

9

•>

(

Total

59

64

(100^)

(100^)

6
5%)

7 %)

123
(100^)
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TABLE 39

Comparison of Career Goal Between Male and Female
^hio and North Carolina)

Level

Occupation
Classification

M

F

Prof, Mang.
(higher)

29
(23^)

Prof, Mang,
( regular)

3

Semi-prof,
(lower)

4

Skilled

1

2

5

Semi-Skilled

Unskilled
Unknown

Total

48
(19%)

65
(51^)

112

{3m
24
(19^)

15
(12%)

39
(15%)

5

3

47

W)
1

1

(1^)

7

19

{im

{!%)
6

Total

(2%)
1
(1/^)

3

(2%)

(100^)

8
(3%)
2

(1%)

4
(2%)

18

18
(14^)

125

(44%)

(7%)

128
(100^)

253
(100^)
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Summary of the Results
The null hypothesis

I,

stating that there would

be no statistically significant difference between black

college males and females in FOS as measured by responses
on the Self-Awareness (Pappo, 1972) questionnaire was

supported
Secondly, null hypothesis II, stating that there

would be no statistically significant difference in
responses between black college males and females on

Horner's Success Cues in FOS Imagery was supported for
the total sample and supported for the population in
the North Carolina region, but could be rejected for
the Ohio region.

Thirdly, null hypothesis III, stating that there

would be no statistically significant differences in
responses between Ohio subjects and North Carolina
subjects on Pappo

's

Self-Awareness and Horner's Success

Cues was rejected where Self-Awareness was compared on
a

regional basis between females.

In comparing males

by region there was no significant difference on both

Self-Awareness and FOS Imagery,

For the females there

not for
was a significant difference on FOS Imagery but

Self-Awareness
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The fourth null hypothesis (IV), stating that there

would be no relationship among Pappo

'

s

Self-Awareness FOS

Imagery subjects' career goal expectations, parents' occupation, and grade point average was supported.

The above

variables, as a whole, showed no statistically significant

relationships or differences.

Finally some additional demographic findings showed
the frequencies of mothers occupation, and fathers occupation, and subjects career goal expectations classified

according to Roe's (1956) level of occupation classification,

These findings will be discussed in the following

chapter.

CHAPTER V

Discussion and Summary
I

In the first two chapters,

several theories of

Fear-of-Success (FOS) were presented.
The term Fear-of- 3 uccess was an attempt to explain

why some individuals with the apparent ability to succeed
do not do so.

It has been sometimes labeled motive to

avoid success (MAS).

In this study FOS means a particular

measure for Fear-of-Success developed by Horner (1968) which
is assessed through projection of Negative Imagery.

In the study reported here it was hypothesized that

there would be no statistically significant differences
as measured by Pappo's Fear-of-Success/Self-Awareness

questionnaire, and Horner’s FOS Imagery projections between

black male and female college students in two regions of
the United States.
It was further hypothesized that there would be no

relationship among FOS measures and personal responses of
career goals, parental career level and grade point average.
This chapter contains interpretive comments on im-

portant features of the findings reported in Chapter IV,
A review of these findings is followed by a discussion

of the limitations, implications for counselors, and

suggestions for further study.
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Discussion of the Findings
The central finding in this study showed a signifi-

cantly higher level of FOS in the North Carolina females
than in the Ohio females.
Some evidence for this difference in the females of
the two populations suggests that the North Carolina

females may have felt more emotional tension, at the time
of testing, since the test instrument was administered at
the beginning of the second semester in North Carolina and
at the end of the first semester in Ohio.

Another possible interpretation why the two populations differ could be that the high FOS females were more

sensitive to the demand characteristics of the "Gwen and
Bob law cues" than those females low in FOS and therefore

would be more likely to satisfy one of the "negative consequences" criteria for fear-of-success
Two notable features of the present study should be

mentioned.

First, the proportion of females showing any

evidence of FOS is lower (49^) than in the University of
Michigan sample tested by Horner (1968) or in the Wellesley

College sample tested by Alper (1974) where 65 percent and
classified as
89 percent of white women respectively, were

high in fear-of-success.
study
A second Important characteristic of the present
is that the

experimenter was careful not to include any

competition
implication to the subjects that they were in
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with males.

In this study, competition with a standard
of

excellence, rather than competition with males took place.
The present results were exactly opposite to what

Horner's theory would predict.

See Table 42 for an over-

view of comparisons of the findings by sex on Horner's FOS
and Pappo's high/low fear-of-success

Sex Differences
The first null hypothesis of the present study was

supported.

No sex differences were obtained on fear-of-

success, as measured by the Pappo Self-Awareness Question-

naire.

The findings demonstrated in this study are consist-

ent with Pappo (1972) but contrary to Horner (1969), and

provide evidence that the fear-of-success phenomenon is not

only relevant to women, since there were no major differences between males and females on Pappo's (1972) study.

Furthermore, subjects in the present study, indicated,

during the experimental discussion following administration
of the instrument, that they were able to relate their own

experiences to the questions and therefore tended to respond
to each item in terms of how they behaved in those everyday

situations
Curtis, Zanna, and Campbell (1975) reported that law

school students, both males and females, with high scores
on Pappo's measure^ (a) were more likely to report wanting
to volunteer answers in class but not doing so,

(b)

had
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lower law boarci scores,

(c)

were less satisfied with

law and more satisfied with their previous experience,
and (d) rated their ability at logical, abstract thought
as relatively low.

However, high fear-of-success subjects

as determined by Pappo's scale (a) did not get lower

grades,
(c)

(b)

did not expect to get lower grades, and

were not less likely to report their high grades to

classmates than were low-fear-of-success subjects.

Neither Pappo (1972) nor Curtis, Zanna, and Campbell
(1975) found significant differences between males' and

females' scores on the questionnaire.

The questionnaire

was not significantly correlated with Horner's measure
of FOS (Pappo, 1972; Curtis, Zanna, and Campbell, 1975).

Pappo indicated (personal communication Feb, 1977)

that scores that were greater than 44 denote high FOS/low

Self-Awareness and scores that were less than 44 denote
low FOS/hlgh Self-Awareness,

A Chi square performed on

the data showed that the North Carolina females, in com-

parison with the North Carolina males, had high FOS/low

Self-Awareness
Like Pappo's Instrument, the Zuckerman and Allison
designed for both
(1973) Fear-of-success scale (FOSS) was

males and females.

Females scored significantly higher

on their scale than did males.
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The high fear-of-success females in North Carolina

suggests that these females may have had lower expectations of becoming successful in the male dominated

profession.

They may have been concerned about their

ability to perform in the "real" world, in situations
where "success" really mattered.

It is of Interest at

this point to note that in earlier studies, of women in

competition with men (Horner, I968), and of black students
in competition with white students (Katz,

I971) perform-

ance sabotage appears to occur in situations in which

success might be unexpected.
Further, the first Civil Rights lunch counter sit-in

occurred on the first of February, i960 in Greensboro,

North Carolina by students from the same university where
these high fear-of-success North Carolina subjects are

presently attending.

The critical events between i960

and 1977 are now history.

Hypothesis II was supported.

There was no sex

difference on the total sample in measuring the dependent
variable on Horner's FOS Imagery,
Horner's argument that FOS appears more frequently
in female responses than in male responses was not

supported.

This corroborates Hoffman (1972), Robbins

and Robbins (1972), and Levine and Crumrlne (1975), who

also did not find a difference between the sexes insofar
as FOS was concerned.
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An examination of the story responses in this

present study showed that the subjects were largely

concerned with Instrumental activity toward an affiliative goal.

Stories written by males and females Included

some indication that something was being done about

attaining their goal.

Consider these samples:

"Gwen made the decision to go into law
right after graduating from high school.
She has always had the desire to assist
youth after seeing so many young people
going into Juvenile institutions. Now she
realizes her dream can become a reality for
her.
She will continue in her pursuit of
law with the total goal being to assist
young people who have strayed because of
environmental conditions that many courts
of law do not take into consideration."

"Kim is smiling at her boyfriend Donald,
He came to see her at college to spend the
weekend. They have had a wonderful time.
This is the first time Donald has come to
visit Kim at school . Before, Kim always
went to see Donald in Los Angeles where
both lived before Kim went to Oakland
University in Rochester, Minn. She is
happy Donald is finally showing deep
concern for her, Donald came to see Kim
once more during her stay at Oakland and

they made wedding plans.
"Bob has worked hard and sacrificed to
right his present position in law school.
(Appendix F).^

Based on the popular thought on the threats and

challenges males may feel when confronted by successful
females one might have expected to find negative responses

about females.

There was no indication of this negative
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imagery in the stories.

But the negative stories by

the males that did appear showed themes of societal

threats as exhibited by these examples of responses,
"He will probably not become the leading
black lawyer. It will be too hard to push
open those closed doors."

"Tim had a top Job offer. He must fight
through the loop holes that has made the
white man richer and the poor man poorer."

Another sex difference was found between the Ohio
males and females on Horner’s FOS Imagery,

The Ohio

females showed less FOS imagery than did the males.
The high FOS Imagery in the Ohio males seem to

indicate the expectation of reprisal from white peers
and authority control and certainly demonstrate an

awareness of discriminatory tactics leveled against
the black male.
In Horner's words,

students who are capable and

desirous of success are more aware of the negative consequences associated with success as well as the attitudes
of the white peers and authority figures they encounter.

Regional Differences

:

When the two methods of measuring Pappo's SelfAwareness and Horner's FOS Imagery were compared the data
showed a significant difference in the North Carolina

region in responses on Pappo's Self-Awareness but not on

Horner's FOS Imag.ery,
In comparing the males by region the data showed no

significant difference on either Self-Awareness or FOS
Imagery but for the North Carolina females a significant

difference on high FOS Imagery emerged.
This finding is Inconsistent with Tresemer's (1974)

study which showed white males to have higher levels of

FOS imagery.

In accordance with past research, however,

the FOS Imagery for black males was moderate to high

(Fleming, 1976)

.

The finding in the present study indi-

cate that the North Carolina high FOS imagery females may

demonstrate an awareness of social issues an achieving
female must face.

Biographical Relationships
Null hypothesis IV for the most part was supported.
The relationship among Pappo's Fear-of-3uccess and Horner's

FOS Imagery, Career Goal Expectation, and Grade Point Average showed few significant correlations.

Ohio Region Males and Females
It was observed for the Ohio males and females that

with
the father's occupation was positively correlated
the mother's occupation.

This indicated a close similarity

in the occupations of the spouses.

profesForty-one percent of the fathers were in the
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sional to semi-professional (higher, regular, lower)

occupation classification, 30.5 percent of the mothers
occupation fell into these same classifications.
Sixty percent of the fathers were classified in
skilled, semi-skilled or unskilled occupations and 69.5

percent of the mothers were in occupations of the same
classification.

There was a negative correlation between

mothers occupation and FOS imagery (r = .OI3) (Table 23).
There was no significant difference in the Ohio

region males and females on Fear-of-Success/Self-Awareness, but Fear-of-Success/Self-Awareness was negatively

correlated with Career Goal Expectations,

This means

that on this measure (Pappo), the lower the score the

lower the Fear-of-Success

Contrary to the Fear-of-Success/Self-Awareness
finding, there was a significant difference at the ,02
level between the Ohio males and females on Horner's FOS
Imagery, but there was a negative correlation between

FOS Imagery and Career Goal Expectation.

On the measure

FOS Imagery, the higher the career goal, the lower the FOS.
The low percentage of mothers in the three top levels of

occupation classification and the low FOS Imagery in the
Ohio females exhibits this negative correlation.

North Carolina Region Males and Females
father
There was a positive correlation between the
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and mother*

s

occupation.

This means that 66 percent of

both father and mother's occupation fell between professional
managerial (higher) and semi-professional (lower) occupation

classification

For the North Carolina group. Fear of Success/SelfAwa'^eness was positively correlated with grade point average.

The grade point average for 65 percent of the North Carolina

group was found to be above the mean and 35 percent were
below the mean (Table 36 ).

(r = .1462,

p

=

.055^ Table 24).

Ohio Region and North Carolina Region Males

There was a negative correlation between Fear-of-

Success/Self-Awareness and Career Goal Expectations in this
group.

Mother's occupation

v;as

observed to be negatively

correlated with Career Goal Expectation.

Eighty percent

of the top three levels of occupation classification were

selected by the North Carolina males.

Sij'Cty-seven percent

of this group showed low Fear-of-Success/nigh Self “Awareness
Hov;ever,

fell in the
7 percent of the occupation of mcthers

unskilled occupation classification.

For this group of males, 3^

57*7 percent in Ohio

to
wanted their best friend of the opposite sex or spouse

be a housewife.

T-wenty-five or 44,6 percent of the North

the oppoCarolina region males v/anted their best friend of

site sex or spouse to be a housewife.

This indicated that
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the males had lower Career Goal Expectations for the

females and the females had higher Career Goal Expectations for the males.

See Tables 40 and 4l.

TABLE 40

Comparison of Career Goal of Those Who
Listed Mothers as Housewives
N = 8l

Males

Career Goal
Professional
Managerial
(higher and regular)

Semi-Professional
(lower) and Skilled

Females

28

26
{(> 5%)

9

4

{ 22 %)

(10^)

Semi-Skilled and
Unskilled

4

(10%)

Housewife

6
(15%)
4

Undecided

(10^)

41
(lOO^)

Total

1

4o
(100^)

Observation missing

Ohio Regio-n and North Carolina Region Females
There was

a

positive correlation between Mother's

Occupation and Career Goal Expectations for this group.
Even though only 30 percent of the Mother's Occupation
managerial
fell in the classification of professional
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(higher, regular and lower) 78 percent of the females in

this group were classified in this category.

Only 9 per-

cent of these females listed "housewife" for their present

career goal.
This Indicated that 87 percent of the females in
this study had listed for their present Career Goal occu-

pations outside the home.

TABLE 4l

Comparison of Career Selected for Spouse
or Best Friend or Opposite Sex
N = 80

Career Goals
Professional
Managerial
(higher and regular)

Semi-Professional
(lower) and skilled
Semi-Skilled and
Unskilled

Housewife

Undecided

Total

2

By Males
for Females

By Females
for Males

16
(40^)

17
(42.5^)

5

(T.55^)

—
21
(52.5^)
—-

40
(100%)

Observations missing (in each category)

(12.5^)

—

—
18
(45^)
40
(100%)
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A review of the occupations of the
parents of

subjects In the Ohio and North Carolina region
showed
the occupational classifications for parents
and subjects

were not directly comparable.

Perhaps college training

shifts the laboring, clerical, and skilled occupations

toward the professional managerial occupations.

College majors of the subjects showed some relation
to career goal choice.

Undergraduates who majored In the

Social Sciences (38 percent) tended to select as their

present career goal such occupations as psychologist,
sociologist, lawyer. Judge, and minister.
It Is Interesting to note that at least a few subjects

from each major field are represented In every occupational

classification
Most of the subjects In this study were unattached
(Table 29).

Forty-four percent were either engaged, going

steady, or married.

One percent were divorced or widowed.

While not shown, a further analysis was made of going
steady, engaged and married for the relationship to Fear-

of-Sucoess.

This analysis showed no significant difference

for Ohio region subjects (P = .83), nor was there significance Indicated for the North Carolina region subjects
(P = .70).

In this study marital status had no significant

association to Fear-of-Success
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Limitation of the two Instruments as measurlnp; FQS
This study was limited to 258 subjects, consisting
of black male and female undergraduates enrolled In

Sociology and Psychology classes at a university In
North Carolina and Ohio,

This may not be representative

of all undergraduate college populations.

Other limitations that can be Identified are the
possible occurrence of significant results by chance and

limitations of the testing setting.
The test Instrument was administered at the Ohio

university at the end of the first semester and administered at the North Carolina university at the beginning
of the second semester.

It Is possible that the subjects'

emotions at the different times of the academic year
could have affected their Fear-of-Success scores.
It became clear as the study progressed that the

Pappo scale contained specific limitations.

The first

one Involved the "response set" which could have Influ-

enced .scores on fear-of-success since almost all of the

83-ltems on the questionnaire were scored In the same

direction

Another aspect of the Pappo scale which requires
attention relates to the content of a number of Items.
Subjects Indicated that they answered"no" to questions

which referred to competitive games even though they
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rarely took part in such activities.
The use of photographic figures of the black male
and the black female in the FOS Imagery measure, along

with the verbal cues, could have possibly made some
difference in the projective responses.
therefore, have affected the findings.

This could,
The use of

these photographic figures was not a part of Horner's
study.
In addition,

such demographic information as family

background, place where parent (s) and subjects were
raised, would have been useful in analyzing the complex

factors operating in the FOS measure.

Summary
The foregoing discussion has attempted to compare
the sex and regional differences of Fear-of-Success

Imagery for black male and female undergraduates attending predominantly black universities.

The findings in this study did not support hypo-

theses based upon Horner's conclusion that there is

a

motive to avoid success which women display in Fear-ofSuccess Imagery when asked to write stories about successful women.

In most Instances in the present study,

there

were no significant differences between male and female
subjects with regard to negative imagery.

Responses of
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anticipated social rejection and doubts about one's

femininity figure prominently in the past literature as
the underlying reason for Fear-of-Success arousal in

females.

Nevertheless, these "classic" responses appeared

to be absent in this study.

Among the females in this study 43 percent showed

high fear-of-success/low self-awareness.

Among the males

on the Pappo scale, it was observed that 33 percent showed

high fear-of-success/low self-awareness.
The mean female FOS Imagery observed was ,244 and

males mean was .697 with a T-value of -.81 and probability .07.
Since significance was accepted at the ,05 level,

these findings are not accepted as significant but an

observation would suggest that in all probability, there
is a higher FOS in females than males in this study be-

cause the males' mean score is almost three times that of
the. females,

(See Table 42)

The present results simply show that negative imagery

need not necessarily be an adequate measure for FOS and

for the black subjects in this study reliance upon such
an instrument would be grossly misleading.

Thus, the findings indicated that what constitutes a

threatening cross sex behavior for many white female students is not necessarily viewed with the same subjective
sense of role inappropriateness for college-age black males-
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females.

In addition to research documenting the work

orientation and work tradition among black women are
studies demonstrating that work is not perceived to be

incompatible with a traditional sex role orientation
(Bonner, 197^)

The findings further suggest that success in competi-

tion with a standard of excellence does not elicit similar

fear in the black college female.

This may be related to

the different sex role patterns of more dominant roles of

the black female than those assumed by black males or by

white women.

Accordingly, intellectual mastery is not

threatening and professional achievement may in fact not
lead to rejection by the male.

Based on the responses of the males, Fear-of-Success
could be defined as an awareness of societal threats having

dynamic significance.

For both black males and females the

finding from this study suggest that FOS may not be at this
time a viable construct.

Implications
It is hoped that the findings reported in this study

will have implications for the counselor and others involved
in the implementation of programs aimed at motivating black

undergraduates to aspire to managerial positions.

Attempts

to empirically specify the relative impact of factors Iden-
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tiflsd as potential obstacles to career aspirations

among black undergraduates are needed.

Focus should be

on modifying existing societal attitudes, environmental

support should be provided for dealing with pressures

which may arise from the reality of role conflicts, and
a

redefinition of the exclusively male managerial model.
Females who accept the new freedom for striving

will find it difficult to achieve their goals if they
are unable to assert themselves day in and day out in

interaction with men.

And men who are ambivalent about

the goals of society may still respond by striving in a

great many situations but are likely to find it hard to

develop a secure sense of direction.
It is hoped that the findings reported in this study

will have Implications also for the counselor to be aware
of the role demands that confront females.

Although the

current attitude is to minimize the effect of such role
demands and encourage women to achieve in all areas, the

present study suggests that such efforts, at least for
those females who have relationships with those males who

wanted their best friend of the opposite sex or spouse to
be a housewife, are likely to be faced by some anxiety and

conflict unless she is satisfied with this role.

Another implication concerns career counseling for
women.

In college women,

anxiety about achieving in
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atypical areas may deter females from male-dominated
fields
Sugp;estlons for further research

Based on the findings of this study, using Pappo
(

1972 ), and Horner's (1977) validated Instruments,

further study Is needed to determine whether the Fear-ofSuccess scores are really measuring anxiety over success
or are simply measuring ability differences, or both.

Another possible direction for future research is
long term study, especially if it followed young girls

through adolescence, college, marriage, and career choice.
It should consider how both the development and expression

of motivation to avoid success are influenced by parental
and peer attitudes (as well as the significant men in the

life of the women) toward the role of women in contempo-

rary life.
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Self-Awareness Questionnaire

Instructions
1.

Make sure to place each answer on the answer sheet
(not on the questionnaire).
Do not put your name on
the questionnaire or on the answer sheet.

2.

Please answer each Item carefully; however, do not
spend too much time on any one Item.
If necessary,
guess the answer to an Item rather than leave it blank.

3.

On your answer sheet, circle the Y (yes) for those
items that are more often than not true of your
behavior or your opinions.

4.

On your answer sheet, circle the N (no) for those
items which infrequently or never describe your
behavior or opinions.

5.

A few items contain "double" statements, for example:
"Although, I often get excited by challenging work
assignments, they also make me feel uneasy." For such
cases, if both parts of the question are more often
If only one
true than not true for you, circle Y.
part of the item is more often true than not tru3
for you, then circle N.

Questions
1.

It is easy for me to concentrate on my studies.

2.

find it difficult to tell my friends that I do
something especially well.

3.

Frequently, at crucial points in an intellectual
discussion my mind goes blank.

4.

Often times, I become self-conscious when someone
who 'counts' compliments me.

5.

Generally, when I complete an important project
satisfied with the results.

6

As a game

.

I

I

am

(card game , word game, chess, competitive
thinking
sport etc.) reaches the winning point I start

about other things.
7.

fall short of
The things that I achieve frequently
my fondest hopes.
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8.

When playing competitive games I make more mistakes
near the end than at the beginning.

9.

When I write a paper for school I often feel unsure
of my ideas until I check them out with teachers or
friends

10.

I used to fantasize about doing something that no
one else had ever done before,

11.

I

12.

In areas in which I have talent my products are
usually not excellent,

13.

When I play competitive games I'm often so concerned
with how well I am doing I don't enjoy the game as
much as I could.

14.

Instead of celebrating, I often feel let down after
completing an important task or project,

15.

I
I

16.

When I am playing a game and people are watching
I am extremely aware of their presence.

17.

In my family (cousins included)
the top academically.

18.

to misplace things and then when I need them
they are difficult to find.

19.

It is important to seek the friendship of people

like it if a teacher I respect tells me my work
is good although it makes me somewhat uncomfortable,

feel I need someone to push me to do the things
want to do.

I

tended to be near

I tend

with positions of higher status than yours.

20.

When I feel confused about material I am learning
I work at it myself until it is resolved.

21.

If something is easy for me to learn or to do,

I

trouble
have difficulty imagining someone else having

with it.
22.

the
frequently find it difficult to measure up to
standards I set for myself.

23.

When a teacher praises my work
as well the next time.

I

I

wonder if

I

can do
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24.

Often times,
even though

I
I

feel as if I do very little studying
generally get my work done,

25.

I tend

26.

It is more important to try to win a game than to
merely play it.

27.

I often get very excited when I start a project,
but I get bored with it quickly.

28.

At times, I believe I have gotten by in school
because of the luck and the carelessness of the
teachers

29 w

Som.etimes I find myself daydreaming about accomplishing feats.

30.

While developing a new idea I find that my thinking
'freezes' at a certain point,

31.

If I win a competitive game I feel a little bad for
the other player.

32.

When

33.

There are school subjects in which

34.

I sometimes have difficulty bringing important tasks
to a successful conclusion,

35.

I

36.

Frequently,

37.

Persuasive people can influence my ideas.

38.

When I get a low grade I know I could have done
better if I had worked harder.

39.

It makes me feel good to tell people about the

40.

I

to get tired while studying.

study

I

am very aware of the passing of time,
I

really excell,

like working out tricky puzzles and problems even
if I'm not sure I can figure them out.
I

wish

I

was just a little bit smarter,

things some of my friends have accomplished.
become
As a competitive game nears the end I tend to
tired and make more errors,

have had difficulty deciding what work deeply
interests me,

41.

I

42.

I'm doing
If someone calls attention to me when

well, I often feel awkward.
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.

When specific work assignments seem to be going
extremely well' I get scared that I'll do somethinc:
to ruin it.

44.

I

45.

My family saw me as the academically successful one,

46 .

If I get a low grade on
cheated

47.

Once I have completed a task it seems less valuable,

48 .

I frequently explore academic areas that
nothing about.

49.

I think I often have good ideas, but
forget them.

50.

Even though I feel that I have a lot of potential,
I sometimes feel like a phoney or a fraud,

51.

Occasionally, when I am winning a game
excited I miss a point,

52.

One

53

There are times when 1 don't think I have what it
takes to be a success in the area I am interested in,

.

54.

try the hardest when my work is being evaluated.

v;ay to

a

work assignment

I

I

I

feel

know

frequently

I

get so

insure failure is to want something too much.

It's very difficult to do anything important really

well
55

.

56.

Others judge you by the people you associate with,
I hear about the accomplishments of my friends
tend to think about what I myself have or have not

When
I

accomplished
57 .

often don't do as well as I am able because
off my work until the last minute.

58.

Often when I study
I need to do.

59.

My parents inaccurately assessed my intelligence,

60.

feel that it is important for people of higher
status to like me.

I

I

I

I

put

keep thinking of things that
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61

While I’m learning something completely new
find praise necessary.

,

I

62 .

If school tasks are easy to finish
they were meaningless.

^3

.

If I get a high grade on a work assignment I tend
to feel that I fooled the teacher.

64

.

I

feel as though

I become more excited while playing a game if
people are watching.

65.

When friends whose opinions I value compliment my
work I feel good but uneasy.

66 .

At times, my work piles up so much that I have
difficulty completing all of it.

67.

Often when I win a competitive game, I get the idea
that it was because of the other player's carelessness,

68 .

At times, my grades amaze me because it seems like I

rarely prepare adequately,
69.

At times I brag about the accomplishments of my friends.

70.

It pays to discuss your ideas with a teacher or friend
before handing in a finished paper,

71.

If I don't think lean learn to do well at something,
I prefer not to try.

72.

As I near completing a task compliments may make me

uneasy.
73

.

After studying hard for an exam,
test Itself tedious,

I

often find the

have accidently spilled something on the
final copy of a school project,

74.

At times,

75

My work is characterized by enthusiastic beginnings
and indifferent endings,

.

I

76.

It is easy to become distracted while taking a test,

77.

I

78.

There are areas in which

am doing exactly the work
I

I

want to do.

am talented.
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79.

If it weren't for some remarkably good luck I
would probably not have gotten as far as I have.

80.

It is important not to get excited about the
things one desires,

81.

Without someone encouraging me I might not have
done some of the important things I've accomplished.

82.

I like the idea of having friends who are in positions of power and influence.

83.

Although I have much difficulty doing so,
generally finish essential undertakings.

I
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Answer Sheet
Please do not put your name on this sheet or on the
questionnaire. For each item circle either Y (yes) or
N (no).
Pag!;e

1

1.

Y

N

21.

Y

N

42.

Y

N

63.

Y

N

2.

Y

N

22.

Y

N

43.

Y

N

64.

Y

N

3.

Y

N

23.

Y

N

44.

Y

N

65.

Y

N

4.

Y

N

24.

Y

N

45.

Y

N

66

Y

N

5.

Y

N

25.

Y

N

46.

Y

N

67.

Y

N

6.

Y

N

26.

Y

N

47.

Y

N

68.

Y

N

7.

Y

N

Y

N

69.

Y

N

70.

Y

N

00

Page
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;

Page
Pap;e

2

27.

Y

N

J

8.

Y

N

28.

Y

N

49.

Y

N

9.

Y

N

29.

Y

N

50.

Y

N

71.

Y

N

10.

Y

N

30.

Y

N

51.

Y

N

72.

Y

N

11.

Y

N

31.

Y

N

52.

Y

N

73.

Y

N

12.

Y

N

32.

Y

N

53.

Y

N

74.

Y

N

13.

Y

N

33.

Y

N

54.

Y

N

75.

Y

N

14.

Y

N

34.

Y

N

55.

Y

N

76.

Y

N

15.

Y

N

35.

Y

N

56.

Y

N

77.

Y

N

16 .

Y

N

36.

Y

N

57.

Y

N

78.

Y

N

Y

N

37.

Y

N

58.

Y

N

79.

Y

N

17.

Y

N

38.

Y

N

59.

Y

N

80.

Y

N

18 .

Y

N

39.

Y

N

60.

Y

N

81.

Y

N

19.

Y

40.

Y

N

61.

Y

82.

Y

N

N

N

o

41.

Y

N

62.

Y

N

83.

Y

N
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APPENDIX

B

Visual and Verbal Cues for Fear of Success Imagery
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Figure of

a

black female

law student was mounted here

#1

.

After first term finals, Gwen finds herself at
the top of her law school class

165

Figure of a black male
law student was mounted here

#2,

After first term finals. Bob finds himself at
the top of his law school class

Figure of a black female
sitting in a chair smiling

#3.

v/as

mounted here

Kim is sitting in a chair with a smile on her face

Figure of a black male
sitting In a chair smiling was mounted here

#4,

Tim is sitting in a chair with a smile o his face
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PERSONAL information QUESTIONNAIRE
i.

Name of your University
Age:

4.

3

Marital status:

,

Sex:

Single:

M

F

Unattached as yet
Going steady_
Engaged

Married: How long?
years
# of children
7.
5.

How many children are there in your family?
Brothers
Sisters

6.

What is your father's occupation? (If father is
retired or deceased, what was his most recent full
time occupation?)

What is your mother's occupation? (If mother is
retired or deceased, what was her most recent full
time occupation?)

8,

V/hat is

your academic year?

9.

Junior

Sophomore

(Freshman

Senior

What is your approximate grade point average at this
time?
Check one of the following:
A

C

A-

C-

B

D

B-

DF
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10,

What is your major?

11.

What Is your present career goal once your
education
13 completed?
How many years have you had this goal?

12.

How certain are you nov; that you will be able
(provided you are still interested) to attain
your present career goal?
a. almost a certainty

d, less than 50-50 chance

b. a 50-50 chance

e. very

c.

13.

better than 50-50 chance

How Important do you think the attainment of your
career goal will be to your satisfaction in later
life?
a.

The most important thing.

b.

Next important only to my family.

c.

Pretty important, but
reasonably content if
this goal.

d.

My career goal is pretty much secondary
to my other Interests in life,

e.

Not very Important at all,

15.

14.

unlikely

I
I

could still be
did not reach

What would you like your best friend of the opposite
sex or spouse to do for a career?
How important is it that your best friend of the
opposite sex or spouse have a successful career?
a.

Extremely Important

b.

Very Important

c.

Moderately Important

d.

Not very important

e.

Not Important at all

APPENDIX

D

Classification of Levels of Occupation
(Roe,

1956)
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Roe

•

s (1956)

Classification of Levels of Occupations

1,

Professional and managerial (higher)

2,

Professional and managerial (regular)

3.

Semi-professional and managerial (lower)

4.

Skilled

5.

Semi-skilled

6,

Unskilled
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APPENDIX
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Revised Scoring Manual for

Fear-of -Success

Matina S. Horner

Jacqueline Fleming
and

Harvard

University

Barnard College

May 1977
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REVISED SCORING MANUAL
for
An Empirically Derived Scoring System for

the Motive to Avoid Success

The following pages describe a new, experimentally-

derived scoring system for the motive to avoid success.
It is an empirically-derived scoring system based upon
a series of studies designed to arouse and isolate the

motive to avoid success in fantasy (see McClelland,
Atkinson, Clark and Lowell, 1953; Atkinson, 1958;
Horner, 1973).
This scoring system is comprised of the following
six scoring categories for which the appropriate scoring

weights are given in parentheses:

Contingent-Negative Consequences

(+2)

Non-Contingent Negative Consequences

(+2)

Interpersonal Engagement

(+2)

Relief
Absence of Instrumental Activity

(+l)

Absence of Others

("2)

Scoring
This scoring manual is a revised version of
manual for an emprically derived scoring system for
motive to avoid success' by M, S. Horner, D.
Tresemer, A. E. Berens, and R. I. Watson, Jr. (1973)
.
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Negative Consequences
Stories are scored for negative consequences
when
there is movement or a progression in the
story toward a

situation which can be interpreted as worse than
the original situation.

The initial state can be positive,

neutral or even slightly negative as long as the overall

development or outcome of the story reflects a more negative
state.

The final situation must be seen as having a negative

consequence

,

either explicitly stated or easily Inferred,

for anyone in the story such as death, disaster, injury,
failure, loss, frustration, hopelessness, disappointment

or negative affect.

The general definition, then is (a)

evidence of movement;

(b)

the original one;

which

(c)

toward a situation worse than
if,

interpreted as having a

negative consequence for someone in the story.

Thus, to

score for negative consequences one looks for a sequence
of events with a negative outcome rather than the mere

presence of negative content.

The movement and/or negative

consequences usually involves three general classes of outcomes

.

(l)

Misfortune and Disaster.

Most negative outcomes

can be classified as involving some sort of misfortune such
as failure,

like.

injury, punishment, quarrels, accidents and the

For example:

(a)

"...but unfortunately there was no film in the camera,"

(b)

"This time she managed to get there, but the door
wouldn't open."
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Disasters are a subcategory of misfortune and usually
Involve death, ruination, natural disaster, acts of God

or all-powerful forces.

These stories sometimes have a

bizarre quality:
(a)

"...he started to drive quickly to escape. He ran off
the road and the two of them died together as the sun
went down on the otherwise tranquil world."

—

—

(b)

"It is a slide from her sister’s blood.
has too many cells and has leukemia..."

(c)

"Suddenly she remembered that she had killed her mother.

(d)

"Carol went up to the Martians and asked them their
names. But they weren't very greetful, so they disintegrated her.

Her sister

'

(

2)

Increase In Tension .

An increase In tension Is

Indicated by negative affect or fear of an outcome.
(a)

"She has been In the building speaking with Paul...
Paul Is my fiance... Why Is she smiling so wr3^1y?
And why is she so dressed up and acting so confident?
I feel tears on my cheek.. .
'

(b)

Suddenly she realizes
"She Is shaking and nervous
She had forgotten all about
this is a zoology exam.
How could she? Her Instructor is very strict.
it.
She
He wouldn't understand if she tried to explain.
feels panicky .

(c)

"The telescope breaks, which makes her even angrier.

(d)

"She spoke her mind and told him of her decision
"
he was annoyed 1
(3)

Deprivation .

"

Deprivation is defined as having

something that one wants removed, taken away or withheld.
(a)

"She wants very much to be married and have children,
but her dream will never materialize.

(b)

"...she feels sad though, because everyone is already
dead and she will be alone for the rest of her life.
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(o)

"Judy's mother wouldn't let her go out, because
what
Judy had done was so bad."

(d)

Her friends now want her to help them with their
project, but she said no because they copped out on
hers

"Probably" or "maybe" statements should be scored as if
the events happened.
(3^)

...Soon Carol's friend will become impatient and
even angry, because they had to put some money
in the telescope."

(b)

"Probably it will rain and she won't be able to go."

On the other hand, conditional "if... then" statements

where the real outcome is in doubt are not scored.
(a)

"If she does not learn from this, she will fall the
course in biology because this lab experiment is very
Important .

Similarly, any story in which the outcome (and thus the

nature of the negative consequence) is unclear should not
be scored.
(a)

"The young woman's boyfriend of several months has
been giving her a hard time... he claims there is
nothing wrong with premarital sex. The older sister
is advising the young woman to hold off, and the young
woman agrees. The young woman will refuse her boyhe
friend and will probably break off with him
persists

—

Movement toward misfortune/disaster. Increased tension
or deprivation often occurs quite suddenly and is encapsulated in a single sentence.

Frequently it is the very

last sentence which give the story a downward turn, and

regardless of what the rest of the story was like, this
is enough for scoring negative consequences.

For example.
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the very last sentence of an otherwise positive story:
She dropped the glass and the experiment was ruined,"

or

"Unfortunately he was killed in a plane crash."
A number of negatively tone stories are not scored

for negative consequences because there is no evidence of
movement.

These stories usually begin and end on

a

nega-

tive note, but the original situation remains unchanged
or the plot line does not develop:
(a)

"standing atop a rocky cliff, she watches the sun
float down behind the trees.
It's beautiful and
majestic and breathtaking, but Linda can't feel it.
She feels nothing, only.,, 'I want to die,'
She
can't even think of anyone to write a suicide note
to.
No one cares enough no one wants to take on
the responsibility of sitting down and listening to
her problem. Her parents would kill her if they knew
she was pregnant,
Joe won't admit it to himself, but
exists in a stoned stupor since she told him Friday.
Am I going to kill me
Well, it's Monday night, Ohl
Here the story
(Note:
and extinguish another life?"
begins with Linda wanting to die and does not really
progress. The body of the story is taken up with
lamenting over the reasons for her predicament.)

—

In contrast,

the following story develops from bad to

worse as indicated by the movement toward increased tension
(a)

"Linda is looking out at the sunset, wondering what
really is going on. Why was I born? How can I serve
a useful purpose in life? ... If Steve were still at
her side, she's sure she wouldn't be as confused as
But he's gone, a mistake of her own.
she is now.
Just as she feels her life is but one big mistake.
The sunset should make Linda feel calm, but unfortunately her depression grows ,"

Descriptive statements of difficulties, blocks, hardships or disasters that merely function to set the stage

l8o

for the rest of the story are not scored.

These generally

occur in the first sentence and are followed by improvements
in the situation or some more definitive negative consequences.
(a)

"Ann is taking a biology course which requires her
to look into a microscope.
She is taking biology
again, because she failed it last year .
Ann is
thinking of micro-organisms. She wants to draw a
picture of these tiny particles. She has to end
this experiment by writing conclusions based on
what she has seen."
A negative stage set
( Note
:

is followed by a neutral outcome.)
(b)

"Linda is all alone and yes, she is lonely. Today was
just a perfect day at the beach and now it has to come
to an end.
The flaming, orange sun slowly sinks behind
the ocean.
Its bright and brilliant rays shine down
upon the water. The sun is going to find peace and
rest just like Linda’s brother who was killed in
(Note
Linda's loneliness is setting the
Vietnam.
rest
for
the
of the story, and while negative,
stage
It is the
is not scored as a negative consequence.
scored.)
final statement of the story that
;

A number of stories contain numerous fluctuations up

and down, and we have termed these "zigzag" stories.

If

there are several shifts between positive and negative move-

ments such that the overall story development does not suggest

clear negative consequences or clear relief (see section 4),
the story is not scored.

The following stories illustrate

the oscillation phenomenon:
(a)

She’s tired, liked chem in
"Barbara is a freshman.
beginning. Now she’s sick of so much lab. Chem has
nothing whatsoever to do with her career plans. She
had to take chem to fulfill a requirement. Thought
well,
she’d do terribly, actually is succeeding quite
She feels guilty.
but isn’t really working at it.
in time and appease
put
She’ll
So she’s going back.
this semester was
soon
as
guilt feelings. She’d just
home for summer.
go
to
want
over with, but she doesn’t
nothing.
accomplish
She’ll put in time, will really
terrifically
Is
well.
She doesn’t have to work to do
lazy
,

I8l
(b)

Anne is happy.
Sort of.
She is in the lunchroom
with lots of people, but doesn't feel them around
her
She feels separate.
She's happy like usual, but not
really because nothing tood has happened today. A1
didn't speak to her at breakfast. Nobody wants to be
with her, help her. She's happy, because that's the
only way she can go on living. If she's happy about
the myriad wonderful little things, then the big ones
don't hurt so much, A1 will smile at her at lunch.
That won't make any difference. She feels like a pawn,
a body to him.
He's cold, hard.
She wants to help
him, but can

.

'

t

, .

It is fairly common to see stories in which the outcome

negatively toned but

is
a

is not clearly perceived as having

negative consequence for someone in the story.

Usually

the event is only moderately negative, but in some cases

even a clearly negative event will not be interpreted as
such.
(a)

"Judy is a young girl of twelve who likes to get in
trouble.
She had just been caught emptying her mother's
drawers and has been sent to her room for discipline.
However, this doesn't bother Judy and she actually
enjoys being caught. At the moment she is sitting in
a chair in her bedroom thinking of the next mischievous
thing she plans to do. Then all of a sudden she decides
to sneak out of her bedroom through the window and a
big smile comes over her face. Once again she has
Although Judy has
thought of a great scheme."
( Note
clearly
not perceived
is
punishment
been disciplined,
she actually
her
since
as a negative consequence for
enjoys it.)
:

In some cases the negative consequence is not expli-

citly stated but can be inferred rather easily from the
language used.

The difficulty often occurs when affective

words that would Indicate a negative consequence are missing.
(a)

"In school they are having a thing where you have to
pick your own project, Anne is one of my best friends
had she wanted to do the project with me or else not
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at all.

The teacher said that she couldn't do It
with me, so Anne said she wasn't doing it at all
and became very rude.
The teacher sent her to the
principal and he said, "if you don't do a project
by yourself, you will be suspended." Anne is doing
a project.
Although Anne will do the pro( Note
ject, the fact that she must clearly do it against
her will or face suspension qualifies the outcome
as a negative consequence for her.)
:

(b)

Carol is a lab technician. She is looking at a
sample of a patient's blood. The patient was feeling
very tired and had gone to a doctor to find out what
was wrong. The doctor has taken a blood sample to
test for possible diagnoses.
Carol is analyzing the
blood sample as carefully as possible. She is new to
the office and is anxious to do the job efficiently
and well.
Carol diagnoses the sample as mono and she
will be wrong. Carol works in the University of Michigan's health services."
Because Carol is so
( Note
anxious to do the job well, efficiently, carefully,
it is easily inferred that her incorrect diagnosis
is a negative consequence for her.
There is no
indication that it is a negative consequence for
the patient.)
:

It is necessary to make a distinction between two types

of negative consequences:

quences, and

(

(l)

Contingent negative conse-

2 ) Non-contingent negative consequences.

Each

type constitutes a separate scoring category.

Contingent Negative Consequences (+2)

Contingent negative consequences are scored when the

movement toward misfortune/disaster, tension or deprivation
comes about because of something about the character in-

volved.

To be contingent, the fault for one's suffering

must be one's own.

The cause of the negative consequence

must meet one of the three criteria listed below.
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Personal characteristics that must be explicitly

(1)

stated

.

”

(s)

She has always been clumsy
broken .

(b)

"He saw that Carol was nosev and punished her,"

(c)

"Neither Carol nor Robin have mathematical or orderly
minds and find the exactness of chemistry quite difficult. They will both receive low chemistry grades,"
A c ilQ n.s.

(2)

(a)

"

the key test tube was

i

.

She killed herself,"

(b)

"Carol, what are you doing? Watch out for the telescope,
It's tipping!
Crash! The telescope lay shattered on
the floor,
Carol looked forlornly at the professor
and began to cry,"

(c)

"The boys see her spying on them and throw a big snowball at her that breaks her telescope and that makes
Carol even angrier."
(3)

Failures to act .

(a)

"But... alas! Too much confidence. One partner forgot
to keep record on his control group,"

(b)

"Now she doesn't study much anymore.
Joan flunked out of med school."

(c)

"Barbara has missed fourteen chemistry labs ... She will
have to take the class again and that old grade point
average will go down low enough to put her on probation.

The next semester

Non-Contingent Negative Consequ ences (+2)
Non-contingent negative consequences are scored when an
event comes about through the Impingement of external forces

which usually meet one of the following criteria:
(

(a)

1

)

Caused or Inflicted by others

.

"She Is angry over her grade because It was unjustly
given to her. She Is thinking how unfair a professor
she has."
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(b)

"Carol got so angry that she went back to the house
and with all her strength she grabbed the girl and
flung—her across the room. The girl whose name was
,
Helen, hit her head and was knocked out cold."

(c)

"Diane is now wondering why that weird man hiding in
the bushes is staring at her.
Diane will get raped. "
(2)

Accidents .

(a)

"When Carol returned the telescope was gone. When
she looked out the window she saw it lying on the
ground broken all in little bits."

(b)

"At the end she arrives at the doctor's office, but
with a sprained leg."

(c)

"She kept on watching Bozo, that is, until the TV blew
Judy is still sitting there glued to the chair."

_up.I

(3)

Forces beyond one's control

.

(a)

"Now, though, she is a technician and looking at a
patient's tissues. She liked Mrs. Smith and was
hoping that she wouldn't find what she was now
looking at. These tissues were definitely cancerous .

(b)

"Barbara got to her desk and started typing. When she
had finsihed typing and took her hands off the keys,
the typewriter started typing all by Itself.
The
typewriter typed the same beat, rhythm, and length
Barbara was frightened and ran out."
she had typed.

(c)

"Hand in hand, they both turn and walk down the beach.
Each tries to hold on to this moment. For tomorrow Tom
leaves for Vietnam,. Linda heads for school. Neither
wants the other to leave, each walks silently with
(Note that in the last example the
nothing to say,"
causes of the unwanted separation are out of their
control. The negative consequence for Tom is Linda
heads for school; the negative consequence for Linda
is Tom leaves for Vietnam.)
Do not Interpret motives.

used in the story,

"

Score the language actually

She ruined the experiment,

active statement and is scored as contingent.
ment was ruined,"

is an

The experi-

(without other statements connecting
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this outcome to an actor) Is a passive statement
and Is

scored as non-contingent,
(a)

"Joan comes walking into the Social Science Center
looking very pleased. She has been up most of the
night writing a paper for history. She had put a
great deal of work into it and was confident of a
good grade.
She reached into her pocketbook for the
paper only to find it missing . Retracing her steps,
she found the neatly typed paper lying in a mud puddle.
Very upset, ^^she returned to the building and found her
instructor,
The story does not say "she lost
( Note
the paper" and is therefore scored as non-contingent
negative consequences.
:

(b)

"She bent her head over to see how far away the slide
was from the edge.
In doing so she forgot that she had
left the Bunsen burner on . Her hair was singed."
The active voice is used in this story and is
( Note
scored for contingent negative consequences.
:

If the responsibility for the same consequence is

mixed , by convention it is scored as non-contingent

:

(a)

"Carol is looking through the telescope.
Instead of
stars she sees people. All of them are jumping over
the moon.
It looked fun to Carol so she decided to
try it.
She got into her father's space ship and flew
up to the moon.
When she got there, there was no one
in sight, so she walked around over to the dark side
She'll never be found again ,"
of it and she got lost.
" She got lost."
( Note
is a statement that would be
scorable for contingent negative consequences. "She'll
never be found again." is a statement which places no
responsibility and is scorable for non-contingent
negative consequences. Since both refer to Carol's
misfortune, the story is scored for non-contingent
negative consequences,

(b)

She is
"Carol is a graduate student in microbiology.
presently concerned with cell structures of an isolated
organism. Her counselor is expecting good results, and
She has graduated with
she is about to go talk to him.
is now concerned with
and
school,
honors from aprlvate
obtaining an M.3. so that she can continue her research.
Carol, however, is working under financia l pressures..
"SHe is thinking that she cannot determ ine suff icieritlpropertles of the organism being studied to warrant
Her
a suitable hypothesis for experimental design.
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advisor expects- her to do so. She will abandon
the
continue with ancth^ subject-organism:
Her counselo r will quest ion her motives thorouchlv.
^te
All of the outcomes are linked as much to
financial pressures (non-contingent) as to her inability to come up with an hypothesis (contingent)
Thus
with mixed elements, it is scored for non-contino^ent
°
negative consequences.)
;

j.

.

Both contingent and non-contingent negative consequences can occur together and may be scored once each per
story.

However, the exact same sentence or set of words in any one
story cannot be used for both categories.

(This combination

should be considered a mixed contingency.)
(a)

"Anne is recollecting her conquest of the day.
She
has Just stolen her ex-friend's boyfriend away, right
before the high school senior prom. Anne was Jealous
of her friend's popularity and when they decided not
to associate with each other, Anne decided to do something to really get back at her friend take her boyfriend.
Anne is thinking that she has proven herself
equal to her friend socially. She wanted to hurther
and succeeded b y taking the boyfriend away underhandedly
Anne v;ill lose him because he'll find out how sneaky and
underhanded she is. They will go to the prom, but it
will end there."
Note
This story is scored for
both non-contingent negative consequences (for Anne's
friend) and contingent negative consequences (for Anne).

—

(

;

Contingent Negative Consequences: Sample Stories
1

.

Judy is at a party and has had a little too much to drink.
She sees the room and everyone in it as a swirling mass
spinning round and round. Finally, after falling on the
floor three times, someone puts her in this chair where
Soon
she is now sitting with a silly grin on her face.
drunken
silly
this
of
out
sick
or
pass
she will either get
Probably tomorrow morning she won't feel too good.
state.
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2

.

One day Barbara decided she would go to the bathroom and
have a cigarette. So she went. The next thing you know
a teacher walked in.
Barbara didn't notice it until too
late.
The teacher told her to go to the office.
Instead
Barbara Just went to her class. Then the teacher went to
the office to see if she was there, but she wasn't. Then
the teacher started to describe her to the counselors. One
of them recognized her.
So by the end of the day he caught
up with her.
She was notified and had to go to the office
after school. She got suspended.
3

.

The science teacher had given Sue three slides.
If she
could identify the slides Sue would be able to get a chance
to pass her course.
But Sue couldn't figure out what on
earth could be on those slides. Sue had not been studying
the way she should have and now the teacher was giving her
a chance to prove herself.
She stared and stared into the
microscope, but nothing. She wanted to forget about it.
Dumb teacher I Why should I be going blind to tell her what's
Let her figure it out for herself.
on a piece of glass.
But she knew that if she didn't try to figure it out she
would fail. She tried again. She looked and looked.
I know...
Nothing.
4

.

Carol and her
Center in Boston.
Prudential
of
the
brother, Tom, are on top
get a better
to
decided
They've finished dinner and have
look at the city. They have reached the top and Carol is
now looking through the telescope. She's watching the sky
She refuses to stop
and is amazed at the stars she sees.
looking even after Tom Insists he should have a chance,
Carol Ignores him. She's awed by what she sees. Tom
raises his voice and pushes Carol away. They quarrel and
then simply leave in silence. Carol's birthday dinner was
not as good as she thought.
It is late at night and the sky is clear.

5

.

Wanka
Joan is having a good time playing with her new Willy Joan
her.
bought
Chocolate Factory that her sister, Cyndy,
her, and because
is a brat, but because Cyndy feels sorry for
it for
Joan wanted this WW Factory, she got
^ ^
will
and
spoiled
Is Joan, who Is eight, Is
show her how to
the thing before someone gets a chance
about it till s
work it in which case she will cry
up.
gets her something else to shut her

^
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6

.

Barbara is my roommate. I hate her, but that's Irrelevant.
She Is pressured (internally, that is) to outdo the world.’
She must make straight A's (or slightly bent).
She must
redo an Imperfect experiment. She got nervous earlier in
class because her inefficient lab partner boiled his water
too much and came close to scalding her.
As a result, she
misread her thermometer. Barbara is thinking of herself,
naturally. She is thinking of the A she wants, of the
pressures she must face, of their stupid lab assistant.
She wants success.
Barbara will redo the experiment thereby
missing dinner. Chemistry success will be hers. She will
fail as a person though. This, however, is not important.
The poor fish, she will never realize.
(Note;
Although
Barbara will not realize her failure, it is nonetheless a
failure that can be seen by others, namely her roommate.)
Stories Not Scored for Contingent Negative Consequences
7.

Joan is a freshman at her state college. In an effort to
become popular Joan took to smoking and drinking extensively.
There seemed to be no problem at first. However, as time
wore on Joan became dependent upon smoking. Since this
newly acquired habit seemed to be doing no good, Joan
This is an example of
(Note
decided to quit smoking.
dependent upon smoking,
Joan
became
Although
stage setting.
the overall development is that she quit for her own good-a positive upturn.)
8

.

Judy is a baby sitter for a friend of her mother. One night
Judy was asked to babysit and she accepted only because she
needed the money. She was babysitting a seven-year-old boy,
So when his mother would
Joe was mean and spoiled.
Joe.
But when she'd come
decent.
halfway
leave he would act
things. So when
throw
and
down
back he would Jump up and
fell and hit his
he
and
she came back, he started Jumping
The
(Notej
smiled.
Just
Judy
(He was all right.)
head.
the
makes
right,
all
was
fact that Joe hit his head, but
status of the negative event ambiguous. Since there is no
negative affect to clarify the outcome, it is best not to
score the story for contingent negative consequences.
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9

.

Anne is a young freshman sitting in a room not her own
down the hall. She has entered this room attempting to
have another person go to the snack bar for her, since she
is too lazy.
The reason she has done this is because she
knows that she can take advantage and use these other people
at her will,
Anne is thinking that she is lucky to know
people who will do these favors for her. The girls who do
this are thinking, *'1 wish she would go and do something
for herself for a change. We don't mind once in a while,
but when it becomes merely taking advantage.,," The girls
will go to the snack bar one last time and if Anne asks
again, they will refuse her. They will tell her to go
for herself.
The- negative consequence for Anne
( Note
is not scorable because of conditional if and then outcome.)

Non-Contingent Negative Consequences;
1

Sample Stories

.

Ann is in microbiology lab. She is alone. She has found
an interesting fungus on her plants and wants to find out
what it is. She is wondering whether it is going to kill
her plants. She wants to find something to kill the growth.
After drawing a diagram of the organism, she will go to the
library and try to identify it. She will then go to Mr, Grove
Nothing can be done,
to find out how to cope with the fungus.
(Note
While plants are not important to some, they are important enough for her to take a number of actions to save
them.
2

.

"That's right. Hold that pose. That's great." The photographer snapped the picture. "Oh, finally," Judy thought,
"My mouth feels like it's been stretched over a rack, I've
been smiling so much," The photographer started to gather
"Miss Robinson,
his materials when he noticed something,
wasn't any
there
that
discovered
wait a moment, I've just
astonishutter
in
man
film in my camera." Judy looked at the
and
chair
the
to
back
Slowly and forlornly Judy went
ment.
sat with a smile on her face.

—
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3.

One night while John was looking through the telescope,
he saw a strange object in the sky.
As he focused his
lens on it, he saw that it was shaped like a saucer and
had glowing lights around it.
He watched it circle around
the town for a while and then land in a field. When it
landed in the field he went down and watched it. After a
while three little men got out and started looking around.
John was so excited and scared that he ran home and called
the police.
By the time the police arrived the saucer was
gone.
The police did not believe him, so he ended up in a
mental Institution. As for the saucer, it would reappear
every now and then and more people would go to the mental
Institution

Interpersonal Engagement

Interpersonal engagement is scored when there is

evidence that two or more people are actively involved with
each other on an interpersonal level.

aspects to this engagement:

l)

There are three

There must be instrumental

activity toward an afflliatlve or interpersonal goal;

2)

There must be evidence of clear involvement between two or
more people present in the story; and 3) Interpersonal in-

volvement must comprise a major goal in the story

— i.e.,

an interpersonal or afflliatlve goal must be as Important
as an achievement,

task or power goal.

Instrumental activity toward an afflliat lve goal
This subcategory refers to overt acts, interchanges or

thoughts of a problem-solving nature by one or more of the

characters that are directed toward an interpersonal or

afflliatlve goal.

This is a necessary (but not sufficient)
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condition for scoring interpersonal engagement.

The actions

may be directed toward positive goals (e.g,, wanting
to
become closer to another, seeking advice or consolation)
or
they may be directed toward negative or threat-oriented
goals
(e.g,, breaking off a relationship,

seeking revenge, etc.).

Sometimes the existence of these goals is not clearly stated
and must be partially Inferred,

There are four types of

actions or Interchanges that qualify as instrumental activity
toward an aff illative goal.
(l)

Verbal mode;

Dialogue

.

Sometimes stories having

Interpersonal aspects are written in dialogue form, which

clearly makes the interchange between two or more people
conspicuous
(a)

"Barbara told her mother that she never wanted to
see that man again.
'He can stay in his little office
and rot for all I care,' she screamed. Her mother
realized that Henry was a work bug, but she also knew
that Barbara loved him and he loved her.
'Listen,
dear, Henry only works so hard so he can make enough m
'So
money to marry you,' Barbara's mother replied.
he gets rich, but in the meantime he completely
'I think instead of
neglects me,' Barbara sobbed,
being so self-centered you should try to help Henry,'
Finally after much talk and consideration, Barbara
went back to the office at the end of the day."
The interchange between mother and daughter
(Note
clearly has an interpersonal aspect advice and consolation. )

—

(b)

Then he turned the telescope
"He saw Jill's house.
He saw the moon.
It was a full moon.
to the sky.
His mother, Joan, and his
It was a clear picture.
brother, Paul, came into the room. His brother,
Paul, said, "Can I look through the telescope, please?'
"Ma, I can see the moon real
"Why sure,^' said John.
"Let's go to dinner now.
telescope,"
good in the
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(

2

)

Verbal mode:

Interchanges
ment are:

,

Descriptions of active verbal

Common verbs showing Interpersonal engage-

tell, ask (a question, for a date), say, suggest

announce, urge, invite, listen, discuss, talk to, call and

phone
(a)

"She has just discussed some very intimate thoughts
with a friend and felt encouraged by the understanding
and love her friend shows."

(b)

"Her friends called her and asked her to meet them
for lunch."

(c)

"Nancy gets all dolled up for her big date and he's
an hour late.
She tells him to forget it when he
gets there."
(3

)

Non-verbal mode;

Common verbs are:

Verbs describing interactions.

wait for, come by, pick up, flirt with,

approach, meet, join, v3sit, kiss, date, take out, help,
share, settle an argument, receive.
(a)

"Diane decided to stop by my house where Theresa was,
"
paving me a visit.

(b)

"She and her friend will share an apartment."

(c)

"Nancy went to a mixer, first time in years, and met
a guy, Joe."

(d)

"When her boyfriend entered the room, she received
"
marriage proposal.
(4)

Other overt or mental actions

Non-verbal mode:

toward an aff illative goal

.

Any other verb that does not

between
in itself convey an interchange or interaction
is
people may be sufficient if the goal of the action

aff illative.

a_
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(a)

"Carol is a young woman who has Just had an argument
with her husband over his outlandish spending of money
on model trains.
She is very angry and walking fast.
She becomes tired, stops and thinks about the situation.
She loves her husband and since they aren't in desperate
need of the money, she decides it isn't worth the anger.

(b)

"Judy is assessing the relationship with her friend,
wondering if they will be able to continue working
cooperatively through the years."

(c)

"Judy had many friends and her birthday was coming up.
While she was at school she heard her friends saying
that they were going to give her a party. This made
her very happy. She went home and sat down and all
she could think about was how nice it was of her
friends. This made her smile. The bell rang and it
was some of her friends, the ones she heard talking.
She didn't want them to know she knew about the party.
She would act surprised whf^n it finally came."

(d)

"She thought about how she had planned her every move
to attract him and realized how clever a woman she is."
It is fairly common to see stories in which communica-

tions are conveyed from one person to another by letter.

Interchanges via the written word rather than two people

directly are considered instrumental activity and are
scorable
(a)

(b)

"Judy received a letter from her brother in California
and he is telling her about the first day on the Job
She feels lonely
and how many mistakes he has made.
that he has gone out there since he was her only
sibling, but he felt that he had to start to live on
He has also i nvl,te.d_
his own away from their parents.
with him when he
time
some
spend
and
out
her to come
happiness."
with
smiling
is
she
gets settled and

—

"Judy Just read a letter from her boyfriend sa yi ng he
was coming up to see her this weekend at school.

There are a number of affiliative or interpersonal
stories that cannot be scored for interpersonal engagement
goal.
because there is no activity toward an affiliative
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(a)

"Diane is by herself walking back from Barney's.
Her little sister's birthday Is coming up and she
has neglected to buy a birthday card. Diane Is
thinking It would be nice to go home and see her
sister rather than mall the card. She will slip
on the Ice, break her leg and get to go home for
the rest of the semester."
(Note
Denial of an
action ("neglected to buy") does not qualify as
activity toward a goal.)
:

(b)

"Nancy and her sister had just finished baking a
couple of loaves of home-made bread. They sat at
the table In complete admiration. For months, they
had contemplated doing this baking, but usually felt
too lazy.
Then, they simultaneously felt Inspired.
They sat and mused about opening a bakery, specializing In breads, but realized that It probably
and cleaned
couldn't happen. Instead, they got up,
(Note
up the mess they had made and ate the bread,"
Although they are doing things together, there Is no
activity that Is strictly Interpersonal In nature,)

(c)

"She Is a biology major at UNH and really enjoys
school. Her future ambition Is to become a doctor,
Mr, Mackie is her professor who is a very kind and
extremely intelligent man. He Is so willing to spend
extra time with any student who needs the help. Sue
digs "bio" and I'm sure you can see why I"

Instrumental activity toward an interpersonal goal is
not Indicated by the passive voice (",,,she has been asked
to the formal dance by Ralph Jones,,,"), statements of

wishes, hopes or desires ("Her friends now want her to

help them,,,"), or statements of intention or obligation
("Now she will have to tell her roommate it's her turn on
the couch this weekend,")

Involvement ,
activity
In addition to the presence of instrumental
there must be
toward an affillative or interpersonal goal,
characters are actively
some indication that two or more
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involved with each other on an interpersonal
level, rather
than being involved in a relationship or exchange
that is

largely non-interpersonal .
change must take place.

An active interaction or inter-

When the story is romantic, the

interpersonal nature of the involvement/interaction is

immediately obvious and the presence of instrumental

activity is sufficient to indicate an active concern and
thus interpersonal engagement:

or "He proposed marriage."

"He asked her for a date"

However, when the story is not

strictly romantic, more evidence is necessary to show that
the relationship between two people, family members, co-

workers, colleagues, etc. is more than Just routine.

Such

evidence may be indication of intimacy in the relationship
(e.g,, friendship, togetherness), explicit evidence of

emotional Involvement, or some indication that the relationship has some effect on one or both parties.

The following

stories are examples of non-romantic relationships where
there is Instrumental activity toward an interpersonal goal
and evidence of interpersonal involvement:
(a)

"Diane has had a frustrating fight with her friends
and can't relate her points to be given equal validity
Mary, Donna and Sue all were
so she's frustrated.
saying how stupid getting upset over fellas is. Each
has been to the point of never... They feel if Diane
lets Denny upset her she's being a fool. They want
her to be cool and aloof and be in control of the
situation. Diane agrees (rather is forced to do so)
and will follow her friend's example just for peer
acceptance .
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(b)

"Carol is looking through the telescope. She Is In
zoology lab. She Is late. They're frantic because
she forgot.
She wants to speak to the professor.
He casts her a bad stay-where-you-are look.
Is he
as mean as he looks?
She wonders.
I've heard some
awful things about him. Never tried speaking with
him.
Shall I tell him my problem?"
Note
The
exchange of a threatening glance is sufficient
evidence of interpersonal involvement, but in addition the communication clearly has an effect on
Carol .
(

(c)

"Carol's father had always been interested in
astronomy, and consequently he was constantly
urging her to share in his interests . She, being
19 years, felt as though she could use her time
more v/isely, pleasurably by doing other things of
her own interest. However, Carol, being an only
child, had not the heart to deny her father's request
to gaze at the stars through his telescope. Therefore, she sacrificed a good time for him ."
(Note.:
In this story the experience of external pressure
is clear.)

(d)

"Judy is smiling at her friend a friend who had
been her colleague for several years. They had done
research together, wricten books together taught
together. They were now rejoicing together about
the completion of another task done jointly, although
without the usual ease, Judy is assessing the relationship w ith her friend, wondering if they will be able
to continue working together cooperatively through
the years."

—

,

(e)

"Barbara Black is a secretary for her boss, who is
Barbara works from
the president of the building.
When she left that afternon she forgot her
9 to 5.
purse, so at the end of the day she went back to the
office. Barbara is not usually this forgetful. It
He was in a b ad mood
is just because of her boss.
long, so she was
day
her
all
at
yelling
and was
will be the same.
things
Tomorrow
rather nervous .
In the next set of stories,

there is no evidence that

the characters are involved on an interpersonal level:
(a)

a
"Sue is in biology class and she is looking at
able
be
must
she
realizes
She
slide of bacteria.
will flunk
to identify correctly every form, or she
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the exam.
She needs a good mark if she Is to
continue in the course. Mr, Potter, her professor,
has warned her about her need for a good grade, and
he ^*6613 she can achieve much more than she already
has,
(Note:
Although the professor gives Sue a
warning, it is strictly in the line of duty and is
not accompanied by an interpersonal reaction.)
(b)

It was October the 3rd, the day of the eclipse.
John Martin had promised his classmates that he
would bring in his telescope so everybody could see
the eclipse.
Mr, Kent, the science teacher, was
very excited along with the rest of the class. John
had one of the newest telescopes around.
Since his
father was a scientist he got a discount on the
telescope. The eclipse was to take place at 9*00 to
12:30, When he got to school everyone gathered
around him. He took the telescope to Mr. Kent's
room 365 and positioned it near the window. To
protect his eyes and the others' John had a special
cover on the lens. Everybody saw the eclipse that
day,"
(Note:
Although there are actions performed
for the benefit of other people and excitement about
the event, they are centered around the task rather
than anything strictly interpersonal,)

(c)

"John sees something unusual and calls his dad. His
dad comes into the room which John is in and says,
"What's wrong?" John just stands there looking at
his father in a mysterious way. Then his father
goes to him and shakes him out of it and asks again
what is wrong. Still acting mysterious John tells
his father that he saw a space ship,"

The following stories are potentially interpersonal.

But because no actual interaction or exchange takes place.

they are not scored for Interpersonal engagement,
(a)

"Today is John's birthday and his brother wants to
give him a surprise birthday party so what he does
His brother goes to
is map out his dally schedule.
coffee at 10:00
for
out
goes
then
work at 9:00 and
lunch at 1:00
to
goes
and
and comes back at 10:30
Today
at 5:00,
home
goes
and comes back at 2:00 and
and
he
town
another
he has to go to a meeting in
doesn't plan to come back to the office so what his
brother did was,,."
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(b)

'Bob who Is the office playboy is going back
to the

3little play with his young and very
pretty secretary. Bob does not know of his wife's
Jealous behavior so when Bob leaves his house for
the office he is followed. When he arrives there
is one car parked in the lot.
This car is the one
of the playmate. Just as Bob gets out..."

In a number of stories there is no real clue as to

the relationship between two people except for the fact

that they are discussing interpersonal, personal, private

or Intimate Issues.

Such aff illative, interpersonal dis-

cussions are sufficient indication of an interpersonal

relationship or involvement.
(a)

"Judy, what are you so happy about? Did Tom finally
call you? No, but Ken did and he's taking me to the
movies tonight.
I think Tom's so mad at me he'll
never call back and I don't even care. What did you
do that made him so mad? I can't tell you, but I
will say that Ken helped me plan it. Oh, it must
have been pretty mean if Ken helped you. Yeah, and
you know what."

(b)

"Anne is in her dorm room. Her roommate and a couple
of good friends are there. They are talking about
different things, rehashing the morning's happenings,
Anne is Just back from class and they're all about
Anne is telling about her
to go down to lunch,
meeting with the boy she broke up with lately, how
they will be friends because they can talk to each
other without getting upset or losing light conversation.
It was a serious romance for Anne, but not for

Major Goal

.

The major goal or one major goal of the story must be

explicitly aff illative or interpersonal.

There may well be

other themes in the story that exist alongside an afflllatlve

orientation as long as Interpersonal engagement is

a

well-
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developed aspect of the story:
(a)

Anne had to do a project for science. She asked
_some of her brothers to help her .
They “told her
what books to get and material she would need. So
she got everything.
They told her what pages to read
In what books.
And when she finished reading and
making things she had the best project of the science
classes. So she won first prize, Anne was so happy
that her brothers had told her what to do and read
that she let them have the medal .

(b)

"Joey," Anne said, "can I borrow your glue?" "Sure,"
Five minutes later:
"Joey, may I borrow some construction paper?" "Okay.^' Five minutes later:
Joey, may I borrow your scissors?"
"Wait a minute,
Anne, You've already borrowed my glue, paper, and
now you want my scissors? Whatever for?" "For my
project," replied Anne.
"Thanks," she said as she
ran out of the room with the scissors.
"You're not
welcome 1" yelled Joey after she had gone in her
room."
This story appears to be a routine
( Note
interchange until the end where Joey's comments indicate the interchange had effect on him suggestive of
annoyance .
:

(c)

"The day before yesterday I heard the funniest Joke I
ever heard. So I told Judy.
(She's my best friend.)
She did not seem to think it was quite as funny as I
did.
She tried to play it off with a ha-ha, but her
ha-ha's weren't her usual ha-ha's. I told her again
and again.
She said she understood, but I know she
That
I told her to think about it tonight.
didn't.
evening I went to Judy's house and she was sitting
She
in the chair with a big grin on her face.
finally understood the punch line and she thought
While understand(Note:
it was as funny as I did."
ing the Joke is the major goal, the friendly interaction is apparent.)
In the following examples,

interpersonal engagement is

not scored because the aff lliatlve/interpersonal aspects of
the story are considerably less developed than the major

theme.

In some cases actions that could be interpreted as

having an interpersonal goal are clearly not so when seen
in context.
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(a)

Judy Is thinking about the beautiful day she
spent
yesterday. She remembers how she and Jack went to
the mountains and sat and watched the snow come down
and cover the trees and ground.
She remembered how
happy it made her feel when it snowed. She loved
the snow.
Then she remembered how they went sliding
down a hill on a toboggan. This was a great thrlll-to enjoy the new snow,"
Although Judy and
( Note
Jack do a number of things together, Judy seems much
less Interested in Jack than in the snow.)
;

(b)

"Nancy is particularly pleased. She is the only
person directly Involved, She is pleased because
she was in Diane's same position with the same professor but she physically gave herself to him and
for that he changed her grade. In the past this has
been known to happen. She is thinking how she had
to lower herself but the grade of A is what she
wanted and she got it
What will happen is that
the student body will hear of the incident but
nothing will be done to the professor because he
is supposedly high and mighty."
Despite
( Note
a sexual encounter, the real goal in the story is
the grade ,
I

;

(c)

"Judy felt like she was on airl She sat in the chair
because she was flying! Judy had the biggest smile
you could imagine. She had just finished smoking
four joints! She knew that it was wrong to smoke
the stuff but she was feeling lox\r at the time and
her boy friend. Bob, brought her some marijuana to
make her feel better. She knew it was the wrong
kind of medicine to help her fight her depression
but Bob coaxed her into smoking. She never smoked
But soon after a
It tasted horrible!
it before.
Floating,
good.
was
feeling
drags
she
couple of
and feelmarijuana
Smoking
flying, happy!"
( Note
while
story
ing better are the major emphasis of the
her relationship with Bob is peripheral.)
;

Interpersonal Engagement:

Sample Stories

Joan picked up the telephone and said, "Hello, this is Joan,
Who is this?" The voice on the other end said. Hi, this is
I want to know if you can go to the prom and if you
Rick.
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can, will you go with me?"
"Yes, I can go and I'd love
to go with you.
They talked a few minutes longer and
then hung up. Joan's heart had begun to flutter and she
was in cloud nine. When her mother came into the room,
Joan told her what happened.
'

2

.

There is a biology (microbiology) class in session.
Apparently, it is very near the end of the session and
everyone is cleaning up except Ann. Apparently she had a
bad start. The slides she tried to stain weren't very
clean, so she had to wash them again. The instructor,
anxious to go home to dinner, is impatiently hinting.
What a slow. Inefficient lab worker." Rather haphazardly
Ann rushes to finish, only to drop the slides and nearly
drop the microscope."
3

.

The girl is a chemistry student who has had difficulty in
the latest lab experiment assignment.
She was unable to
finish the experiment in the time allotted in class. Besides, she likes her lab partner. She has been flirting
with her lab partner for weeks. By moving a little slowly
she got the chance to see him outside of class hours. She
is anxious that he recognize her as a girl and as someone
to talk to.
She acts rather helpless and listens eagerly
She will flirt unand respectfully to his explanation.
chap and will
dedicated
successfully. He is an unusually
not notice her interest.

Stories Not Scored for Interpersonal Engagement
4

.

Carol is a girl of sixteen and has just received this great
telescope for Christmas. As she gazes through the maze of
lens she sees the stars and planets that are floating around
Carol, however, has a different use for this telein space.
scope. There is a certain guy who lives down the road from
His name is Jim and he is seventeen, tall, slim and
her.
not bad-looking at all. His hair is a flaming red and his
eyes brown. The telescope is to watch Jim as he walks
There is no
Note
around his yard and various duties.
clear statement of instrumental activity toward an interpersonal goal and no evidence of involvement or an interaction .
(

;
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5

.

Linda and Bob were at the peninsula.
It was a warm summer
evening and the sun was Just beginning to set. It had been
a fun evening with a hot dog roast on the beach.
Now all
the work was done and they were Just sitting on a huge
piece of driftwood that had been beached on the shore.
What a perfect ending for a perfect day. The sunset was
gorgeous and there was a cool air coming from off the lake.
The red of the sunset was Just beautiful.
There is
( Note
no instrumental activity toward an affiliative goal nor evidence of involvement between Linda and Bob.)
;

6

.

Bob and a few friends of his went to the basketball game in
the morning.
After they came from the game, they went down
the street to a restaurant. Bob knew he had to go back to
the office at the end of the day.
Bob said to his friends
at the restaurant that he is going to have a lot of fun
before going back to the office. So he and his friends
went down to the gym to play some basketball. After they
played basketball. Bob went back to the office.
( Note
Although Bob is doing things with his friends, he is not
involved with them. Also, the major goal seems to be
avoiding work.)
:

Relief (+1)

Relief is scored when there is movement from a state
of relative tension or deprivation to a relief of that

tension that takes place without the instrumental intervention of the character involved.

There must be no clear

statement that an individual's efforts led to the positive
outcome.

If there are indications of goal-oriented striving

of
or instrumental activity, the rewards, affect or sense

effort
relief must be out of proportion to the amount of

expended.

The movement toward relief of tension often

often in
occurs suddenly, dramatically, or magically and

a
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manner incurring surprise.

Also, many stories seem to end

in a symbolic "whew*" with the sense of "at long
last" or

seem to have the quality of a great breakthrough, burden
lifted, or a longing satisfied.
(a)

"It has been so long that Judy was sick that she became
discouraged, pale and thin. She bore the pain daily,
but she occasionally broke down to tears when the pain
intensified. Suddenly she walked into our room and
sat down in a chair, smiling.
"It's gone." she said.
"The pain is gone, and I'm healthy again."

(b)

"The tests were passed back to all the chemistry class.
Joan's paper finally reached her. She was afraid to
turn it over.
She thought to herself and wondered if
she had studied enough.
Joan finally got the courage
and turned her paper over. To her amazement, she had
gotten an A on the exam."

(c)

"Joan is married to Jean and for many years they've
been trying to have children. Well, today she just
returned from the doctor's and foundout that she was
pregnant. She feels beautiful sensations as she and
her husband have longed for a baby ever since they
were married. In nine months Jean and Joan will bring
a baby boy into the world I"

(d)

"Carol is looking through a telescope and sees a
strange-looking object. She realized that this is
the UFO that everyone has been trying to locate for
The problem is that the object
the last 200 years.
is moving and she has to follow it with the telescope.
But she wants to call the UFO Bureau and report her
She is in
She can't leave the telescope.
findings.
a state of confusion, because she wants the money, the
$100,000 reward. All of a sudden, out of the clear
blue sky, her husband came in the room and Carole's
husband calls and they live happily ever after."

(e)

"Judy is really pleased with the results. Her instructor just handed her the paper she and her classmates
had passed in two weeks before. Much time, work and
effort has been put into it. She was secretly hoping
for an A but didn't quite expect it. VJell,she did get
The goal
( Note
one and was very happy about it..."
activity here is clear, but the fact that she did not
really expect to get an A but got one anyway (increasing
her positive affect) qualified this story for relief.)
:
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As in the case of negative consequences,
the condition

that there be movement in the story means that the
assess-

ment of relief must be made upon the overall story develop-

ment with respect to a given theme or sub-theme, rather than
a discrete sentence or statement of relief:

"She feels

relieved to be sitting down; it seems relaxing to her after
such a busy, hectic day,"

Thus, relief refers to a story

sequence, as opposed to a particular aspect of manifest

content

Relief
1

Examples

.

Judy Smith is a girl who is waiting in a bank building tc
get an Interview with the bank manager, Mr. Crowley. She
isn't sure she'll get the Job because she is black and
hasn't finished all her years in school. The secretary
calls her name and she goes into the room where Mr, Crowley
is sitting and waiting for her,
Mr. Crowley locks at her
and starts talking about her records he has come up with.
And Judy sees that he is leading into telling her she can't
work. But to Judy's surprise, he stops and looks at her.
He then starts asking her a lot of other questions and she
answers them the best way she can. Judy was beginning to
sweat and Mr, Crowley could see she was too. And by the
end of two hours Mr. Crowley gave her the Job and a big
smile came to Judy's face.
2

.

Joan seems to be particularly pleased. Everything has been
going right for her lately. She Just graduated from high
school and is looking forward to college next fall. Her
boyfriend, Paul, has Just given her a diamond and they will
Joan is very happy. She is looking
be married in a year.
forward to making wedding plans. Although she is very
worried about her parents' reactions. But she need not
fear because her parents have Just heard the news and are
very pleased too.
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3

.

Carol is in an astronomy class. Her professor wants her
to look through the telescope to see Mars.
She failed at
her last exam and now has one chance to pass the course.
If she can locate Mars and count the number of moons
around It, naming each, she will receive a passing grade.
She is on the borderline and if she passes this one task,
the professor will give her a D and will not fail her for
the course.
She hopes she can pass and is in great anxiety
and anticipation.
She will pass the course and receive
credit and make her parents and herself happy.

Stories Not Scored for Relief
4

.

Linda is looking out at the sunset, glad that she is
finally alone in her room and able to relax. As she looks
at the beautifully lit sky in purples and pinks and reds,
she feels a million miles away from her 9-to-5 joL as a
clerk in a department store, a place which is lit night
and day by harsh fluorescent light and she wonders if ...
This is a relief statement that is not accompanied
( Note
sequence.)
tension-relief
by a
;

5

.

Carol was in the living room looking through the telescope
when John called her down to dinner. She was looking at
something very mysterious and couldn't figure it out.
After she had eaten she went back in the living room to
After a long time of consee if she could figure it out.
centrating, she came up with an answer. She turned the
telescope to different angles and saw that by looking at a
different angle she could see that it v/as a usual type of
star.
She was relieved that it wasn't anything bad.
Note
This is not scored for relief because it is very
Instrumental her own efforts ("Concentrating ) bring about
a positive solution.)
:

(

6

—

.

go to
Nancy was picked out of all the glrlsln her class to
and
Japan for the following year. The screening was over
over
it
heard
she
excited,
and
Tense
she had been chosen.
anonymous
old
an
by
given
the loud speaker. There was grant
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alum for the most all around student to have the opportunity
to go provided she be under a certain economic standard.
The thought of Japan has Nancy very excited about her future.
She knows something of Japanese and would like to have foreign
languages as her major field of interest. She will go and
find some difficulty with the culture but all around have
a most interesting and adventurous trip as well as be one
of the most rewarding experiences in her life.
A
( Note
clear prior state of tension has not been developed .
:

Absence of Instrumental Activity (+l)
In scoring a story for this category,

the judgment to

be made is whether instrumental activity is present or not.

Instrumental activity is defined as any overt act, thought
of a problem-solving nature, or mental activity by one or

more characters in the story indicating that something is

being done about attaining a goal.

There are various goals,

such as achievement, power, affiliation or task goals, that

may be stated or easily inferred.

In addition,

any overt

(or mental) action can be scored for instrumental activity
as long as there is evidence that the activity is of a

purposive nature.
(a)

**

.

.Four years of your life doing hard work, trying to

school...
get to this end with good grades to get into law
He went to answer it."

(b)

"The phone rang.

(c)

Saturday
"He decided to ask her out for the following

night .
when there
Absence of Instrumental activity Is scored
doing
act ( thinking or
Is no statement of any Instrumental

)
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toward attaining a goal within the story.

By convention,

absence of instrumental activity is also scored when the

only instrumental activity appears in the first clause of
the Initial sentence and is merely a description of the

picture or repetition of the verbal cue.

However, a clearcut

statement of an Instrumental act appearing later in the first
sentence may be scored.

Thus, avoid scoring restatements of

the cue material, but not first sentences

toto

.

(a)

"In the matter of an instant the bare branches of the
trees were transformed from their stark presence into
a multitude of tiny veins endlessly reaching tov/ard
the vibrance of the hues which were above them. The
rich, v/arm colors of the sun provided a feeling of
pulsating life for Linda as she lay beneath the trees
gazing into the sunset. It would seem that climbing
these massive branches should deliver her into the
warmth of the sun, yet she knew that even the uppermost reaches of the tallest tree could not serve to
make her one with heaven,"

(b)

"Carol is looking through the telescope wondering where
the man in the moon is. Her mommy always talks about
him, but poor little Carol never does get to see him.
And when she's lonely like tonight and needs a friend,
she really wishes she could see him and have a nice
But again, Carol has never heard the man in
chat.
the moon talk back. She can only hear of him through
grownups, Carol can't wait until she grows up so that
she may find and see the great big man in the moon.

(c)

"Carol is walking along the beach late in the day.
Actually she is strolling— observing the changes of
the sun as it begins its descent. The sand is turning
from pink to deep purple, and she is delighted with the
feel of the cool damp ground on her bare feet. She has
been
had an exceedingly hectic day. All her days have
two
working
hectic lately what with student teaching,
at
keep
jobs, and housekeeping (which she manages to
Carol has often sought the peace and
a minimum) .
It reminds her of her place
solitude of the ocean.
that she is just a small, but importin the universe
Such
the universe.
ant, part in the larger workings of
perspective.
walks help restore her to a

—
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Verbs indicating covert or mental actlcity (thinking,

wondering, wishing, imagining) and passive activities
(looking, watching noticing, waiting) are difficult to

score.

Special care must be taken to determine whether or

not the action is purposive, l.e., whether something is
done about attaining a goal.

For example, "She was watching

television" is not Instrumental activity, but "She was watching an educational program that the teacher advised the class
to see" is.

Similarly, "John is looking through his tele-

scope to see if there are any meteors, falling stars, or

even a few flying saucers" is.

Instrumental activity is not to be confused with de-

scriptions of actions or statements of final outcome.

While

such descriptions often include the presence of verbs, they

merely describe a situation or state of affairs rather than
the action itself.

For example, the statement "She made a

contribution to the world," is not instrumental activity
because only the outcome or effect of the person's actions
has been described.

On the other hand, 'She was working on

her project which would be a contribution to the world

or

which
"She was thinking about the solution to the problem

would make a contribution to the world" is instrumental
Likewise,
activity since the actual activity is explicit.
constitute instrumental
"She finished the paper" does not
until the paper was
activity, whereas "She wrote all night

finished" does.

Other descriptive statements such as
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...while driving back from the beach...," "...on her way
to class...," "...she has just come back from a visit with

the assistant principal...," or "...she finally put him down,
set him in his place..." are not Instrumental activity.

Instrumental activity within the story can occur in the past
or future tense as long as it is more than a statement of the

outcome
Statements describing interactions among people where
the action and/or goal is not specific (such as help, meet,

visit) are usually not adequately focused toward a goal to

meet the requirements of instrumental activity.

For example,

"John is helping Susan," is not an example of instrumental

activity, but "John is helping Susan focus her microscope"
is

Instrumental activity because purposive action has been

jspecifled.
are:

Also not indicative of instrumental activity

the subjunctive mood ('would' or 'should'); statements

embedded in conditional phraseology (if... then, perhaps,
maybe); wishes and desires ("He wants to study hard to get
good grades."); habitual or routine actions ("Every day, he
gets up at 7 o'clock and dresses for work,

or

He usually

cooks his own dinner."); or statements of obligation rather
or
than activity ("She has to write down what she observes"
"He ought to go to the dentist.").

asking
The act of saying something to another person,
a question,

responding to a question or statement, etc.,

verbal interwhether in the form of dialogue or descriptive
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action (saying, telling, asking), is considered instrumental

activity in the sense that conversation is instrumental to

conveying information (e.g., "He tells her the good news."
or "My father says I can’t go.").

Only when the content of

verbal interaction is unspecified is Instrumental acitlvlty
not Indicated ("He is saying something

.

"

)

Absence of Instrumental Activity: Examples
1

.

Judy is a teacher and she is smiling as she reflects upon
what the past academic year has meant for herself and for
her students. At the beginning of the academic year she
had fifty very driven individuals enrolled in her basic
expository writing class. In the first five weeks, most
of the class was timid, reluctant to express their views
on many of the Issues raised in the essays they were reading
Many were reluctant to question, to disagree,
and vjriting.
anything that had attained the "sanctity" of
v;lth
especially
being in a book. Judy wished to help them develop the
strength as well as the intellectual approaches to challenging ideas their own and others, to try to move beyond the
things they "always thought were true."

—

2

.

While sitting in her New York apartment on the 27th floor,
Carol was involved in one of her favorite pastimes: gazing
at the joys and sorrows of her contemporaries in the neighboring apartment buildings. Not only does she have the
sights of other buildings, but Central Park is also within
No
(Note
range of her telescopic lens at Central P. S,
clear goal .
:

3

.

It is late afterThe beach runs behind Carol's summer home.
back to
noon on the day before the family is to leave to go
Carol loves this area and doesn't want to go.
the city.
She is afraid
She has made many friends and even found love.
atmosphere.
that even this love might change in a different
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She Is remembering all the events of the summer and
lamenting Its quick passage Into fall. Soon Jim will
Join her for their last evenlng--lt v;lll be short and
sad.
Both know that things wouldn't be the same. The
beach Is getting dark.

Not Scored for Absence of Instrumental Activity

Anne Is a college student sitting In the library. She Is
sitting across from a very good looking boy whom she does
not know. She had gone to the library to study for a French
quiz, but upon seeing the boy near hershe began to daydream
about him. She Is convinced she must meet him. She wonders
whether or not she should distract him In an attempt to meet
him.
Anne would like to talk with him over coffee. The
boy has noticed this girl with the silly smile on her face
and Is thinking about moving to another table. The boy will
start to leave and will drop a book. Anne will retrieve It
They will see each
and the two will start a conversation.
other again the next day and eventually they will have that
cup of coffee.

Carol seems to be looking Into the microscope In her botany
class, but actually she Is looking at the mirror underneath
It Is a lab class
and staring at the boy across from her.
and the teacher gave them an assignment to study the different layers of a certain type of leaf. Carol Is really not
concentrating on the object under the microscope but Is
thinking how she can attract the boy and get him to ask
her out. Eventually Carol will not get such a good grade
But she will
In her botany quiz on leaves the next day.
she perks
however,
obtain a date for the weekend. Later,
up and passes the final.
6

.
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Absence of Others (-2)

Absence of others is a counter- Ind icative category
that is scored when there is no mention of another person

or group of persons in the story besides the character in
the picture or verbal cue,^

When the label for a group is global, vague or descriptive ("Her class has been studying insects..." or
"... now she will have a chance to prove herself to the

world."

"Power to the people

.

"

)

then it is not treated

as a mention of other persons and Absence of Others is

scored.

However, a more explicit reference to the "members

of the class" or "group of friends" indicates the presence
of specific other people.
us,

them)

is vague.

Plural pronouns (e.g., we, they,

indicate presence of others even when the referent

Occasionally one finds a plural pronoun in a

story when there is clearly no one else present besides the

main character.

Such grammatical inconsistencies look like

slips of the pen and are common in children's stories.

If

there is indeed no plural referent for the pronoun, the

story should be scored for Absence of Others.
Others may not be mentioned by implication or noted as

missing.

alone
Thus statements that the cue character is all

their absence
or feeling lonely do mention other persons by
and are not scored in this category:

much less
should be noted that Absence of Others is
depicts two or
likely to be scored when the TAT stimulus
more categories.
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(a)

"...and she's the only one there..."

(b)

"...and Carol was getting lonely..."

(c)

"These moods often came over her, feelings of loneliness, the absence of a true friend."

Animals (etc.) do not count as people unless they are

personified In a story that Is written about them:
"Ann Is sitting on the antique chair smiling at Tonka Ming.
Tonka Is her Siamese kitten. He has been stalking a ladybug
across the carpet and when the ladybug suddenly flew away,
the little cat had sat back and howled disconsolately
Ann smiles at Tonka’s predicament
She had wanted the bug
to get away.
Yet she was sorry for the frustrated big game
hunter. She will take him Into the kitchen and feed him
tuna fish and raw eggs, his favorite dish."
.

.

Absence of Others:

1

Examples

.

A girl or woman Is In a solitary, pensive mood or perhaps
just feels a need to relax In a peaceful setting. She will

leave the beach feeling refreshed and enjoy whatever evening
activities she has planned.
2

.

If on a clear summer night, when the limits of the universe
exceed even the furthest reaches of one's Imagination, you
then
have ever been filled with the desire to know,
be diffinot
will
window
her
Image of Carol as she sits by
15-yearthat
night
a
such
It was on just
cult to conjure.
Interpret
and
see
to
desire
odl Carol White was taken by the
could
mood
her
and
day
She had been dreaming all
the skies.
delve
to
desire
the
well be described as pensive. She had
eyes of her
Into her Imagination through the artificial

telescope
3

.

time It doesn't
Sue Is looking Into her microscope, but this
trying to finish
seem as exciting as It had before. She Is
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a lab for biology and it Just seems so boring
to her.

She
knows she has to finish or she will have no chance
of passing
for the semester. She needs this lab grade to help
boost
her average so that her final exam grade will be enough
to
help her pass. But the little amoebas swimming around
Just
don t Interest her,
Amoebas swimming don't have
( Note
an effect.)
:

Stories Not Scored for Absence of Others
4.

Barbara had had a rough day at the office today. She
couldn't finish all of the work that she had to do and so
at the end of the day she had to go back.
She had also
left her keys in her desk drawer and couldn't get in the
house. When she got there, nobody vras there and it was
all quiet.
She stayed for about an hour or two till she
was done.
She found her keys, went back to her apartment
and settled down.
5.

Carol is seeing strange things through the telescope.
She sees no people. Just green balls like planets but
weirder than that. She Just decided to see what she could
She
see, put her dime in the slot and wowl What a scene.
thinks she's walking through space Instead of Just looking
off the top of a building. She can see all the planets from
She loves it I
"How strange," she thinks.
the 34th floor,
It's
And she wants more. But, oh nol it's fading away.
gone
6

.

Carol is relaxing after a difficult day at work. She is
walking alone , watching the ocean and the setting sun. The
sparkling water and the quiet, broken only by the waves
breaking, relax and entertain Carol, She thinks hov/
beautiful the beach is and how she values the few precious
minutes of privacy. She loves the quiet after a busy, noisy,
hectic day. The contrast is exciting. She picks some shells
and puts them in her pocket to look at tonight or maybe to41one refers
( Note
morrow, She is soon ready to leave,
to others,)
:
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APPENDIX

F

Scoring Sheet and Examples of FOS Subjects' Responses
Scored According to the Appropriate Scoring Weights
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Contlnp;ent Negative Consequences (+2)

Contingent negative consequences are scored when the

movement toward misfortune/disaster, tension or deprivation
comes about because of something about the character In-

volved.

To be contingent, the fault for one's suffering

must be one's own.

Examples of Male and Female Responses
From the Present Study
Male
"In the past problem (the name of the course) deal
with subject she was not Into or was concerned with so
she sat back and took lovf grade.
But on the subject of
politics she Is whizzing. It's going to be hard on Kim
In the future because she does not know how to deal with
T 4

Male
"Gwen wants to become the best top-notched woman
lawyer around. Also she wants men to know that she will
not be tied down to the kitchen or having babies, Gwen
will continue to seek out her goals and will achieve them.
But her attitude or motives for her goals will catch up
with her In the end."

Male

"Probably In the long run due to his naiveness he'll
probably marry her and get his heart broken again.

Female
"Bob Is wondering If his cheating was really worth
Later, Bob will end up In Jail for being a
his success.

crooked lawyer."
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Female
"On the day of graduation Kim is late and does not
make it there in time to make her speech. She is embarrased because she has bragged so much about what she
is going to say."

Female
"Tim later goes out and buys his son a brand new car.
Later that evening Tim's son has an accident and Tim feels
guilty."

Female
"Tim will become vice-president, but never president
because he is always too anxious about everything."
Male
"They get the divorce and Kim kept the kid and they
Now Kim realizes
see each other at least twice a week.
what she did was wrong and that she really didn't love
him after all."
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Interpersonal Enq:agement

(

+2)

Interpersonal engagement is scored when there

Is

evidence that two or more people are actively involved
each other on an interpersonal level.

vrlth

There are three

aspects to this engagement.
1.

There must be instrumental activity toward
an aff illative or interpersonal goal.

2.

There must be evidence of clear involvement
between tvjo or more people present in the story.

3.

Interpersonal involvement must comprise a
major goal in the story; i.e. an Interpersonal
or affiliative goal must be as important as an
achievement, task or power goal.

Examples of Male and Female Responses

Female
"Her family helped her a lot. They came to stay with
her as much as possible while she was in the hospital.

Female
"Now that Tim has the raise, he and his wife can start
making plans for the new home they both want so much to
have for their family,"

Male
has
"She is sitting two seats away from Paul. Kim
to
like
would
Kim
time.
had her eye on Paul for a long
get to know Paul better."
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Female
"Due to the poverty she lived in, she decided to do
better because she didn’t like the way her parents had to
work so hard in order to keep clothes and food in the house.
Gwen feels she has really accomplished something. She knov/s
that her parents are proud of her,"

Female
"His mother is also happy.
She scrimped and saved to
get him through college and was depressed when she took ill
and he had to forestall the first session of Law School to
work and take care of her. But now he'll be able to buy
her that house she always wanted,"

Female
"She is thinking about the good times she and her girl
friends use to have and the young men she use to meet by
going out with them. She met her husband the same way."

Female
"Kim IS smiling because she is confident that now since
Bob (her fiance) is most surely to graduate and pass his bar
exams that they will be married soon,"

Female
"Tim is a person that is liked by all the students and
co-workers. He is sitting there thinking how nice it is to
receive an honor by other teachers."

Female
"While working a fev; close friends of his got into
white
30]f»ious legal trouble, and was accused of beating a
imprisonment,
woman to death. His friends received life
what
and Bob thought this was very unfair, so this is
receiving
really started him in being enthusiastic about
his lav/ degree."

Female
She is
plans.
"Kim has completed her final marriage
wedding.
entire
the
smllinK at her mother who helped her plan
young
black
successful
Kim is going to marry one of the few
medical doctors in her small town.
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N!on~Contlnp;ent Negative Consequences (+2l

Non-contingent negative consequences are scored when
an event comes about through the Impingement of external

forces, which usually meet one of the following criteria:
(1)
(2)
( 3 )

Caused or Inflicted by others,
Accidents.
Forces beyond one’s control.

Examples of Male Responses
Male
"Kim goes to English class and reminisces over the
joke and begins to chuckle to herself. This diverts her
attention from her lesson In English and the teacher asked
her to leave for not paying attention."
"But the next test he may not do as well, then will
he still have his friend, or w'.ll they dwindle like test
.
scores

"John being a fast mover and Kim a slow thinker he'll
probably bed her down by the weekend."

"Tim thinks he can be the first black male to be
elected mayor of Birmingham, Alabama, ...Tim will eventually
lose the case and return to a garbage collecting first thing
Monday morning for 2,00 an hour."
"He will sit and think he Is free of his wife or he
will smoke reefer until It's gone or he falls out. If he^^
falls out he will fall out of the chair and kill himself.

"Kim will sit In the chair until she gets the piles
From there she will be
and turn Into an old gray lady.
burled with a smile on her face because she contracted
lockjaw. Thereafter an autopsy will be performed to check
for lice."
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.

Relief (+l)

Relief is scored when there is movement from a
state
of relative tension or deprivation to a relief of
that

tension that takes place without the Instrumental interven^ion of tn© character involved.

There must be no clear

statement that an indivodual*s efforts led to the positive
outcome.

The movement toward relief of tension often occurs

suddenly, dramatically, and often in a manner incurring

surprise

Male Responses

"Kim has just received her grades and finds that even
though she did not study hard, that she is in the top l/4th
of her class,"
"Bob feels very pleased after finding out his rating
because Bob was told that he did not have what it takes
to do well in law school.
After finding his rating Bob
wants even more to complete law school. With this knowledge
Bob has what he needs to go on to law school,"

"Tim had a rough time getting to the position he's
Right now he is daydreaming about his boyhood.
Today it's a whole new ball game for him,"
in today.
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Absence of Instrumental Activity
In scoring a story for this category,

(+ 1

)

the Judgment

to be made is whether instrumental activity is present or

not.

Instrumental activity is defined as any overt act,

thought of a problem-solving nature, or mental activity
by one or more characters in the story indicating that

something is being done about attaining a goal.

Examples of Male and Female Responses
Male
"Tim is very happy.
Maybe the happiest man on Earth
because he had his first kid. And it's a boy... And Tim
is thinking of a name for him,"

Male
"Kim is so happy because Ms, Jackson, her sociology
teacher, did not come in today. And she got more time to
study for a pop quiz."
Male
"Tim is sitting in a chair with a smile on his face,
Tim has had a good day. He will have a good time at his
card party, to make the best of everything, by Tim. Tim
will probably be pleased."

Female
He knows
"Tim, Kim's father, has Just been promoted.
figures
he
now
and
of his daughter's prospective marriage
deserves.
she
wedding
he will be able to give her the type of
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Absence of Others (-2)

Absence of others is scored when there is no mention
of another person or group of persons in the story besides
the character in the visual or verbal cue.

However, a

more explicit reference to members of the class or "group
of friends" indicates presence of specific other people.

Examples of Male and Female Responses

Female
"Tim is satisfied with his accomplishments. He has
done the best he can and has achieved his goals out of
life,"

Female
"Kim is sitting in a chair smiling, Kim is the person.
She had just v/on first prize at tennis.
At first Kim had
lost many matches but now Kim is doing very well because
of all the practice,"

Female
"Bob wants to be a successful attorney. He possesses
all of the qualities in the making of a good attorney. He
appears to be an outspoken person. He is happy of his
standards after the first exams,"

Male
This storj' is about a young man named Bob who is
attending law school. As a young child in life Bob got
the idea of becoming a lawyer one day. Therefore, this
idea became his motive to pursue in life. So he began
to prepare himself for that purpose by achieving high
grades in school,"
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Male

Kim is sitting down talking to her friends.
She has just been talking to the new boy in class and
she thinks he's good looking."
Female
"Kim is always happy, and always sitting somewhere
smiling.
She doesn't let things get next to her so she
said there is no reason for her to be anything but happy."
Male

"Being a black student in a law school will make you
want to be tops in your class. Bob could have come from
a poor family and he wants his family to be proud of him.
Bob knows what he wants of life and he knows 'where he is
going. With ideas and attitude that Bob has he will go
far.^

Female
"Bob has just found out that he is in the top ten in
his law class and decided to go and take his mother and
father to an opera show tonight after he told them the
good news."

Male
"Being a smart student, Mary is happy to know her
friend achieved relative high score on the final,
she can hope her friend who started with her will prooaoly
finish with her."

Male
most
"Tim is smiling, he probably got a job. Tim
was
likely had been looking a long time, he probably
turned down several times before he got one.
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Male
"She finds herself at the top of the class. Gwen
in law school, and she is very good in her work
Her high school background helped her out a lot. She
wants to be the best in her class; and the best of what
ever she does. She wants a degree in law."
Is a girl

Male
Gwen has now learned that the time and effort that
she has spent doing her work, and Involving her, has paid
off.
The smile she has is a result of the good feeling
she has inside.
For years law school has been her ambition
and to get off to a good start is a very satisfying experience and a rewarding one,"
Male
"Tim, a young man with a happy, smiling face.
He sat
on a beautiful chair with confidence of himself that his
life now is OK with him. He would be reminding those of
his experience which he has undergone,"

Male
"Tim is sitting in a chair with a smile on his face
because he has just received his license to be a surgeon.
Over the years, Tim has been a good doctor and after taking
courses to become a surgeon it has finally happened,"

Male
"Bob is standing outside with a sports suit on; it
might be warm outside. Bob has studied hard. He wants
to finish law school and become a lawyer."

Female
"a question has been asked, she was always an uncertain
person. She feels she really knows the answer, she will
answer correctly and feel satisfied."

Female
"Kim must have achieved something great and is very
happy about it. This is why she is sitting there with a
smile on her face."

"His" and "Hers" Should Not Divide
the World, which Is "Ours".

Mary Calderon, 1970
(Physician)
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